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80 COLUMN COLORVIDEO BOARD
FOR THE ATARI 800™
IF YOU USE YOUR ATARI 800™ FOR:
• PROGRAMMING. TERMINAL COMMUNICATIONS
• WORD PROCESSING • DATA BASES
THE AUSTIN 80™ COLOR VIDEO BOARD GIVES YOU
THE OPTIMUM FEATURES ...
-80 * 25 Character Screen
-256 Character set with line and box graphics
-Underline, blink, reverse, half intensity
-Smooth scrolling
-16 color RGBI or RGB outputs ± composite video
-Uses medium resolution B&W or color monitor
-Fits in last slot of 800
-Light pen input
LIST PRICE $279 95
SOFTWARE TO MAKE OPTIMUM USE OF THE AUSTIN 80™
SMART TERMINAL - EMMULATES DEC VT100™ - $19 95
WORD PROCESSOR with CONFIGURABLE PRINTERS
SUMMER '83
OPTIONAL RGBI OUTPUT CABLE - $34 95
AUSTIN 80™ CARRIES A i-YEAR PARTS AND LABOR WARRANTY
Ask for AUSTIN BOARDS'" at your local dealer or call

617·772·0352
AUSTIN FRANKLIN ASSOCIATES
43 GROVE STREET, AVER, MA 01432
M/C, VISA Be COD ACCEPTED
DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED
*ATARI IS A REGISTERED TRADEMARK OF ATARI, INC.
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by Jon Bell
In the first weeks prior to last Christmas, I had the
opportunity to discuss ATARI computer sales with a
local computer store owner. His business was
booming. There was a mad rush for joysticks, games,
educational software and computers. I watched a
salesman make several pitches for both the 400 and
the 800. His customers were usually young couples,
shopping for their first home computer. Many of
these couples wanted their children to learn how to
use a computer and to help prepare them for the
world of the 1990s, when it is estimated that one
out of every four American households will have
personal computers and computer literacy will be
regarded as a job necessity. However, most of these
couples did not have a lot of money to spend, and a
1982 Christmas package consisting of an ATARI
800, 810 disk drive and software cost, at that time,
over a thousand dollars. Therefore, the couples were
interested in a cheaper system, one that could
expand as their children - and assets - grew. They
looked at the 400. The salesman made his pitches for
it. I heard this response:
" - but thi.s can't be expanded to more memory,
can it?"
1 shook my head in dismay as the salesman
explained to several people that that belief was a
common fallacy. 1 asked the store owner if this was a
typical question. He told me that he had heard over a
dozen people ask that same question in the past two
weeks.
Nowhere in ATARI's literature or advertising for
the 400 does ATARI mention that the 16K 400 can
be upgraded to 48K. Consequently, in comparison
ads pitting the ATARI 400 against such other small
home computers as the TI-99/4A, the VIC 200r the
Commodore 64, such a personal computer
authority as Bill Cosby can get away with implying
that the 400 is limited to only 16K. Whenever I see
that ad, I get annoyed. Not at Bill Cosby, certainly, or
even Texas Instruments, the makers of the
commercial, but at ATARI for their negl ct of thirdparty hardware and software. They are hurting
themselves with their "ATARI is an island" attitude.
A company should work with its customers. By
extension, people who manufacture goods used in
conjunction with your company's products are your
customers too, and should be treated with respect.

They are helping to promote your products. It is not
wrong for others to make money off of your success
if you do not have the ambition or the ability to "fill
in the gaps" present in your products. The only way
to stop these other companies would be to
discontinue your own product - and if that isn't
killing the goose that laid the golden egg, I don't
know what is. I consider ATARI's inexplicable
"isolationism" to be quite harmful, and ultimately
alienating to many people. 0

WINNERS!
In issue number 9 of A.N.A.L.O.G. Computing we inserted a readers poll card.
As an incentive to send in the card, we
did a random drawing and picked three
people. They will be receiving a free
disk or cassette SUbscription. Here are
the winners:
STEPHEN W. YIP
Concord, CA
ALISTAIRE B. CALLENDER
Norman, OK
JAN BANICKI
South Bend, IN
A.N.A.L.O.G. would like to thank everyone who took the time to send in their
card.
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32K RAM
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We Carry The Complete PERCOM Line.
Call For Items and Prices.
SUPER

.. 149.00
87.95

ATARI
..

48K RAM
16/32 EXPANDER.

B-KEY 400
84.95
SUNCOM JOYSENSOR
......................... 34.95
Touch Sensitive Joystick

Call For Our Special EPSON Printer Package

SPECIALS

Prices effective May 1 through May 31.1983

Centipede
$29.95
Cartridge

Galaxian
$29.95

Missle Command Paint
$24.95
$29.95

Cartridge

Cartridge

Protector II
$22.95

Disk

Disk/Tape

FREE* SOFTWARE AND ACCESSORIES
* COUPON PROGRAM

I.D.S.I.

The purchase of each program (with the exception of Super Specials. ,A'an. andAPX) will earn you 1 COMPUTABILITY DIVIDEND
COUPON (CDC). Save 10 coupons and redeem them lor your chOlce,,~ any program we sell for 524.00 or less. Less than 10
coupons may be redeemed lor premium items as "'dicated. You pay only a 52.50 shipping & handling charge.

Pool 1.5 - D
Pool 400 - Cart
Speedway Blast - Cart.
Juggler - O.
.

ANALOG

ATARI
Conversational Languages· T... 43.95
Programming 2 & 3· T
.21.95
MUSIC Composer -C
32.95
My First Alphabet -D.
.
26.95
Touch TYPing - T .,
19.95
'-jome Filing Manager - 0
.37.95
Mailing List - T .
. 19.95
Asteroids· C
.. 26.95
Caverns Of Mars - 0
.... 28.95
Computer Chess - C.
26.95
Mlssle Command - C .
.26.95
Super Breakout - C.
. .... 26.95
Star Raiders - C.
32.95
Assembly Editor - C
44.95
BasIc, C
.... 44.95
Macroassembler - O.
. . 65.95
Microsoft Basic - O.
65.95
Pilot (Home Package) - C.
. .. 58.95
InvltalionToProgrammingl-T . . 18.95
Speed Reading' T .
.55.95
Basketball - C
..... 26.95
Graph-It - T.
. 15.95
Juggles House - OfT
22.95
Pilot (Educafor) - C
97.95
Video Easel - C.
. ... 26.95
Defender - C .
.32.95
Galaxian - C.
32.95
Q,X - C .
.. .... 32.95
Dig Dug - C .
..32.95
ET - C.
.. .. 38.95
T,mew,se - 0
23.95
Atanwriter - C
..... 61.95

ADVENTURE
INTERNATIONAL
PrepPie - OfT ..
SAG.A Adventures - 0
S.ea Dragon - OfT .
Stratos - OfT .
Bugoff - OfT.
..
Preppie II . OIC .
Stone of Sisyphus - 0 .
Elim",ator - OfT .

.. .. 23.95
31.95
27.95
.
2795
2395
.27.95
.2795
..20.95
.

Race In Space - OfT.
Sunday Driver - OfT ..
CraSh Oive ' - OfT
Buried Bucks - OfT .
Titan - OfT.
Star Sentry - OfT .

20.95
.... 23.95
. 23.95
.23.95
.23.95
.23.95

DATASOFT
Shooting Arcade' OfT
.2395
Pacific Coast Highway - OfT
.23.95
Micropa",ter' O.
27.95
Canyon Climber - OfT .
23.95
Fathoms Forty - O.
.... 27.95

O'Riley's Mine· OfT
Rosen's Bridgade - OfT .
Sands of Egypt - 0 .
Zaxxon - OfT .
Moon Shuttle - OfT .

.27.95
.27.95
.. 31.95
... 31.95
.. 31.95

ON-LINE
Jawbreaker - OIT
Luna Leeper - 0 .
Ultima 1·0.
Threshold - 0 .
Ultima II- O.
Mouskattack.- 0 .
Frogger - OIT .

... 23.95
23.95
..... 31.95
..... 31.95
44.95
.27.95
.27.95

COMPUTABILITY DIVIDEND COUPON PREMIUMS
3 M Blank Disk - Box 01 10
Wabash Blank Disks - Box 01 10.
Flip'n File Disk Holder.
Flip'n File Cartridge Holder.
Monitor Stand
VU - Case Disk Holder W/Lock.
Heavy Plastic Dust Cover 800 or 810.
First Book of Atan Software 1983 .
Kids & The Atan ..
The Atari Assembler..
Alari Games & Recreation
Atari Pilot lor Beg",ners
The Visicalc Book Alari.
Atari Basic.
Alari Sound & Graphics.
Starfighter.
Slik Stik.
ExtenSion Cable - 6 ft.
Lefty Adaptor..
Stik Stand.
Suncom Tack II .
Suncom Game SWitch ..
Tl Adaptor.
Kraft Switch Hitter Joystick.
Kraft Joystick.

FIRST STAR
Cosmic Squeeze - O/T
Astro Chase - OfT

.

... 27.00 or 10 CDC
. ..... 21.00 or 8 CDC
.20.95 or 6 CDC
. ... 20.95 -:>r 6 CDC
.. 27.95 or 10 CDC
.
24.00 or 10 CDC
.
12.95 or 5 CDC
17.95 or 6 CDC
.......... 17.950r6COC
.12.95 or 5 CDC
14.95 or 6 CDC
14.95 or 6 CDC
14.95 or 6 CDC
. 12.95 or 5 CDC
. .. 9.95 or 3 CDC
12.99 or 5 CDC
.9.95 or 3 CDC
.... 6.95 or 3 CDC
..9.95 or 3 CDC
6.99 or 3 CDC
. .. 19.95 or 8 CDC
. . 6.95 or 3 CDC
.
12.95 or 5 CDC
17.95 or 7 CDC
. ..... 15.95 or 6 CDC

BIG FIVE
23.95
23.95

Miner 2049'er - Cart

39.95

We Carry Hundreds of Items for ATARI 400/800, Ask for Our FREE CATALOG.

27.95
31.95
31.95
23.95

SIRIUS
Bandits - o.
Way Out - O.
.
Repton - 0
Twerps - 0 .
Wavy Navy - 0
Blade of Blackpoole - 0 .

..27.95
31.95
31.95
23.95
27.95
31.95

.

SENTIENT
Cyborg - 0 .
Goldrush - OfT .

.... 27.95
.. .. 27.95

BRODERBUND
Apple Panic - OfT
23.95
Stellar Shuttle - OfT .
.
23.95
Oavid's Midnight Magic - 0
27.95
Star Blazer - 0 .
.
25.50
Track Attack - 0 .
.
23.95
Labyrinth - DiT........
. . 23.95
Serpentine - D .
27.95
Dueling Digits - 0
23.95
Choplifter' o.
.
27.95
Genetic Onft - DfT.
. . 23.95
AE - O.
. ... 27.95

EDU-FUN
Call For Items and Prices

MISCELLANEOUS
Night Mission - OfT .
..23.95
Jumpman - o.
.. ........ 31.95
Airstrike - D.
.31.95
Castle Wollenstein - 0
23.95
Financial Wizard - D
49.95
Pinball Construction Kit - O. .31.95
Pig Pen - D .
. .... 23.95
Baja Buggies - OfT..
..25.50
Starbowl Football - OfT
25.50
Master Type - 0.. ..
31.95
Ali Baba - D.
. 26.50
Jeepers Creepers - 0 .
. ..... 23.95
Paint - 0
.. 33.95
Kid Grid - D/T.
. . 23.95
D - Disk T- Cassette
C - Cartridge
ATARI is a trademark 01 ATARI, Inc.

ORDERING INfORMATION :10 order by main, send money order, certified check, or personal check (allow 14days to clear) 10 COMPUTABILITY.
Include 52.00 shipping on all softwore orders. Include 3% shipping on all hardware orders, minimum 52.50. Mastercard and Visa pleose include card
number and expiration date. WI residenls please add 5% sales tox. Canadian, APO & FPO software orders include 5% shipping, minimum 55.00. All
olher toreign software. please add 15% shipping. minimum 57,00 (US Funds only). Prices subjecl ot change without notice.
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Dear Editor,
In your recent A.N.A.L.O.G.
Computing issue #9 a review of
our Letter Perfect Version 3 was
written by Tony Messina.
The article had many
complimentary things to say
about Letter Perfect and the new
version. However, it did contain
some inaccuracies in regard to our
update policy. Anyone who has
purchased and registered an
earlier version of Letter Perfect
may upgrade to the new version 3
by sending us their old diskette
and $30. In return, they will
receive a new diskette, a new
manual, and a new command
sheet. Any individual who has
purchased a backup diskette may
hold the backup diskette until
they have received the new
version, and then send us the
backup to receive an update of
their backup. There is no policy
that allows an individual who
returns their old version to get a
free backup of the new version.
Sincerely yours,
Kenneth L. Berry
LJK Enterprises, Inc.
St. Louis, MO
Dear Sirs:
We just bought an ATARI 800
computer and were glad to find
there was a magazine for ATARI
owners. But we sat for hours programming your programs An
Adventure Game, The Halls of the
Leprechaun King, and Fill'er, not
one of the programs work. I have a
friend that has a computer she
bought before we did and she said
they had the same problem. We
have since talked to some others
and they all say the same thing. It
is very maddening to sit for four
or five hours putting programs

A.N.A.L.O.G. COMPUTING

into the computer and not having
it work. We were going to subscribe to your magazine but not
now. We feel that you should
check your programs first before
you put them in your magazine.
We have checked and checked
them and we did not make an
error in typing them into the computer. If in the future we hear that
your programs work we will
consider buying your magazine, in
the mean time we will not reccommend your magazine to anyone.
Mr. Randall Beemer
Flint, Michigan
Dear A.N .A.L.O.G.:
This letter is sent to thank Tom
Hudson for giving us what I feel is
the best game ever to appear in the
pages of a magazine. It tops a lot of
games I've seen on sale, too! I am
speaking, of course, about Fill'er
Up! (Issue #10).
I recently moved from a large
city to a small resort town. Unlike the city there are no software
dealers here, so I rely very strongly upon the printed page. (I had to
subscribe to even get tha there!)
So I really appreciate when an exceptional program such as Fill'er
Uj) comes along. Needless to say I
am eagerly awaiting Mr. Hudson's
next contribution to your fine
publication, which by the way gets
better with each issue.
Very gratefully yours,
Rudy C. Houghton
Myrtle Beach, SC
Dear Editor:
I am glad to hear that the results
of your readers poll generally
agreed with my ideas and opinions. A.N.A.L.O.G. is the best
magazine on the market that deals
with ATARI computers in whole
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or in part, and it keeps getting
better. I like the assembly'language games, and really
enjoyed Fill'er Up!. However, I
found it very boring to sit through
the beginning of the program
waiting for the computer to check
the lines every time I wanted to
play the game. I tried making a
cassette-maker program (ala
Maniac or Harvey Wallbanger) to
no avail, - as I don't know very
much about assembly programming. However, the following
changes will speed up the wait
from 2 1/2 minutes to 1 1/2
minutes. First type in the program
as in A.N.A.L.O.G. #10 (to
check for errors), then, when
correct, make the following
changes.

2 SRAPHICS 18:POSITION 3,5: 7 #6;"PLEAS
E WAIT .•• ":FOR DE=1 TO 5@:NEIT DE
5 Y=PEEK(5591:POKE 559,O
25 LINE=LINE+l@:READ DATS
28 REM (delete this line)
4@ PROS$(PNTR}=CHR$(BYTE}:PNTR=PNTR+l:
TOTAL=TOTAL+BYTE:NEIT I:READ CHKSUM:IF
LINE=1710 THEN 70
50 SOTO 25
70 POKE 559,Y:? "PRESS START TO BEGIN"
80 IF PEEK(SJ279J(>6 THEN 80
85 A=USR(ADR(PROSS),ADRiPROSS)):END
I hope the readers find this
useful (unless someone has
figured a way to make a cassettemaker program.) I really enjoyed
Fill'er Up!, but it seems to me that
once a game is over, the next game
should start back on levell, not
on the level where the last game
left off. This can be frustrating,
especially since pressing RESET
results in "ATARI lock-up."
Other than that, thanks, and keep
A.N.A.L.O.G. coming!
Sincerely yours,
Jim Singer
New Castle, Penn.
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Tom Hudson:
I loved your PIM mover subroutine in issue 10 of A.N.A.L.O.G.
How can it be changed to include
MISSILES as well as PLAYERS?
Jeff Stefanski
Melrose Park, IL
Your t1.'ish is our command. See
page 29. - Ed.

Dear A.N .A.L.O.G.:
Issue number 10 is fantastic!!
Your article on the ATARI
1200XL is the only full length discription I have seen so far. I had
heard some rumors about it, but
nothing conclusive. I have an
ATARl800 and don't plan on getting a 1200XL in the near future
but I was excited to find out abou~
the 800's big brother!
My friends and I entered Fill' Er
Up! several days after getting the
magazine. The time was worth it!
It's the best game I've ever gotten
for free. Tom Hudson,
A.N.A.L.O.G. and ATARI are a
great team!! There was only one
thing I didn't like about it and that
was the fact that you couldn't restart it by pressing the trigger. This
is a feature any game that does not
use the keyboard during the actual
play should have. So after looking
at the listing, I thought how nice it
would be if I could change it all by
myself. .. Being a beginning
assembler programmger, that's
just what I set out to do! I succeeded too! I'm including the
needed changes.
Old Code:
CK5TRT LDA
AND
BNE
RELEA5 LOA
AND
BEa

CON50L
Al
CK5TRT
CON50L
Al
RELEA5

Hew Code:
;fill extra space
HOP

NOP

NOP

NOP

;wait for release

RELEA5 LDA 5TRIG
BfQ RfLfA5

itrigger pressed?
CK5TRG LDA 5TRIG
Blllf CK5TRG

By adding two lines to the basic
program the new code can be
installed.
5 RE5TORE 1Q:DATA 234.234
234.234.173.132.2.248.251'
173.132.2.288.251
•
65 RE5TORE:FOR X=1225 TO 1
238:READ N:PROG$(X.X]=CHR$
(III) : NEXT X

Now you can have the freedom
of sitting anywhere your joystick
cord will reach AND restart the
game without getting up!
I really enjoy reading
A.N.A.L.O.G.. It's a great magazine! I have every issue! The first
issue I got on my subscription was
number 5, but when the reprints
of the back issues came out I
ordered numbers one through 4.
And I'm glad I did, since they have
been very helpful in getting the
most out of my ATARI and
because they are no longer available!!
There is one addition I would
like to see in A.N.A.L.O.G. and
that's a book review section.
There are a lot of books out for
ATARI's and we need help in
picking the good ones from the
bad.
This is the very first letter I have
ever written to a magazine. And
I'm glad to have a magazine I care
enough about to take the time to
write to it (would THEM have
been a better choice, since
A.N.A.L.O.G. IS made up of
people ... Well gotta sign off now.
Well gotta sign off now,
Chris Gruenler
S. Hamilton, MA
We 'were glad you enjoyed our
arcicle on the 1200XL. The resjJonse
from our readers was o<VeT'tuhelming.
We were 'Very forcunace eo have the
1200XL in our offices months before
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it was available eo other publications.
Look for more information on the
1200XL in future issues - and
remember, when you want the
"scoop" on new ATARI products,
you'll see it first in the pages of
A N. A L. O. G. Computing.
Many people have been requesting
back issues of AN.AL.O.G.
Computing. I'm sorry eo report thac
we have no remaining copies of any
back issues. However, the
forthcoming A. N. A. L. O. G.
COMPENDIUM (see Edieorial
issue IO) will contain the best games:
utilities and educational programs
from the first ten issues of
A N. A L. O. G. Computing. The
AN.AL.O.G. COMPENDIUM
will also feature programs not
jJublisheJ in earlier issues of
A N. A L. 0. G. Computing. Ie will
be available eo computer stores and
bookseores the first 'week in July.
Speaking of books, we are
planning eo include an up-eo-date list
and capsule review of all ATARIrelated books in our next issue. -ED

,..

ATARI®
48KRAM

KIT
BY
MOSAIC ELECTRONICS
Turns any Atari 8K or 16K RAM
board into a 48K RAM board.
Only 4 solder connections!
Complete instructions and
guarantee.

***********
**** **AVAILABLE
~ FOR A LlMITEORTlyME 't
*

~

!**

FACTO
DIRECT

*

$1'5
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ELECTRONICS

P.O. Box 708. Oregon City. OR 97045

.....

Phone Orders: 1-800-547-2807
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JOYSTICK
REPLACEMENT
INSERT

Attention Programmers!
A.N.A.L.O.G. Computing is interested in programs,
articles, and software review submissions dealing with
the ATARI 400 and 800 home computers. If you feel that
you can write as well as you can program, then submit
those articles and reviews that have been floating
around in your head, awaiting publication. This is your
opportunity to share your knowledge with the growing
family of ATARI computer owners. A.N.A.L.O.G. pays
between $30.00-$360.00 for all articles. All submissions
for publication must be typed, upper and lower case
with double spacing. Program listings should be provided in printed form, and on cassette or disk. By submitting articles to A.N.A.L.O.G. Computing, authors
acknowledge that such materials, upon acceptance
for pUblication, become the exclusive property of
A.N.A.L.O.G. If not accepted for publication, the
articles and/or programs will remain the property of
the author. If submissions are to be returned, please
supply a self-addressed, stamped envelope. All submissions of any kind must be accompanied by the
author's full address and telephone number. Send
programs to: Editor, A.N.A.L.O.G. Computing, P. O.
Box 23, Worcester, MA 01603.

EASY WAY
TO REPAIR
YOUR ATARI™ OR
SEARS VIDEOTM JOYSTICK

~ "'&
'~L
~
Remove screws and pull
offboHom

.

,,~

Insert new replacement
port

Allow
4 to 6 weeks
for delivery

Pull Qut broken plastic slem

Replace bottom with screws
now sit back and enjoy

$4 35
PAIR

Plus 65¢ postage
& handling

Name
Address
City

State

Zip

J. E. KOCH & CO.
P.O. Box 864, Durham N.H. 03824
sorry no C.OD.'s please

1

I

,-------------------------,
Gentlemen.:
I have been an avid reader of
your magazine since the first issue.
It has been interesting, informa~
tive, and amusing.
As of now, "Whither ATARI"
is obvious. ATARI "whithered"
to Taiwan. In these days of high
labor costs, it became necessary to
move production facilities· to a
location with lower labor costs.
We all know that labor is the
single most expensive component
in the manufacturing process,
right? WRONG! 50 days of
network advertising prior to
Christmas was the single most ex~
pensive component!
ATARI (read Warner
Communications) was concerned
with how to cut costs, that was
obvious. However, did they stop
to consider how many of the 1700
production workers would, if
employed, but their computers?
What about the people who do

business with those 1700 former
employees? How many ATARI
computers will they be able to buy
now? This kind of action has a
"ripple effect" throughout the
entire community. But it's still
cheaper to build overseas, and
you end up with a better product
because the American worker just
doesn't care to work as hard to do
a good job. That's why SONY
builds all their T rinitron color
TVs for the U.S. in the U.S. It's
also why HONDA builds all of
the cars and motorcycles (above
900cc) destined for the States
over in Ohio. SONY and
HONDA seem to know what
American manufacturers have
forgotten - we can build it here
cheaper and better if we put our
minds to it. It makes me wonder
whether anyone in marketing or
manufacturing at Warner or
ATARI has a mind left to work
with.

Keep up the good work at
A.N.A.L.O.G. - you're the best
magazine around.
Sincerely,
Richard B. Roche

In Issue No. 10 of

A.N.A.L.O.G. Computing,
we published an article by
Greg Peck entitled "Magic
Keypad." This article was
originally intended for publication in ANTIC Magazine,
and is the sole property of
ANTIC. We regret our error
and apologize for any inconvenience.
ANTIC is a magazine published for ATARI computer
owners. For information,
write to ANTIC, 600 18th
Street, San Francisco, CA

94107.

New family fun and a new
learning experience!

ISH

SOFT ~RE
FORATARI
THE GAME
OF JERICHO

PROVERBS
"'-'-'~"""""'. .-'" e1
Davka Corporation introduces new software programs
and games designed to give you more understanding of
Jewish history and traditions. Outstanding scholars have
combined their teaching methods with state-of-the-art
computer techniques and graphics, to bring you and
your family an exciting and important new dimension in
Judaica for the home. If you have an Atari 800 computer
with one Disk Drive and 48K Memory, you're ready to
start on a whole new adventure!
Here are a few of the many programs and games
which are available for your Atari computer. Others are
listed in our free catalog.
HEBREW READING This individualized program is designed
to teach the reading of Hebrew to those who have no prior
knowledge of the Hebrew alphabet and/or those who are just
building their basic reading skills.
Number 101-1 $50
THE GAME OF JERICHO In this action-packed arcade game,
the player directs the blasts from Joshua's shofar to destroy the
walls of ancient Jericho. His shots must be quick and accurate
to penetrate enemy lines. One must be careful, though-the
enemy is constantly raining down clusters of arrows. "Jericho"
combines outstanding sound and colorful graphics-but to win,

one needs to be cunning, clever, and daring. "Jericho" is for children or adults.
Number1400 $29.95
ISRAEL GEOGRAPHY GAME As an "Israel Sherlock
Holmes," the player uses historical and geographical "clues" to
"deduce" the correct names of sites on the map of Israel. The
game begins with a map of Israel drawn on the screen and
divided into four regions. The player selects a region and an
enlarged map of that section is drawn on the screen. A flashing
cursor represents the "target" and the puzzle solving is set
in motion.
Number 200-1 $25
PROVERBS Five hundred carefully selected Jewish Proverbs
and Folk Sayings, taken from the Talmud, Medieval Hebrew
Literature, and Yiddish and Hasidic sources, are presented in
this program, indexed by specific categories. To view all the
proverbs on any given topic, the user needs simply to type in the
category he wishes to see.
Number 600-1 $25
JEWISH I.Q. BASEBALL "Jewish 1.0. Baseball" educates
students in many areas of Jewish knowledge in an enjoyable,
entertaining fashion. Players get singles, doubles, triples and
home runs by answering questions correctly. The runners, the
baseball field, and the scoreboard are all portrayed vividly to
make the action realistic. "Jewish 1.0. Baseball" is suitable for
Number 301-1 $25
one or two players of all ages.

Please add $2 for each shipment for handling.
WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG and to order any of the above
software programs, MasterCard or Visa cardholders

CALL TOLL-FREE 1-800-621-8227
(In Illinois, call 1-312-944-4070)

)IHD\~vkCl
CORPORATION

845 North Michigan Avenue, Suite 843, Chicago, Illinois 60611

Atari is a Trademark of Warner Communications
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The ATARI exhibit was mobbed with fans eager to
sample the new r6K game cartridges.

Arcade fans had to ·wait in line to play Dacasoft's Acari
version of ZAXXON.

Business was brisk at the

Educationa~

Software booth.

The impressive Synapose Software display featured a
separate TV monitor for every product.

Game fanatics peered over

shou~ders to

coming attractions from Sirius Softq,l'are.

The new Rana disk drives for the ATARI attracted lots 0/
attention.

checl< out the

If you are serious about personal finance •••
• Budget Forecast- 26 expense categories
• Check Entry-easy data entry-scan & modify
26 major & 36 sub-categories - information block
• Check Search-single or multiple parameters(up to seven) to search entries
• Tabulations-detailed expense vs. budget
comparisons by month, year-to-date, category
• Bar Graphs - screen displays in graph form
expenses vs. budget - by month or categoryprinting with graphic capable printers
• Check Reconciliation-fast clearing of resident
checks & deposits, complete summary report
• Checkwriter-prints your custom checks
• Printouts - most popular printers
• Multi-Colored Graphics • Audio Enhancements
• 7 Utility Programs • User-Friendly Operation
• Easy To Use Instruction Manual • Audit Report
• Handsome Tinted Plastic Storage Case

0:

.;-\1
: i

iii

iJt.."'ic-

~
In a feature editorial.
don't want to spend severnl days trying to
learn how to use one, then A Financial
Wizanl by.Computari may be just what
you need."

Analog Magazine in a
comprehensive study of
personal finance systems
for Atari *computers.

"The iJIustrnted manual thaI comes with
this progrnm is clear, direcI, and very
thorough."

"A Financial Wizanl from Computari is by
far the best of these programs and will be the
standanl of comparison for the other.>."

"If you want to use a finance system, but

"/I appear.> that this finance system was
desiRned to achieve the best and most
comfortable working relationship bel ween
Ihe user and the progrnm."

"The check entry routine is the most
attractive feature of this finance system.
Data prompts are very clear and Ihe category item names are displayed al all times
durinR data entry for your convenience."
"The file search capabilities of Ihis
progrnm are superior. You are offered
seven ways to look up the checks."
"The system is disk intensive. All data is
saved automatically and immedialely
following all routines thai either enler data
or modify it."
"Scanning your entries is made possible
by pressing START. You can see records
very quickly this way."

"The check entry mode is easy to use ... "
"The way a Financial Wizanl handles your
tabulations is excellent. You can chart your
actual expenses vs. your budRet by month, by
category or year to date."
" ... where it really outshines the rest is in the
check reconciliation."
"'n effect it gives you your bank statement on
the screen, a complele list by month of all
your checks and deposils."

"Like most Atarians, • am captivated by
the grnphic, color and sound capabilities
of my machine. Nothing quite discouraRes
me more than to booI up an applications
proRrnm (per.>onal. business, elc.) and to
be presented with the stand ani Rraphic '0'
while character.> on a blue screen.
Of course the usefulness and effectiveness of
a proRram is of primar~' importance. However, enhancinR .he dullest of applications
programs wilh some of Atari's charms, is a
great asset. A Financial Wizard, a per.>onal
finance progrnm b~' Computari's Bill
Mclachlan. is an excellenl example of an
applications program that integrates many
of the Atari's features into a well conceived
and executed proRram."

"Graphics, while really not a factor in the
quality of programs of this type, do make
your budgeting chores a little more pleasant.
Again A Financial Wizanl comes out on top."
"Everything about this program is excellent. .. "

"This is an excellent finance syslementertaining, accurate, and fun 10 use."

A Financial Wizard 1.5
The logical choice.
The system is designed for Atari computers having a minimum of 32K
and operating from a disk drive. The cost is only $59.95 plus $3 for
handling/postage.

". give A Financial Wizanl hiRh marks in
ease of use, documentation and performance. If a disk-based home finance
package is in your future, The Wizard
should get serious considerntion."

(405)751-7925

COMPUTtA CENTERS of DKC"'7..

10944 North May, Oklahoma City, OK 73120
[ , CHECK ENCLOSED

0 VISA

0 MASTERCHARGE

NAME (Print)

_

Address
City

Dealer inquiries invited.

Card 1/
OK residents ad 4% Tax .

"The use of color and sound in the data
input prompts and error checkinR routines
are so well done that it's quite simple to
boot up the disk, follow alonR with the
very clear documentation, and be 'up and
running' in short onler."

----------------------------------------.-

If your dealer does not have A Financial Wizard ... Telephone orders
are accepted on Mastercharge or Visa credit cards. Mail order must be
accompanied by check or money-order or credit card II.

• trademark of Atari Inc.

ATARIR.....,......

In a Report from Antie.

"A Financial Wizanl has one disk that does
everything ... "

Computari"s

Th..

State

Signature

Zip
Exp~.

_
_
_
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C:CHECK
16K Cassette
CHECK Program by Istvan Mohos
Cassette version by Tom Hudson
Well, cassette fans, here it is! a checksum program
for use with your ATARI 410 program recorder.
A.N.A.L.O.G. has been using a program called
D:CHECK since issue #8, but it could only be used
by disk drive owners. This program, based on Istvan
Mohos' program "D:CHECK," will allow cassettebound readers to verify that programs typed in from
A.N.AL.O.G. were entered correctly.
The Program
When D:CHECK was submitted to
A.N.A.L.O.G. for publication, it was intended to
be used only with the ATARI810 disk drive. It could
not be used with cassette because it required three
separate "passes" through the BASIC program being
checked. This is fine when using a disk drive, which
is a "random access" device. A disk drive can read a
file of stored information any number of times
without the user even noticing. A program recorder,
on the other hand, is a "sequential" device. If a file
must be read several times, the user must rewind the
tape to the beginning of the file each time it is needed.
This is, to say the least, a cumbersome operation.
In order to adapt D:CHECK for cassette use, a
prime consideration was to make the check process a
one-pass operation. C:CHECK will read through a
program which has been LISTed to cassette one ti me
and produce the checksum data on either the screen
or a printer.
T~ make life easier for the A.N.A.L.O.G. staff,
C:CHECK will.produce the same checksum data as
D:CHECK, eliminating the need for separate
checksum tables.
Type the C:CHECK program into your
computer and LIST it to tape. Check data has been
provided so that you can use C:CHECK to check
itself. Follow the instructions below.
Using C:Check
When entering programs from AN.AL.O.G.,
you can use C:CHECK to make sure you typed
them in without mistakes. The procedure is as
follows:
1) After the program is typed in, LIST it to tape by
typing LIST "C".
2) LOAD and RUN C:CHECK.
3) C:CHECK will ask if you want the output to go
to the screen or to a prin ter. Type « S" for screen
or up" for printer and press RETURN.
4) Enter the issue number in which the program to
be checked appeared, and press RETURN.

5) Position the tape to the beginning of the
program that is to be checked and press PLAY
on the program recorder. Press RETURN.
6) C:CHECK will begin reading the program from
tape and generate a checksum table. This table
should match the CCHECK/D:CHECK data
listed after the program in the magazine. Each
line of the checksum table is a DATA statement
representing 15 lines of the program being
checked, plus a total of the 15 lines. The line
number of each DATA statement is the number
of the first line in the group of 15 lines. For
example, in the following check data line:
100 DATA 12,3,200,126,60,45,344,455,452,54,
889,344,10,1,56,3051
The line number 100 tells that the first line in this
group is 100. The value 12 represents the checksum
of line 100,3 is the checksum of the first line after
line 100, 200 is the checksum of the second line after
100, etc. 3051 is the total of the 15 lines in the group.
If the value 889 does not match the magazine's
corresponding value, the tenth line after line 100 was
typed incorrectly. Note all such errors. When
C:CHECK ends, type NEW, ENTER your program
from tape and correct the lines that are in error (if
any). When these are corrected, you have a perfect,
debugged copy of the program!
That's all there is to it! C:CHECK should make
finding those bothersome typos much easier, and
allow you to enjoy A.N.A.LO.G. programs much
faster. 0

100 REM ~ DEBUGGING ~ID
BV I5TV~N MOH05
110 REM VERSION 2 MODS ~ND C~SSETTE
129 REM VERSION BV TOM HUDSON
130 GR~PHICS o:? :? "This run will LIS
T data stateMents
to the screen or
printer,"
140 ? :? "This D~T~ is created b!,l eval
uating
each character of a user pro
graM,
LISTed to tape ,":?
159 DIM OUT$Cl),I$C118),CRSC1)
160 ? "OUTPUT TO j;lCREEN OR [;lRINTER";:I
NPUT OUT$:IF OUT${)"S" ~ND OUTS{)"P" T
HEN 160
170 If OUT$="S" THEN OPEN U2,8,6,"£:":
GOTO 209
180 CLOSE U2:? "~RE~DV PRINTER ~ND PRE
55 liHUII:I:I"; : INPUT CR$
1~0 TRAP 180:0PEN U2,8,0,"P:"
209? :? "ENTER ISSUE NUMBER";:TRAP 29
O:INPUT ISSUE
2iO ? :? "RE~DV TAPE AND PRESS I:Uijll:I:I"
;:OPEN U1.4.0."C:":? :?

220 Z=0:LINECOUNT=Z:PLIN=Z:K=2
230 TRAP 340:INPUT Ul,I$:LINECOUNT=LIN
ECOUNT+l:LINUM=UALCI$Cl 5»
240 NLCK=NLCK+l:If NLCKS1 AND NLCK(16
THEN 299
250 If LINECOUNT=l THEN 280
260 ? U2;TOTAL:NlCK=1
270 If OUT$="5" THEN PlIN=PlIN+l:If Pl
IN=10 THEN ? "PRESS I:HIiiII:J:1 TO CONTINUE
"':INPUT CR$:PlIH=O
2Se TOTAl=Z:? U2;LIHUH;" DAHl ";
290 CHKSUM=Z:If ISSUE)9 THEN N=2
399 fOR 1=1 TO LENCI$):PRODUCT=K*ASCCl
$CI,I):CHKSUM=CHKSUM+PRODUCT:K=K+l:If
K=4 THEN K=1
310 NEXT I:CHKSUM=CHKSUH+N*155:K=K+l:1
f H=4 THEN K=l
320 CHKSUM=CHKSUH-I000*INTCCHKSUH/I000

IT'S ABOUT TIME
by G. Herzenstiel
Can your child read both clocks on the right? Many
children will go out of their way to read a digital clock
instead of trying to read the standard clock In this
program your child can learn to read a standard clock
along with a digital clock
• Two learning units and a game
• Requires] joystick
Recommended for grades K-2
., :2D
ATARI cassette, ]6K
$20.00
'ATARI disk, 24K
$25.00

EI

~

by B. Belian
A game that tests y~ur logic against the computer. Can
you enter the four digits that the computer is thinking of
in the correct order? The computer will give you clues
after every entry. This "mastermind" type game is a
challenge to young and old alike.
• Plays on three different levels
• Play with a friend (computer chooses digits)
• Play against the computer feature
Recommended for ages 9·90
ATARI cassette, 32K
$20.00
.
ATARI disk, 32K
$25.00
.
.
.

)

330 ? ttl; CHIC'SUH;","; : TOTAL=TOTAl +CHK~)u
M:GOTO no
J40 CLOSE Ul:If LINECOUNT=Z THEN 370
3se ? U2;TOTAL
3610 CLOSE U2:END
370 ? "~rJ":? "Your tlJped-io prograM wa
5 not properlylISTed to tape,"
380 ? :? "Please LIST lJour pl~ograM to
tape, thenRUN ";CHR:$(34);"CHECK";CHR$C
34);" again,":ClOSE U2:CLR :END

•

BULLS and CLEOTS

W

CHECKSUM DATA
(See D:CHECK/C:CHECK,p.26)

r+ <ii:H.E.S.I.S.
P.O. Box ]47
Garden City, M148]35
(3]3) 595-4722

Please add:
$3.00 shipping/handling
$1.50 C.O.D. charges

Write for free catalog of ATARI
and APPLE software.

•

To Order Call:

1·800-354·0550
(VISA, MASTERCARD. CO.D.)

RADICAL SVSTEMS™

prOUdly presents
cartridge Maker™
EPROM BURNER for the ATARI® 800

• Make your own cartridges for the ATARI'·, on the ATARI'·.
• Backup cartridge ROM's.
'·Burn your own code.
• Programs single voltage 2K or 4K EPROMS
- 2732,2732A,2532,2716(2516)
• Plugs into right Cartridge slot. No cabling required.
• Stands alone or can be used with ASSEMBLER/EDITOR Cartridge, DOS,
or AMAC. Required memory 16K.
• Also available EPROM cartridge boards which accept either 2532, or
2732 EPROMS (without EPROMSl.

* * * * NEW PRODUCT FROM RADICAL SYSTEMS -

BETLJUZ JAZZ MUSIC BOX

****

This is a music program that automatically generates over 50000 songs using a sophisticated computer algorithm written in ATARI
BASIC and machine language.
In the "automatic" mode, the program synthesizes a melody, harmony, snare drum, and bass part for each of the 50000 songs.
The program is also capable of prOViding a computer arrangement of user melodies. In this "manual" mode, the user "plays" his
melody on the ATARI keyboard and the program provides a harmony, snare drum, and bass part to arrange the user melody.
Since the program source code is documented and has experiments that show how to change the automatic song generation, the
program is an excellent tool for experimenting With music synthesis. Program requires at least 32K of memory and 810 disk drive.

----------------------------------

RADICAL SYSTEMS'·

Name:

2002 (olice Road, S. E.
Huntsville, Alabama 35801
(205) 539-0521

Address:
City

_

_

State

Zip

_

Cartridge Maker'· $79. ea.

_

_

EPROM board

$20. ea.

_

_

BETUUZ

$20. ea.

CHECK, or MONEY ORDER

qty.

You and your family will enjoy
learning in your home when you
We have over
7000 Educational Programs
for use on your
Atari 400/800 Computers/

.-.
All along you've heard there isn't much of a
selection of low cost microcomputer courseware. Well, do you want to learn Physics,
Psychology, or Philosophy? Accounting or
Auto Mechanics? Sociology, Supervision or
Statistics? Economics or Electronics? How
about English as a Second Language? Would
you like to teach your children Math or Reading? If you do, then we have the educational
programs for you-and at affordable prices.
It's true there aren't many companies that offer full-length courses in subjects other than
reading and arithmetic, and what is offered
seems to be drills, tests, games, or simulations. What you really want is a course that
covers the subject with, say, 16 full-length
lessons called tutorial programs, where you interact with an expert programmer backed by a
staff of experts. That's exactly what we have.

ASK THESE QUESTIONS
Why haven't you heard of us before? We're a
public company that's been trading over the
counter for 16 years. We've been developing
interactive learning systems since 1957. We
sell hardware and software for interactive film,
slide, video and computer learning to the
educational field, vo-techs, industries, military,
and several state and federal agencies. Our
programs are used in all 50 states and even in
some foreign countries! In 1975, we started to
convert to the Talk & Teach Computer-Assisted
Instruction (CAl) System, licensed Atari to use
it in 1977, and in 19B1 licensed Radio Shack
to use our Talk/Tutor System. So, why haven't
you heard of us? Frankly, we've kept a low profile. Until now.
Is there something wrong with our software?
Well, we don't ask you to enter your name so
we can drop it into some later text. We don't
ask you to type in your answer and refuse to
accept it if it's not spelled just right. And, we
don't branch around a lot when you make an
error. Our programs simply let you know if
you're wrong by proceeding only when you
select the right multiple-choice answer.
This proven learning-by-positive-reinforcement method lets you proceed quickly and
smoothly through the programs, without a lot of
cute tricks. But, if you're a devoted computerist or game freak you may be disappointed at the lack of motion in most of the pictures, or our special visual effects. We have
some dandies, like the mushroom cloud that
rises over Hiroshima in our History series, but
your learning is not distracted by needless
special effects.

OVER 1000 PROGRAMS
We have 64 courses of 16 half-hour programs: 1024 programs! All are easy-reading,

Stop
Playing with
Your Atari

upper-and-lower-case. All are in Atari color. All
are illustrated by frequent graphics, composed
of special and regular characters. And, best of
all, every frame of every program is accompanied by high-quality, full-time audio narration
by professional voice talent. David Stanton,
James Mathers, Pam Barrymore. Recorded
and played back, not synthesized or digitized!
- If your child is having trouble with Reading or
Math, or if he or she is exceptional, and
could benefit from professionally programmed lessons or courses, then you need our
educational programs for your Atari 400 or
800 to help your child.
-If you want to build your math skills, we have
programs on Numbers and their meanings,
Addition, Subtraction, Multiplication, Division, Fractions, Decimals, Percents, Angles,
Graphs, Word Problems, Algebra, Statistics.
There are ten series in all, 160 math programs. Again, all with color, pictures, and a
friendly tutor's voice-all the time.
-If your verbal skills need polishing, try our
Talk & Teach programs on the alphabet,
spelling skills, and every level of vocabulary;
Sight Words or Learn by Phonics; develop
Reading Comprehension skills from stories
and articles. There's even a series on the
Great Classics.
- For self-development, try a 16-program
course in Economics or Psychology. Or
Supervision, Sociology, Counseling (Personal, School, or Employee). Writing,
Business, Philosophy, Government, World
History, U.S. History, or Accounting.
- For vocational skills, study our 16-program
courses in Electronics, Fluid Power, Auto
Mechanics, Shop, Carpentry, Construction,
Meat Processing, Military Skills (64 programs). and there are many more.

YOU HAVE WHAT IT TAKES
You'll need your Atar! 400 or 800, and the
Atari Cassette recorder. And to present the
Talk & Teach programs you need the Educational System Master cartridge: it's $25 from
us, if you don't have one.
We say these courses, which are recorded
one program per side of C20 to C30 (half
hour) cassettes, are the eqUivalent of a
chapter, or perhaps an hours lecture. We've
been told that by studying our Economics or
Psychology course, a student could pass a
secondary or college test for credit. Many who
have such credits never learned all that's in
these courses. And while some of our courses
have 1980 copyrights, most are 1981 and
1982. In U.S. History, for example, you'll learn
about America's foreign policy during the

Falklands crisis as well as that in the Mideast in
1982. And we're putting this information at
your fingertips.
Not sure whether you agree more with Rationalists or Existentialists? Do you commit
logical fallacies? Try our Philosophy course. If
you're not sure about neurosis or psychosis,
classical or instrumental conditioning, then you
need our Psychology course. Just how independent is the Federal Reserve? Get Economics, Program 12. Confused about the
changes in traditional roles of political parties?
It's Government 5. And let our tutor tell you patiently and clearly about measures of dispersion and central tendency. Our Statistics goes
through F tests. We even have 16 full-length
audio-computer programs with Spanish words
and phrases.
Remember, these are all for your Atari! Yes,
we've done programs for TRS80 Model I, III,
Color, for the Apple and T. I. But that's another
story.
Would you like to do something more than
play games on your Atari? Tired of squeaks and
robotics and want to hear a human voice? Do
you want to further your education or help your
children along in theirs? Now you can. For just
$9.90, we'll send you one cassette with 2 programs from the course of your choice, 100%
guaranteed to work in your Atari, and you can
try us out. Better yet, get one full course of 16
programs on 8 cassettes for only $59.90. For
full documentation, 32 pre-post tests, fancy
binder, 8 cassettes with 16 programs of the
course you want, send $79.00. That's less
than books and tuition for most college classes.
And we offer a 10 day, 100% exchange allowance. Does your alma mater? Send us your
check, or call us. at (405) 288-2301 with your
Visa/Master Card number. We'll send your
educational software pre-paid. Please allow 15
days delivery. Or see your Alari dealer. He
may have some of our courses in stock.
You've got nothing to lose but your games!

...

P.O. Box 1226, Norman, OK 73070
(405) 288-2301 ~v.::KSJ

~

Atart IS a Irademat1t 01 Alan. Inc AI"'I 400 ancl Ala" 800 are
Irademano.s 01 Ala" Inc All references should be so nole<l
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BASIC PROGRAMMING TECHNIQUES
16K cassette 24K disk
by Thomas M. Krischan
There are two fundamental principles in good
programming technique: function and cosmetic.
The functional principle is the first to be mastered by
the novice. It involves the duty portion of
programming, which covers these questions:
Does the program work?
Is it error free?
Is it comorehensive?
The cosmetic principle is usually overlooked by
the novice programmer, and too often by even the
advanced programmer. It addresses a less visible, yet
equally important portion ot the program:
Is the code structured?
Is it readable?
Are sufficient comments embedded into the listing
to document the work properly?
The failings of the programmer to address this
second principle are not necessarily the fault of the
programmer alone. Most programming courses and
text books neglect this subject area. The intent of this
article is to outline the cosmetic principle.
A good program contains the following cosmetic
elements: structure, readability, and internal
documentation. A program listing, like a magazine
article, is subdivided into smaller logical units of
composition. Articles refer to logical units as
paragraphs, programs refer to logical units as
subroutines. Paragraphs are not magically created by
indented openings, likewise, subroutines are not
magically created by adding a RETURN statement.
Your subroutine should therefore mark the logical
subdivision of the function of the whole program. A
subroutine must be complete in itself. Ask these
questions of each subroutine:
Is the subroutine unified?
Does it hang together and read smoothly?
Is the function of the subroutine adequately developed?

Another element to consider is if the flow of the
program is readable. Unlike a magazine article, logical subdivisions do not have to be read sequentially.
Furthermore, some subdivisions may be read from
other subdivisions. Proper programming technique
requires that the vast majority of the program is read
sequentially. This technique is referred to as the
"top-down" approach. The alternative approach to
this is entitled "spaghetti" programming. Spaghetti
programming has nothing to do with the nationality
of the programmer. Rather, it describes the flow of
the program; a bowl of spaghetti. An excellent

exercise for mastering structure and readability is to
outline a program listing. Draw a bracket around
each logical subdivision, connect the brackets with a
line to indicate flow, and sketch an arrow on the line
to designate direction. Figure 1. illustrates a program
which has good structure and readability. Figure 2.
illustrates a program with little structure and poor
readability; spaghetti programming.

Figure 1. Good structure and readability.
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Figure 2. Poor structure and readability.
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The last element in our outline is internal
documentation. Documentation can be in the form
of remark statements or self defining code. Since the
BASIC language features English-like statements, I
much prefer the latter option. Figure 3. is a listing of
BASIC programming statements which use variable
names so appropriately that further remarks from
the programmer would seem redundant.
Figure 3. Self defining BASIC statements.
POKE CURSOR, OUT
SETCOLOR,BACKGRND,GREEN,DARK
WRONG=TOTAL-RIGHT
GOSUB NOISE
GOTO ERROR
The fundamental principles of functional and
cosmetic programming technique are not without
their conflicts. For example:
Assigning numeric constants in GOSUB, GOTO,
SETCOLOR, PEEK and POKE commands will
quickly use up the 128 available variable names
offered by ATARI BASIC.
Long descriptive variable names require more
space than do single letter variable names.
Modular design may waste time; GOSUB
commands are slower than GOTO commands.
Frequently used subroutines are addressed most
quickly if they reside closer to the top of the
program.
Despite the conflicts, compromise can usually be
reached. The good programmer can balance the
benefits of functional programming with the desire
to create an internally appealing program listing.
The sample program illustrates such a balanced
approach. Figures 4-7 are the external documentation which accompany the program. The program
functions as an education tutorial about natural
events which occur in our native enviornment
during the spring of the year. Because of the structure
and readability of the program, questions can be
easily added or changed to suit your needs. One
word of advice; after running this program with its
original contents, if you have not managed to get at
least 50% of the questions correct, perhaps you
should get up out of your chair and view the world
from the other side of your window! 0
Figure 4. String Variables.
ASK1$
- Questions.
ASK2$
TELL1$ - Supplemental information.
TELL2$
TELL3$
GUESSl$ - Possible answer.
GUESS2$
GUESS3$
Figure S. Numeric Variables.
RIGHT - The number of questions that were
answered correctly.
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WRONG - The number of questions that were
answered incorrectly.
TOTAL -The total number of questions asked.
PITCH
- The pitch value for a sound.
TIME
- The time delay of a programming loop.
Figure 6. Numeric Constants.
LIGHT
- Color luminance.
MEDIUM
DARK
GREEN
-3 Color hue.
RED
YELLOW
BLACK
BLUE
WINDOW
- Color register.
TEXT
TEXTCAPS
BACKGRND
BACKTEXT
VOICEO
- Sound generation.
PURE
NORMAL
SMALL
- Graphics mode.
AVERAGE
LARGE
CURSOR
- Hardware memory location.
ATTRACT
UNTOUCH
RESPONSE
KEYBOARD
OFF
- Reset memory locations.
OUT
PAUSE
- Subroutine location.
NOISE
BUZZ
TWINKLE
WAIT
QUIZ
ERROR
SCORE
INTRO
Figure 7. Major Program Subdivisions.
1
-7
General information.
11 -99
Main program; calls all supplemental
subroutines.
100 -199 Quiz subroutine; generates questions,
possible answers and supplemental
information.
200 -299 Score subroutine; displays number of
correct and incorrect responses, and
remarks about the score.
500 -560 Data for closing remarks.
1000-2490 Data for questions, possible answers,
and supplemental information.
5000
Noise subroutine; used for correct
responses (up tone).
5050
Buzz subroutine; used for incorrect
responses (down tone).

5100

Pause subroutine; pauses display for a
few seconds before continuing on.
5150~5170 Wait subroutine; waits display for a
keystroke.
5200~5299 Twinkle subroutine; flashes text for
additional attraction.
5300
Error subroutine; when a wrong key is
pressed.
6000~6099 Intro subroutine; draws first display
screen.

•
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Ot\TE:

AUTHOR:

Df:CE"'BEP
THO~S

l~82

M. KRI5CHAN

TECHNIMETRICS CONSL.
~F."1 "
.. REM
646 S. ~1.nd ')1:.
5 REM
WEST QllIS, WI,53214
1-(4J4)-476-4511
6 REM
7 IREM
1.t REM .
.2 RE'" .
29 REM . *** M~IN PROGR~M
22 DI'" GUE~SIS(60),GUE~S2S(40)LGUESS3S

3

***

C.O).A5Kl$C40)LASK2$C80).TELlJ~C49),TE
ll2S(.O),TEll3~(120)

21 RIGHT=9:WRONG=9:TOTAl=O

24 lIGHT=10:MEDIUM=6:DARK=0:GREEN=12:R

ED=4:YEllOW=1:BlACK=9:BLUE=7
25 PAU5E=5100:NOISE=5000:8UZZ=5050:1WI
NKlE=5299:WAIT=5150:0UIZ=100:ERROR=5JO
0:5CORE=200:INTRO=6000:START=23
26 CURSOR=752:0UT=1:ATTRACT=77:UNTOUCH
=255:RESPONSE=764:0FF=O:KEVBOARD=53775
: I. MARGIN=82
27 WINDOW=2:1EXT=1:1EXTCAPS=0:BACKGRND

=4:BACKTEKT=2:SMAll=O:AUERAGE=I:l~RGE=

"2

28 UOICEO=0:PURE=10:NORMAL=3
2' TRAP 80:GOS08 INTRO
30 FOR OUESTION=1000 TO 2400 STEP 100:
TOTAl=INTCOUESTION/190-'):GOSUB OUIl:P
OKE IHTRACT ,OFF
49 NEJolT QUESTION
50 G051J8 SCORE
69 GOTO START
80 TOTAl=TOTAL-l:GOSUB SCORE
" GOTO SURT
100 REM .
~UIZ
110 GRAPHICS SMAll:POKE CURSOR.OUT:SfT
COLOR BACKTEXl,BlACK,DARK:5ETCOlOR TEX
T,8lACK,lIGHT:POKE lMARGIN,O
115 RESTORE OIJESTION:READ ASK15,ASK25
118 POSITION 0.0:"1 U6; .. t.WESTION NUMBER
"iTOTA!.i"
NUMBER CORRECT ";RIGHT
120 POSITION 0.1:"1 U6;A5Kl$
121 POSITION 0,2:"1 n6iASK2$
125 RESTORE aUESTION+39:RE~D GUESSl$.r.
UES52S,GUESS3$,CORRECT,TfLlI5,TEll2S,T
fllJ$
130 POSITION O,5:? U6;GUE5515
140 POSITION 0.7:"1 U6;GUE5S2S
150 POSITION 0,':"1 n6iGUES535
169 KEY=PEEKCKEYBOARD):IF KEY=UNTOUCH
THEN 160
161 IF PEEKCRESPONSE)=31 THEN ANSWER=1
:GOTO 170
162 IF PEEKCRESPONSE)=36 THEN ~N5WER=2
:GOTO 170
163 IF PEEK(RESPON5E)=26 THEN ANSWER=3
:GOTO 170
166 IF PEEKCRESPONSE)=3~ THEN QUESTION
=OUE51ION-I09:TOTAl=TOTAI.-l:GOTO SCORE
16' GOTO ERROR
178 POSITION 15 1 12:IF ANSWER=CORRECT T
HEN? U6;1I116D":GOSUB NOISE:RIGHT=RIG
"T"I:GOTO 180
175 ? "1Ia":GOSU8 8UZZ
189 POSITION 8.1S:? U6;TElll$
181 POSITION 9,16:"1 U6;TElL25
1.82 POSITION 8.17:? U6;TElU$

***

***

1.,0 POSITION O,20:? U6;"
PRESS iANV
KEY TO CONTINUE"
1.,1 POSITION 0,21:"1 U6;"
PRESS ll(
KEY TO aUIT"
1." G05UB W~IT:RETURN
209 REM .
SCORE
210 GRAPHICS AVERAGE:POKE CURSOR,OUT:S
ETCOlOR 8~CKGRNDIGREEN,DARK:SETCOLOR W
INOOW,GREEN,DARK
211 SETCOlOR TEJolT,YELlOW.MEDIUM
215 WRONG=TOTAl-RIGHT
220 POSITION 8,O:? :tt6; "'(ou ANSWERED "
230 POSITION 0,1:? U6;TOT~L;" QUESTION
5"
240 POSITION O,3:? n6;RIGHT;" CORRECT\.
V"
250 POSITION 0,4:? U6;WRONG;" I"CORRfe
TL .....
260 POSITION 0,6:"1 U6;INTCCRIGHT/TOTAl
)*100);" PERCENT I ! ! I"
265 REM . SELECT APPROPRIATE RESPONSE
270 RESTORE INTCRIGHT/TOTAl*6)*16+500:
REAl> GIJESS15
275 REM . PUT RESPONSE INTO A STRING
280 POSITION O,,,:? n6;GUESSlS
2.,0 "1"
PRESS ANV KEY TO CONTINUE"
2~" GOSUB WAIT:RETURN
590 DATA BETTER lUCK NEHT
TIME
510 DATA NOT TOO GOOD, BUT
YOU'RE L
EARNINGI"
520 D~TA NICE TRV'
5~O DATA GOOD JOBI
540 DATA VERY GOOD'~
559 DATA EXCELLENTI! THAT'S
ALMOST Q
PERFECT
SCORE.
569 DATA T.EMENDOU5! I THAT'S A PERFECT
SCORE! ~
1908 REM .** QUESTION NO.1
1010 DATA Wha~ are spring peepers?
1928 DATA
1030 DATA 1 . . . .
.1940 DATA
I
1050 DATA 3.
•
1969 DATA _2~~~
1070 DAliA 8j;l.liiO,,: a SMall aMphibian t
ha~ Sings
1980 DATA (ie.peeps) during ~he first
warM
10~0 DATA weeks of spring.
1106 REM .** OUE5TION NO.1. **
1110 DATA NaMe the wetland plant that
blooMls
1120 DATA ~he earliest?
.1138 DUA 1. ~ .
II
.
•
1.140 DATA 2.
I'
I
1150 DATA ~.
';;'
.1160 I>ATA 3
1.170 I>ATA ~.~~rnJmll~:Irn:II~~"1~;I~;I"1r-ijr-~-: it often bI
OOMS so
1180 DATA early that it pokes up throu
gh the
11'0 I>ATA snow.
1200 REM .** OUESTION NO.3
1210 DATA What bird begins it's nestin
g sp.ason
1210 IHHtl in
1230 DATA 1.
I
I
1240 I>ATtl 2.
1258 DATA 3.
1260 DATA .1
1270 DATA ii.r.ijr.:Ir-!.f1F.·~I;ll."':""[''''Jh'''·I''':I"::11i1""• .-:-taJnr1~I''.-: 0 f t en be
forp. the
1280 I>ATiA eggs are laid ~ou can hear t

***

***

**

1.:

.

**

ht'

12'0 DATA

s.

cour~ship

hoo~ing

of the owl

IREM .** QUESTION NO.4 **
DATA What MaMlMal is ~he legendary
I>ATA forecaster of spring?
DATA 1. _ _
1~40 DATA 2.
•• I
.1~50 DATA 3.
'.
1360 DATA 2
1370 DATA ·1CTIEE~1r.1r.'~~j~:~II"[34~:II·: SOMetiMes known
as a
1380 DATA groundhog; if it wakes too P.
arl!,l and
1300
1310
1320
1330

48K AUSTIN BOARD'"
$11495SUGGLlSl
GIVE YOUR ATARI 400* COMPUTER
THE MEMORY POWER OF AN ATARI 800*
AUSTIN BOARD™ FEATURES
• Lifetime warran~
• Works with all hardware and software including all cartridges.
• Custom components for highest reliabili~
• Superior CAD/CAM generated P.C. design.
• Complete bank and board de-coupling for cleanest signal possible.
• Gold edge connectors.
• P.C. template provided for easy ATARI 400* installation.
• Fully tested.
• No system lock-up due to overheating. Uses 1/2 the power of other 48K
boards on the market.
• ATARI 800* compatibility with optional loop-back card (available for
.
$5.00 additional).

$9995 with 16K board trade-in

NOW AVAILABLE

AUSTIN 80™ -An 80 Column color video display
board for the ATARI 800*
Ask for AUSTIN BOARDS'" at your local dealer or call

617-772-0352
AUSTIN FRANKLIN ASSOCIATES
43 GROVE STREET, AVER, MA 01432
M/C, VISA & COD ACCEPTED
DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED
*ATARI IS A REGISTERED TRADEMARK OF ATARI, INC.

DATA fOOd is scarce it can return
to
hibernation for a few More
weeks.
1400 REM
QUESTION NO.5 **
1410 DATA Which bird nests later than
other
1420 DATA SMall birds?
1430 DATtA 1.. 1lIII:~
1440 DATA 2.
1450 DATA 3.
.'
1468 DATA 1.
1470 DATA a·r.~~IJn.~~r.jr..~:r.ltP;-.: waits until SUM
Mer because
1430 DATA it uses thistle down to line
it's
.14~O DATtA nest. Thistle Mature in SUMM

13~0

.**

····1

lOr.

.**

1500 REM
QUESTION NO.6 **
1510 DATA What NATURAL DISASTER can hp
Ip the
1510 DATA
1530 DATA
1540 DATA
1.550 DATA
1560 DATA
1570 DAU .jil.lie: burns off the old dr
Y plant
1530 DATtA stalks and helps SOMe seeds
to
15~0 DATA gerMinate.
1.698 REM
OUESTION NO.7 **
1610 DATA WhiCh native bird lays it's
eggs in
1620 DATA
1630 DATA
1640 DATA
1650 DATA
1660 DATA
1670 DATA atIJ~I;IlII:I~.: used to to II ow th
e buffalo
1630 DATA for foOd and did not have ti
Me to
16~0 DATA care for their young.
1798 REM .** QUESTION NO.8 **
1710 DATA What part of a Maple tree ca
n you eat
1720 DATA wit~our
breakfast?
•
1.738 DATA 1.
2
••
1740 DATA
; ••
1750 DATA 3:.
1760 DATA 2
1770 DATA ~: used to Make Maple sy
rup,
1730 OAU
1.730 DATA
1800 REM
QUESTION NO.' **
1310 DATA What favorite spring fJow... r
in the
1320 DAU Lily faMily has 3 petals - 3
s ... pals
~es?
1330 DATA 1.
J.840 DATA 2.
1350 DATA 3. ~
1368 DATA 2
1870 DATA TRILLIUM : one of our showi
...st
1330 DATA woodland flow...rs.
1830 DATA
1900 REM .** QUESTION NO.I0
1'10 DATA What insect is a MajOr polli
nator of

.**

.**

**

t!!: g:~: l~e~

fruit trees?

1950 DATA 3. ~
1'60 DATA 1
1~70 DATA.
_mjl~Q~;Ir-~m'''~;Ir-~r-Jl-: workers use the
flowers of
1~30 DATA early blOOMing trees to buil
d up the
l'~O DATA honey supply and feed new be

...s.
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**

2000 REM .** QUESTION NO ..1.1
2910 DATA What colorful crustacean swi
MS upside
2020 DATA down in teMporary spring pon
ds?

2030 IHHA
2948 DATA ~:~
2050 IHHiA 3.~
2960 DiHA 2
2070 DATtA
spring 2030 DATA lay their eggs qUickl~ - and
2998 DATA disappear until next spring.
21.00 REM _** QUESTION NO . .12 **
2110 DATA What bird has a speCkled bre
ast in
21.20 DATA winter t~at changes to black
in spring?
2130 DATA 1.
2140 DATA 2.
.1;
2150 DATtA 3.
•
2.t68 DATA 1
2170 DATtA -.>:101"""....' "' :1"',' "'."':[-=.-: the beak also ch
anges to
2130 DATA bright yellow during spring
Mating
21.~0 DATtA season.
2200 REM ,.It*- aUE5TION NO . .1.~ **
2210 DATA What insect COMes to Canada
frOM
2220 DAU Mexico to Mate and lay eggs?
2230 DATA
•••
•
2240 DATtA 2
I' •
;
"Z'''''12~":'I":j":ljl...m•_•
2250 DATA 3.
2260 DATA 3
2270 DATtA
g5 on
2230 DATtA Milkweed plants.
2298 DATA
2300 REM .** QUESTION NO.14 **
2310 DATA What wetland bird does an ae
rial sky
2320 DATA
2330 DATA
ZJ:40 DATA
2350 DAHl
ZJ:60 DATA
2370 DAU .WI...JIIIIII:.: at sunr i se and 5
uns ... t Mal ...
2330 DATA woodCOCks woo feMales With t
his
23~0 DATA spectacular displa~.
2400 REM .** QUESTION NO.15 **
2410 DATA What spring MushrOOM is a fa
vorite of
2420 DATA
2430 DATA
2440 DATA
2450 DATA
2460 DATA
2470 DATA
to havp.
2430 DATA the best flavor Of any Wild
MushrOOM.
24~0 DATA But SOMe people are allergiC
to 1:1", ... 11'1.
5000 FOR PITCH=200 TO 2 STEP -3:S0UND
UOICEO,PITCH,PURE,NORMAL:NEHT PITCH:SO
UND UOICEO,OFF,OFF,OFF:RETURN
5950 FOR PITCH=50 TO 255 STEP 3:S0UND
UOICEOpPITCH,PURE,NORHAL:NEXT PITC":SO
UNO UOICEO,OFF,OFf,OFF:RETURN
5100 fOR TIKE=O TO 300:NEXT TIME:RETUR

1iIP'

1._'.1

N

5150 FOR TIKE=O TO 50:NEXT TIME
5160 KEV=PEEKCKEVBOARO):IF KEV=UNTOUCH
THEN 5.160
5170 FOR TIHE=1 TO 3:NEXT TIME:RETURN
5200 FOR FLASH=1 TO 100:50UND UOICEO,4
0,PURE,NORMAL:HUE=RNDCO)*16:LUMIN=HUE:
SETCOLOR TEXTCAPS.HUE.LUHIN
52~~ SOUND UOICEO,15,PURE,NORHAL:NEXT
FLASH:50UND UOICEO,OfF,OFF,OFF:RETURN
5300 POSITION 5.12:? ..OOP5 ..... THAT'S
THE WRONG KEY":GOSUB "OI5£:\;OTO nUIZ
6000 REM . ***INTRODUCTION***
6903 GRAPHICS AUERAGE:POKE CURSOR,OUT:
SETCOLOR 8ACKGRND,VELlOW,DARK:SETCOLOR
WINDOW.YELLOW,DARK
6004 SETCOLOR TEXT,YELlOW,MEDIUH:SETCO
LOR TEKTCAPS,GREEN,MEDIUH
6005 POSITION O,l:? #6;"self teaching
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series"

.

6010 POSl"TIOlt O,7:?

m;"

6020 POSITION O,'1:? U6;"
68JO POSITION O,Lt:? #6;"

"

6060

?

:"?

ICrischan";

6070 GOSUB

:?

..
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(\ SPRING
N~TURE"

QUIZ

eel 1'183, ThoMas H.

P~USE:GOSUB

P~USE:?

:? :1

PRESS ANV KEV TO 8EGIN."
6030 GOSUB TWINKLE
?

..

69~,)

•

GOSUB WAIT: RETIIRN

CHECKSUM DATA
(See D:CHECK/C:CHECK,p.26)

•

J DATA 636,747,676,413,268,265,246,82,
85,577,119,712,53,4,4,4878
27 D~TA 74J,J87,341,522,623,l16,162,2~
8,j,)5,718,6J4,424,128,458,464,65~7
D~T~ ~86,677,686,6~5,453,30~,J12,3

125

1~,~73,1J5,178J13e,623J62~J63SJ77J2
l~O DATA 3,163,4~3,556,108,838,22J,~~0
JS4~J471,7J1,280JJ75,566J16,6282
280 DATA 702,~S5,4~5,421,67J566,4~8,62
7J409,473,562,~J,528J263,300,6~SO

ATARI )I\.

GRAPH'ICS HARDCOPY
NOW FOR NEe & OKIDATA
Dumps anything on the screen of an ATAAI
400/800 to a printer. All graphics & text
modes. Players! missiles I scaling I grey
scale/GT1A/morei Works with EPSON,

1050 DATA 758,372,875,41,338,568,11,76
5,697,66,482,378,885 J 'O,463 J 66"
1200 DATA 574,423,772,754,474,473,375,

~r~~dC~~~a~~ec~~n~ni~~~9~n~~ri~~~

8~,,88,21'),580J636,824,512,~32,85J5
1350 DATA 281,381,62,518,~04,586,~2S,8
52,8"J274,4'5JJ81,6,~06,263,7733
1500 D~TA 5~2,831,115,484,32,40,381,~~
8J184,277,5'8,817J745,4'3,866J811~

when ordering.

'~(209) 667-2888

;;

INCLUDES CABLE & SOFTWARE
850 MODULE NOT REOUIRED
!",nl.l.)]
s

:.l'" Y'J1ACROTRONICS,inc .. C.O.D.
~

?~
I..

•

~,
n

7n

Y~:N

/HI

~~~~ N. Golden Slate Blvd.
i:I£IlJlcll:ELUii.iiiao.1X_JJ:,U)
Turlock. California 95380
.. Nl.·.·. CiU!J~ III I'WIIlI ·.I;1l1 I III UI',I'I
'ATARI is a registered Irademark of ATARl Computer Inc.

:l','

THIS POKER PLAYER HAS SOMETHING
UP HIS SLEEVE •••
HE TALKS!
The makers of SAM., the Software Automatic Mouth, now
bring you a revolutionary talking game: POKERSAM. He
narrates every hand aloud, naming the upturned cards,
announcing the bets, and wisecracking whenever he
gets the chance. Like a lot of poker players, he's sometimes full of bluster and he isn't always a good sport. But
he's always a real character with a gift for gab.
Your Atari needs no separate speech synthesizer to
produce POKERSAM's speech. It's all done with the
SAM. speech system. As you may know, SAM. is available
separately as an unlimited-vocabulary speech synthesizer
that you can access in your own programs. POKERSAM is
not a tool for creating your own computer speech, but it
contains a small module of the SAM. system. This means it
can make any Atari computer speak, without additional
hardware or software l
Dealer inquiries welcome

by Jerry White
•
Disk or cassette
For the Atari 400, 800, and 1200 XL
Suggested retail: $24.95
Requires 32K RAM
•
To order direct from DON'T ASK. send a check or money order. or call to order
C.O.D. Add $2.00 shipping and handling. California residents add 6% sales tax
(6.5% if you reside in L.A. County). Please specify disk or cassette version.
Registered owners of S.A.M. for the Atari: you can get a special low-priced version
of POKERSAM. Please write to DON'T ASK for information. and be sure to Indicate your S.A.M. serial number.

D®n'T ASIC

Ie

COMPUTER SOfTWARE
2265 Westwood BI., Sle. B·150
Los Angeles, CA 90064
(213) 477-4514 or 397-8811

ATARl is a trademark of ATARIINC.
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WHAT IS
D:CHECK/C:CHECK
Most program listings in A.N.A.L.O.G. are followed by a table of numbers appearing
as DATA statements, called "CHECKSUM DATA." These numbers are to be used in conjunction with D:CHECK, which appeared in issue no. 10, and C:CHECK, in this issue,
p. 16.
D:CHECK and C:CHECK are programs by Istvan Mohos and Tom Hudson. They are
designed to find and correct typing errors when entering programs from the magazine.
For those readers who do not have a copy of issue no. 10, send a pre-addressed,
stamped, business-sized envelope to:

D:CHECK ARTICLE
P.O. BOX 23
WORCESTER, MA 01603

CONTROL CHARACTERS
.,

Some program listings reproduced in A.N.A.L.O.G. may contain "strange" characters not shown on
the ATARI keyboard. These are special characters which use the CTRL, ESC and "ATARI LOGO"
(INVERSE) keys. Shown below is a list of these characters and the keystrokes used to get them. 0

-------

..,--,of ----~

,

I ---

---

--.··----.4 ---

•

--- -----

-

--•..,. ---

,.

-

---

---

+ ---

·

• ---

---

f --T

...

---

--I ---

CTRl
CTRICTRICTRI.
CTRl
CTAI.
CTRl
CTRl
CTRL
CTRl
CTRl
tTRl
CTRl
CTRl.
CTRL
CTRl
CTRl
CTRI.
CTRl
CTRl
CTRL
CTRl
CTRl
crRl
CTRI.
CTRl

,
I)

8
C
D
E
f
G
H
]'

.J
Ie
L

"

N
0

P
0

R
5
1
U
V
W
J(

Y

--~ --t --• --+ --.. --• ---

CTRl Z
ESC ESC
ESC CTRl UP-ARROW
ESC CTRl DO"'-ARROW
ESC CTRl LEft-ARROW
ESC CTRl RIGHT-ARROW
CTRl
--- CTRl
--- ESC SHIfT CLEAR
--- ESC BACK S
ESC UB
t; --- IMUERSE CTRL
I: --- INVERSE CTRl A
--- IMUERSE CUl B
:J --- INVERSE CTRl C
:1 --- INUERSE CTRl D
:I --- INVERSE CTRl E
~ --- INUERSE CTRl F
--- INVERSE CTRl G
--- INUERSE CTRl H
INVERSE CTRl I
--- INVERSE CTRL .J
II --- INVERSE CTRl K
.. --- INUERSE CTRL l
L

•

"• --•

•

,'"

.,

r ---

..
I

I

·,

---

-----

~

---

....-- --··.. --------r: ---

---

.-

[)

II

---

___

I --I: ---

D --D ---

a ---

a ---

--•o --~

---

o ---

II ---

[J ---

a --D ---

INVERSE CTRl H
INVERSE CTRl N
INVERSE CTRl 0
INVERSE CTRl P
INVERSE CTRl a
INVERSE CTRl R
INVERSE CTRl S
INUERSE CTRl T
INUERSE CTRL U
IIIVERSE CTRl U
INVERSE CTRl W
INVERSE CUl H
INVER<;E CTRL v
INVERSE CTRt Z
ESC DELETE
ESC INSERT
E<;C CTRl TA8 (CLR)
ESC SHIfT TA8 (SEn
INVER<;E SPQCE
INUERSE _
INUERSE CTRl
INUERSE CTRl ;
INUERSE I
ESC CTRl 2
ESC CTRl BACK S
ESC CTRl INSERT
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MOVING MISSILES IN BASIC
16K Cassette or Disk

by Torn Hudson
Last issue, I presented a machine-language subroutine which enabled BASIC programmers to move
players around on the screen quickly. Shortly after
the issue was sent to readers, I received a letter from
Jeff Stefanski (see the Reader Comment section of
this issue). Jeff asked for a modification to allow the
subroutine to move missiles as well.
Rather than modify the existing player movement
subroutine, I decided to write a new, stand-alone
missile movement subroutine.ltcan be used by itself
if only missiles are desired, or can be used in conjunction with the player mover from A. N. A. L.O.G.
/:I 10 if both players and missiles are needed.
Following this article are rwo listings. The first is a
BASIC program which demonstrates the use of the
missile movement subroutine. The second listing is
the fully documented assembler source code for the
subroutine.
What Are Missiles?
Hidden deep inside each ATARI computer is a
mysterious graphics ability known as player-missile
graphics. These graphics work with any graphLcs
mode, and can be moved around on the screen without disturbing any other graphics.
Why are these graphics called players and missiles? PLAYERS are eight pixels (picture elements)
wide and therefore can be used to create fairly detailed images, such as spaceships, cars, or other
animated figures representing the player.
MISSILES, on the other hand, are only TWO
pixels wide. They were designed to be used as simple
projectiles, because of their limited resolution.
The Demonstration Program
Enter Listing 1 into your computer. Before running it, be sure to SA VE it, as a mistake in typing the
assembly-language code could "lock-up" your
computer, making it necessary to re-enter the program. When RUN, this program will place the numbers 1-4 on the screen using the four missiles and
move them around randomly. Let's walk through the
program and see what each line does.
Line 200 - This line loads the machine-language
missile movement subroutine into a string called
"MISMOV$." This subroutine will be called when-

ever we want to move a missile on the screen.
Line 240 - This line sets up four string variables,
MO$ through M3$. These strings will hold missile
shape data. These strings are currently set up as 6
bytes long, which limits the missile graphics images
to 6 pixels in height. You can change this length to up
to 128 bytes, making the missile image 128 pixels
high.
Lines 250-280 - These lines READ the DATA in
lines 690-750 into the missile shape strings set up in
line 240. Once again, note that each line reads 6
bytes into the appropriate string. To make missile
images of different height, change the 6 to the desired
value.
Lines 290-320 - These lines set up the playermissile area in memory and activate them. Line 320
sets the player-missile priority to 1. This causes the
players and missiles to appear "in front" of other
graphics. These lines should not be changed.
Lines 330-360 - Since there is no SETCOLOR
command for player-missile graphics, we must
POKE the appropriate color values into the P1M
color registers. To get the color number, use the formula:
COLOR POKE

U~LUE

=

(COLOR NUMBER *16)
.. BRIGHTNESS

Line 370 - Sets the background color to black.
Line 410 - Dimensions two arrays, X and Y.
These arrays will be used to hold the X and Y coordinates of each missile.
Line 420 - This line initializes all the missiles' X
coordinates to 128 and the Y coordinates to 64.
These coordinates will place the missiles at the center
of the screen.
Line 430 - This line starts a FOR-NEXT loop
which will process each missile, from missile 0 to
missile 3.
Lines 440-490 - These lines randomly change
the X and Y coordinates of the missiles, which will
make them wander around on the screen.
Line 500 - Depending on the missile number (I)
this line transfers control to the appropriate USR
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statement in order to move the desired missile.
Lines 510-540 - These lines send the X and Y
coordinate information to the missile movement
subroutine. Line 510 moves missile 0, 520 moves
missile 1, etc. Let's look at line 510:
A=U5R(HI5l,O,PMB,ADRCMO$),XCOl,YCO),6l
:GOTO 550
This statement has 7 parameters inside the USR
parentheses.
"MISL" is set up in line 200. Do not change this
variable. It is the address of the missile mover subroutine.
"0" means we want to move missile zero. Note
that line 520 has a "1" here, since it moves missile 1.
This value can range from 0 to 3, and will move the
appropriate missile.
"PMB" is the player-missile base address, which
was calculated in line 300. Do not change this
variable.
"ADR(MO$)" tells the missile mover where to get
the missile image data. In this case, we want the subroutine to use the information in the string variable
MO$. Try changing this to "ADR(Ml$)" and RUN
the program. You will see two "2 's" moving on the
screen. This is because the string M 1$ contains the
data for the number 2, and it is now used in both
missile 0 and missile 1.
X(O) is the X coordinate where we want to place
missile O. You can place any number or variable here,
ranging from 0-255.
YeO) is the Y coordinate where we want to place
missile O. You can place any number or variable here,
ranging from 0-127.
"6" tells the subroutine how many bytes are used
for the player image. In this case our missiles are 6
bytes long (see lines 240, 250, and 690). If you want
a different number of bytes (resulting in a different
missile height), change these lines accordingly.
Line 550 - This line completes the FOR-NEXT
loop set up in line 430.
Line 560 - This line passes control to line 430,
causing the program to loop forever, moving the
missiles randomly until you press the BREAK key.
Lines 600-640 - These lines contain the DATA
for the missile mover routine. Do not change these
values.
Line 690 -

DATA for MO$, the number "1."

Line 710 - DATA for Ml$, the number "2."
Line 730 - DATA for M2$, the number "3."
Line 750 - DATA for M3$, the number "4."
Creating Your Own Missile Images
Now, that we have walked through the program
and studied what each line does, let's design our own
missile image. Since we're limited to 2 pixels in
width, the image will have to be very simple. Of
course, it can be any height up to 128 pixels.
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The numbers that the demonstration program
moved around on the screen are very simple. Figure
1 shows how the number 2 was turned into DATA in
line 710.

2+1

=3

1

=1
=3

2+1
2
2
2+1

=2
=2
=3

Figure 1
The shape we will make is shown in Figure 2.

1

1
2+1

=1
=1
=3
=0

2+1

=3

2+1
2
2

=3
=2
=2

=IZI

Figure 2
Now let's put our shape into demonstration program. We'll use missile number 0 to show the image,
so replace line 690 with the following:
6'0

D~'A

1,1,3,0,3,0,3,2,2

This missile image is 9 bytes long, so it wIll be necessary to change lines 240, 250 and 510 as follows:
240 DJH MOSC'),Ml$(6) ,M2$(6l.M3SC6l

250 fOR 1=1 TO ~:RE~D N:HOSCI3=GHR$CNJ
:NEHT I:REM *** MI55IlE 0 ~~

519

~=U5R{MISLJO,PMBJADR(MO$).H(6).Y(O

Ji,'):GOT0550

After the program is changed, RUN it. You will
see the numbers 2, 3, and 4 on the screen, along with
the shape we just defined. It's that simple!

Summary
Using players and missiles in BASIC can be very
fast and easy when a machine-language subroutine is
used to perform time-consuming operations. This
demonstration program may be used as a framework
for more complex programs. Simply replace lines
410-560 with your own program code, and you're all
set to begin exploring the wonders of player-missile
graphics!
If you have any questions or suggestions about this
article write me care of A.N.A.L.O.G. Be sure to
include a pre-addressed, stamped envelope if you
would like a reply.
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I would like to thank Jeff Stefanski for his suggestion that a mi.ssile movement subroutine be written
for A.N.A.L.O.G. Computing. If you have any
suggestions for articles, just write. 0

100 REM ~~XMXXXM**MXXXXXXXMMXXXXXXXXX
110 REM * MI55ILE SUBROUTINE DEMO *
120 REM *
*
130 REM *
BY TOM HUDSON
*
140 REM *
*
150 REM * A.N.A.L.O.G. COMPUTING
*
160 REM M**MXXXMXMXX*M***X***********
170 REM
180 REM **X******** SETUP ***********
190 REM
260 DIM MI5MOV$(114):MI5L=ADRCHISMOV$)
:FOR X=1 TO 114:READ N:MISMOV$CX'=CHR$
CH):HEHT H:REM *READ ML DATA*
210 REM
220 REM *** LOAD MISSILE IMAGES ***
230 REM
240 DIM MO$(6),H1$C6),M2$C6),M3$(6)
250 fOR 1=1 TO 6:READ N:HO$CI)=CHR$CH)
:HEXT I:REM *** MI5SILE 0 ***
260 FOR 1=1 TO 6:READ N:Ml$Cl)=CHR$CN)
:HEXT I:REM *** MIS5IlE 1 ***
270 fOR 1=1 TO 6:READ N:M2$CI'=CHR$CN)
:HEHT I:REM *** MISSILE 2 ***
280 FOR 1=1 TO 6:READ N:M3$CI)=CHR$CN)
:NEHT I:REM *** MI5SILE 3 ***
2'0 PHBASE=INTCCPEEKC1(5)+3)/4)*4:POKE
5427'.PMBASE:REH *** SET UP P/H AREA

***
300

PHB=PHBASE*256
310 POKE 559.46:POKE 53277.3:REM
1M DMA ***
320 POKE 623.1:REH *** P/M PRIORITY

*3 30
**
340
**
350
**
360
**
370

IS
380
3'0
400
410
420

*** P
**

POKE 704.134:REM
POKE 705,136:REH

***
***

68.24'.166.212.4'.205.145.205.1'6.20'.
144.30,1'6,207,176,26
639 D~TA 132.212.138.168.177.203,164,2
13,240,5,16,10,136,208.251,164,212,17,
205.145.265.232.16'.9.249
640 DATA 0,200,1'2,128,208.1'6,166,213
.165.208.157.4.208.96
650 REM
660 REM *** MI55ILE IMAGE DATA
670 REM
680 REM "l"
6'0 DATA 1.1.1.1,1.1
760 REM "2"
719 DATA 3.1.3.2.2.3
720 REM "3"
730 DATA 3.1.3.1.1.3
740 REM "4"
750 DATA 1.3.3.1.1.1

***

•
CHECKSUM DATA
(See D:CHECKIC:CHECK,p.26)
100 DATA 778,122.244,236,250,743,7'6,~
5.82.191.420.7'.336,85,653.5020
250 DATA 303,310,317,324,318,525,764,'
56.325,~34.343.337.145,102.581.8384

400 DATA 80,27,287,2'3,385,713,583,574
,556.545.765.333,343.353.295.6648
550 DATA 751,724.103,504,10',674,637,1
46.251.237,'9,405.195,342,282,536'
700 D~TA 322,27',330,282,338,280,1831

•
Assembly Language Listing

P/M 0 COLOR *
P/H 1 COLOR *

MISSILE MOVER SUBROUTINE

*** P/H 2 COLOR *
POKE 707,142:REH *** P/H 3 COLOR *
SET COLOR 2,0,0:REM *** BACKGROUND
BLACK ***
POKE 706.138:REH

BY TO'1 HUDS(}/
A.N.A.L.O.G. CONPl~IN6 #11

REM
REM
YOUR PROGRAM HERE!
REM
DIM K(3),VC3)
FOR 1=9 TO 3:XCI)=128:YC1)=64:NEKT

****
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****

PAGE ZERO USAGE

I

430 FOR 1=9 TO 3
440 Xl=2-IHTCRNDCO)*5):VI=2-INTCRNDCO)
*5)
450 HCI)=XCI)+XI:VCI)=VCI)+VI
460 IF XCI){50 THEN XCI'=56:GOTO 480
470 IF XCI)}1'0 THEN XCI)=1'0
480 IF VCI){20 THEN YCI)=29:GOTO 500
4'0 If VCI)}110 THEN VCIJ=110
590 ON 1+1 GOTO 510.520.539 549
510 A=USRCHISL,O,PMB,ADRCHOS),XCO),VCO
).6) :GOTO 550
520 A=USRCMISL,1,PHB,ADRCM1$),XC1),VC1
),6) :GOTO 550
530 A=USRCMISL,2,PMB,ADRCH2$),XC2),VC2
) .6) : GOTO 550
540 A=U5R(MISL,3,PMB,AORCM3$),HC3),VC3

F1'1STR
fiqOR
PMENO
XPOS
YPOS
HOLD
~1J1

= $CB
'leo
= $CF
= $08
= $01
= $D4
= $05
=

jPIM BASIC STRING
jMISSILE ADDRESS
jMrSSILE IMAGE END

;X POSITI~
;Y POS lTI l}l

jHOlD AREA
jHISSILE /I TO HOVE

OPERATING SYSTEM

EG~TES

HPOSH8 = $0884

) .6)

550
560
570
580

HEHT I
GOTO 430
REM
REM *** HI55IlE MOVER DATA ***
5~0 REM
600 DATA 216,104.104,104,133,213,104,1
33,296,104.24.105.128.133,205,165.296.
105,1,133.206,104,133,204,104
610 D~TA 133.293,104,104.133,208,104,1
04,133,203,104,104,24,101.203.133,207,
160.9,162.0,134,212,16',252
620 DATA 166,213,249,7,10,10.9,3,202,2

SUBROl~INE

ORG $6888
START

CLD

PLA
PLA

PLA
STA tflll1

STARTS HERE'
ADDRESS
jClEAR OECIfiql HODE
'DISCARD
;DISCARO II HI
:PULL MISSILE II LO
jtWf

;A'l0 SAVE IT ~
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PLA
STA
PLA
CLC
ADC
STA
LOA
AOC
STA
PtA
STA
PtA
STA
PtA
PtA
STA
PtA
PtA
STA

PLA

ZEROIT LOX HOLD
AND (~DR) Y
STA (!1AOR):Y
CPY YPOS
BCC NEXT
CPY PMENO
BCS NrXT
STY HOLD
TXA
TAY
LOA (PMSTR) ,V
LOY ItJLtI
BEG ENOBS
BYTSHF ASL A
ASL A
DEY
BNE BYTSHF
ENDBS LOY HOLD
ORA (NADR) ,Y
STA (MADR),Y
INX
LOA #8
BEG NEXT
NEXT
INY
CPY 112B
BNE COPYLP
LOX It'lLtl
LDA XPOS
STA HPOSt18 ,X
RTS

jPULL PIM BASE HI
SAVE'
:PULL PIM BASE LO
;OFFSET INTO
jHISSILE AREA
j~O

MAOR+l
#128
t1AOR
!1AOR+l

j~O SAVE~

111

jOFFSET MISSILE
JADOR HI

PMSTR+I

-~D SAl)E~

MADR+l

PMSTR

jPULL STRING HI

;PULL STRING LO
j~O SAVE~

jOISCARD X HI
-PULL X LO
!~D SAVE IP
;DISCARD Y HI
jPULL Y LO
-~ SAVE IT'
;DISCARD LENGTH HI
jPULL LENGTH LO
JADO Y POSITlO'J
JTO GET END
j~D SAVE IT'
-ZERO PIM COI..tIT
;ZERO STRING COUNT
-SAVE X REG
;SET HIGH 6 BITS
-GET MISSILE II
;IF ~ O(}4'T SHIFT
JSHI LEFT .. _
;TWO BITS
;SET UlJER 2 BITS
;OIJ4E SHI FlING?

XPOS
'fPOS

PLA
CLC
Aoe YPOS
STA PMENO
LDY 118
LOX 118
COPYLP Sf}: HOLD
LOA "FC
LOX ItJLtI
BEU ZEROIT
ZERSHF ASL A
ASL A
ORA #3
OEX
BNE ZERSHF

jYES~

jSAVE Y REG
JMINE X REG. __
JTO 'f REGISTER
jGET P/M BYTE
jSHIFT BIT IMAGE
jIF NOT MISSILE 8
jSHIFT LEFT .. _
j2 BITS
jHORE TO SHIFT?
JYES'
jGET PIM OFFSET
j'OR' BITS
jCHANGE MISSILE'
jNEXT STRING BYTE.
jFORCE B~CH
JTO NEXT B11E'
-NEXT P/M BYTE
!D~E W/COPY?
;NOT DO'JE 'fET~
jGET MISSILE II
jN(),J JUST SET
jX LOCATIlJ4'
JFINIS!

•END

•

jNO~

RANA 1000 DISK DRIVE
FOR YOUR ATARI COMPUTER

FULLY CERTIFIED 100% DEFECT FREE
DISKETTES (1 Box Min.)
10-29 (Diskettes)
17.49/box
30-99 (Diskettes) .....•....... 15.99/box
100+ (Diskettes)
14.99/box

PRIZM
MINI-FLOPPY DISKS
MC

* Compatible with existing software
* Single/Double density 180K
* LED readout defines five functions

Add $2.00 shipping

VISA
C.O.D.
DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

GEMINI DOT MATRIX PRINTER

* 90 day warranty
• Interchangeable with Atari 810
• Supplied with own DOS/works with Atari DOS

.'\J: \

$419.00

I~

RAM FOR ATARI
64K Board (400) ..............•......
48K Board (400) ...........•.........
32K Board (400/800)
16K Board (800)

$120.
$100.
$ 70.
$ 40.

Inhome Keyboard for (400)
Joytyper Keyboard for (400)

$109.
$109.

Note: Installation of Memory Boards or 400 Keyboards
You Pay Freight Costs

jRESIORE X REG
JZERO OUT ...
jMISSILE BYTE'
jCOPYING DATA YET?
JNO!
jFINISHED COPYING?

~~===I

9 X 9 Dot Matrix
100 CPS. Bidirectional
6 Character Sets
7 Character Fonts
Cut Sheet: 8" to 10"
Fanfold: 3" to 10"
Copies: 3 carbonless sheets

GEMINI 10 ( 80 Column)
GEMINI 15 (136 Column)
C.O.D.

$20.

$319.
$479.

VISA

COMPUTER CREATIONS, Inc.
P.O. Box 292467
Dayton, Ohio 45429
(513) 335-4260 or
(513) 294-2002
All Orders Add $2.50 Shipping and Handling.

MC

YOU'RE GOING TO HAVE FUN
WITH YOUR ATARI!!
AND THE FUN GETS ROLLING
WITH BUG OFF!
Yikes! The bugs are swarming here, there
and everywhere and only a strong whiff of DDT
can put 'em away. The object of the game is to
control the seven different kinds of pests that are
running helter-skelter over everything. The Army
can airlift in more DDT to fill your bug sprayer ...
but will they make it in time?

The action builds to a furious frenzy as an
awesome assortment of insects attack anything
and everything in sight. A definite case of "spray
first and ask questions later." All this and hi-res
graphics, too!
$29.95
16K TAPE
050-0167
32K DISK
052-0167
$29.95

TUTTI FRUTTI -

by Alan Newman
"GRAPE FUN" FOR THE WHOLE FAMILYl
Somewhere between Never Never Land and
next Thursday, there's a wild and wacky place
where your joystick-controlled "Hungry" snacks on
an orchard of goodies. But there are some nasty 01'
bugs who'd just as soon snack on YOU, so look
sharp and beware. Funtastic action for all ages!

TUTTI FRUTTI ... Wow! A crazy cast of
characters in vivid hi-res color all performing in
their natural habitat, otherwise known as TUTTI
FRUTTI Land. Grape fun for ages 6 and up!
16K TAPE
050-0160
$24.95
$24.95
32K DISK . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 052-0160

dventure

INTERNATIONAL

To order, see your local dealer. If he does not have the program, then call
1·800·327·7172 (orders only please) or write for our free catalog.
Published by ADVENTURE INTERNATIONAL
a subsidiary of Scott Adams, Inc.

BOX 3435 • LONGWOOD, FL 32750 • (305) 862-6917
PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE
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STRINCiS IN ATARI BASIC
The Republic of Letters
They that dally nicely with words may quickly
make them wanton.
(Shakespeare: Twelfth Night III)

by Richard G. Lyons
The ability to easily manipulate alphanumeric
characters was a major innovation in computer
software. For any program to be considered "user
friendly," it must communicate with, and accept
from the user, English words. Being able to reply to
computer inquiries with "Yes" and "No" gives a
user the impression of having a conversation with
the machine. Furthermore, it is much more efficient
for a computer to "interpret" our human language
than it is for us to interpret the computer's numerical
language. String operations that delete, change, or
insert groups of characters in a manuscript is the
primary activity of Text Editors. All BASIC programmers soon realize the necessity of learning and
understanding string operations. Although
numerous articles have been published describing
the ATARI 400/800 computer, they have dealt
primarily with graphics capabilities. This article
provides an expanded description of the ATARI
BASIC String operations.
Strings
A string is an array of alphanumeric characters.
These characters can consist of letters, numbers,
punctuation marks, or even the special ATARI
keyboard symbols. A string which contains no
characters is called a "null string." Examples of
strings are:
"ABCD"

"X"

"007"
"SIGI!"
""

(null str-ing)

Note that each string was contained within quotation marks. The quotation marks inform the BASIC
interpreter of the beginning and ending characters in
a string. Consequently, quotation marks are illegal as
string characters. Carriage Return (CR) is also
invalid as a string character. Although most versions
of BASIC restrict string lengths to 256 characters,

ATARI BASIC permits strings to contain up to
32767 characters.
String Names
Since strings can be manipulated as variables they
must have variable names. There are several
conventions that must be followed when defining
string variable names. A string name must be from 1
to 120 characters in length, begin with a letter, and
end with a dollar sign ($). String names may not
contain punctuation marks or ATARI special
characters. Examples of string variable names and
the direct definition of the contents of the strings are:
A$="288Z"
••.. 1 egal
X8T4$="ABCO" .. legal
EKS="!! '"
.•.. Iegal
B: $="BNUW'
•.• i II ega 1 str- i ng naMe
RSTS=III'RESET'"'.illegal str-ing character-s

Dimensioning Strings (DIM)
Although A$="ABCD" is a valid BASIC
statement, it cannot be used alone. All strings must
be "dimensioned" before they can be defined or
manipulated. Strings are dimensioned using the DIM
statement. DIM statements allocate memory storage
locations, and establish the string names for string
variables. For example:
1.8 DIM T$ (12)

permits the programmer, at some later time, to
define the contents of string T$ with up to twelve
characters. Note that the DIM statement does not
define the contents of string T$, but merely reserves
twelve memory locations. Twelve 8-bit bytes of
RAM memory are allocated in the above example.
Consider the following program executed on an
ATARI 800 with 48K bytes of memory:
1.0 DIM A$ (32767)
28 DIM BS (32767)
30 END
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This is a valid program. Lines 10 and 20 dimension
the strings A$ and B$ by giving them the ability to
consist of a maximum of 32767 characters. However, strings A$ and B$ are null strings since they
each contain no characters. Their dimensioned
lengths are 32767, but their "character lengths"
(number of characters in a string) are zero. The
above program can be executed, but if an attempt is
made to fill the strings with characters, an error will
result because of insufficient memory space.
ATARI BASIC permits several strings to be
dimensioned in one statement. For example:
18 DIM A$(188),B$(288),C$(~88)
It is common practice to put DIM statements at the
beginning of a program, and to dimension string
variables with a number that is larger than necessary.
Defining Strings
There are several ways of defining a string in
ATARI BASIC. The most direct method is a statement which indentifies the characters in a string.
Such as:
18 A$="ABCD"
This statement merely defines string A$ as the string
ABCD. Another definition technique envolves the
INPUT statement. In this technique, the user of the
program is prompted to define a string. Consider the
following program:
19
29
38
48
58
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OIM NAME$(H!)
PRINT "WHAT 15 YOUR NAME"
INPUT NAME$
PRINT "YOUR NAME I5_";NAI1ES
END

In this case, line 20 prompts the user to define the
string NAME$. Line 30 performs the definition.
Should the user key in more than 10 characters, only
the first 10 characters would be used to define
NAME$. Throughout this article, blank spaces will
be identified with the symbol _ as shown in line 40.
READ statements can be used to define strings.
For example:
18 DIM A$(11),BS(II),C$(11),0$(11)
28 READ A$ BS cS oS
38 PRINT A~;B~;C~;O$
48 DATA 5TRING_,DEFINITION_,USING_,REAO
59 EHI>

Line 20 defines the four strings A$,B$,C$, and D$.
Read statements help minimize programming effort
by defining several strings using only one statement.
Note that quotation marks must not be used in
DATA statements containing strings. The most
flexible (and complex) way of ddining strings
concerns the use of subscripts and substrings.
Subscripts and Substrings
Subscripts are numbers, or variables, used to
identify portions of a string. Substrings are strings of

characters that are contained in a larger string. A
single character can be considered a substring.
Substrings are defined by applying subscripts to a
larger string.
String names can have zero, one, or two
subscripts. First, let's consider string definitions
without the use of subscripts:
Statement
Printed Results
18 I>IM A$(18),BS(19),C$(4)
29 A$="ABCDEF":PRIHT AS
38 BS=AS:PRIHT 8$
48 C$=A$:PRIIIT cS

A8CDEF
A8CI>Ef
A8eD

Line 20 directly defines string A$. Although A$ has
a dimensioned length of 10, its character length is 6
since it contains only 6 characters. A$ occupies 6
bytes of memory. Line 30 defines string B$ by setting
string B$ equal to the string A$. We'll refer to string
B$ as the destination string and string A$ as the
source string. Line 40 illustrates an interesting
characteristic of ATARI BASIC. Since string C$ has
a dimensioned length of 4, only the first 4 characters
of string A$ are used to define C$. Attempting to
define a destination string with more characters than
it can contain does not result in a software error!
Next, let's consider string definition using a single
subscript. String statements containing a single
subscript take the form STRINGNAME$(sl),
where sl is the subscript. For example:

Statement

Printed

19 DIM A$(18),B$(19)
28 A$="12345678":PRINT AS
39 B$=A$(4):PRINT B$
·
49 B$=A$(S):PRIHT B$
·
588$(5)=A$(S):PRIIIT 8$
69 B$=AS(O):PRINT 8$
·
79 8$=A$('):PRINT 8$
·

Results
12345678
45678

5678

56785678

ERROR
ERROR

The first subscript encountered in this program is
the (4) in line 30. The term A$( 4) is a substring of
the larger string A$. Substring A$(4 ) is the string of
characters starting with the 4th and extending to the
last character of string A$. Line 30 defines string B$
to be equal to the substring A$( 4), namely "45678".
Line 40 shows a similar definition with a subscript of
5. Line 50 illustrates the definition of a destination
substring, B$(5), with a source substring A$(5).
This operation combines the two substrings to
define string B$. Combining strings, or substrings, is
known as concatenation. In order to concatenate
two strings without losing any characters, the subscript of the destination substring must be equal to
one plus the character length of the current destination string. This principle is illustrated in line 50.
Since the character length of B$ is 4 (before line 50
was executed), the destination subscript must be 5.
Line 60 illustrates that zero is not a valid subscript. If
a subscript exceeds the character length of a string,
an error occurs as shown in line 70.
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The use of double subscripts permits the
execution of additional string operations. String
statements containing double subscripts take the
form STRINGNAME$(sl,s2). Consider the
following statements:
Statement
Printed Results
10
29
10
40
50
69

DIM 5$(15),T$(15),Q$(15)
5S="ATASIC":PRIHT 5$
0$=S$(3,5) :PRIMT 0$
T$="RI_B~":PRINT T$
...
s5 t7 13) ="1$ : PRINT 5$
.
S$=S!C1,6):PRIMT S$
...
79 T$C6,~)=S$(4,6):PRINT T$
80 5$(4)=T$:PRINT 5$
~0 0$=5$(1) :PRINT 0$
.....
100 O$=S$(I,I) :PRINT 0$

AHISIC
A5I
RI_Btl
ATtlSICRI_BA
llTA5IC
RI_BASIC
ATARI_BASIC
ATARI_BA5IC
A

Statement
10
29
10
40
50
60

18 DIM A$(5)
29 PRINT "DO YOU WANT TO CONTINUE? YE5
OR NO"
10 INPUT A$
40 IF A$ 0, 1) ="V" THEM (;OTO 60
50 ENI>

This routine examines the first character of the user's
response to line 20. Any character in a string can be
isolated by double subscripts when both subscripts
are set equal to the appropriate character number.
It would be impractical (not to mention tedious)
to demonstrate all possible single and double
subscript combinations for defining strings in this
article. As with any programming technique,
experience is the best teacher. Therefore, the reader
is encouraged to experiment on his/her own.

ATARI String Functions
String operations are greatly enhanced by the use
of String Functions .. Some of the brief descriptions of String Functions given in Chapter 7 of the
ATARI BASIC Reference Manual require further
explanation.
Variables in ATARI BASIC are either numbers or
strings of characters. Often times it is convenient to
treat a numeric variable as a string or to treat a string
variable as a number. Numeric variables can be
converted to strings and string variables can be
converted to a number by two String Functions,
STR$ and VAL. The following statements show how
the function STR$ converts a number to a string:

Printed

DIM S$(20)
5$=STR$CI7):PRINT S$
P=Z*5$:PRINT P
....
5$=STR$CI0/1):PRINT 5$
5$=5TR$C22E17):PRINT 5$
PRINT 5$(4,4)
.

Results

17

ERROR

3.33333333

2.2E+18
E

Line 20 defines string S$ to be the two-character
string" 17". Although S$ is equal to "17", it is a
string variable and, as line 30 shows, it is illegal to
attempt to perform an arithmetic operation on a
string. Lines 40 and 50 show two more examples of
converting a number to a string.
The VAL function converts a string into a
number. For example:

Statement
Line 30 defines string Q$ to be equal to the substring
S$(3,5). Substring S$(3,5) is the string of characters
starting with the 3rd character and ending with the
5th character of string S$, namely "ASI". Line 50
shows the concatenation of strings S$ and T$. An
example of string truncation is illustrated in line 60.
A technique for isolating the first character of a
string using double subscripts is shown in line 100.
This double subscript method is useful for
examining a user response. For example:
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Printed

Results

Hl DIM 5$ (8) : 5$="25": PRINT 5$

29
10
40
50
60

25
PRINT SORCS$)
. ERROR
PRINT SOR(VAlCS$»
. 5
S$="36TT":PRINT SORCVALC5$»
6
5$="X::I.6TT":PRINT 5QRCVAlC5$» ERROR
PRINT Z*VALC5$(2»
. 7.2

Line 10 defines S$ as a two-character string, namely
"25". Line 20 is an illegal statement because you
cannot perform an arithmetic operation on a string.
The VAL function in line 30 converts string S$ to
the numerical value of 25. Line 30 also performs a
square root operation. Lines 40, 50, and 60 show
that string S$ can contain non-numerical characters
but the VAL function can only be applied to
numerical characters.
There are two additional String Functions that
convert variables from string to numeric and vice
versa. These two String Functions are ASC and
CHR$. They deal primarily with obtaining the
ATASCII decimal code of a character and obtaining
the ATASCII character corresponding to a decimal
number.
Let's consider ASC(sexp) first:

Statement

Printed

Results

19 DIM A$(S) :A$="VWXVZ"
29 N=A5C(A$):PRINT H •...... ....•••.. 86
39 N=A5C(A$(4» :PRINT N
8~

Note that if the string expression (sexp) is a string
name, A$ in line 20, the ASC(A$) function returns
the decimal ATASCII code for the first character in
the string.
Line 20 sets a numeric variable N equal to the
decimal code for the first character in string A$. The
decimal code for any character in a string can be
obtained if subscripts are used, as shown in line 30.
The corresponding decimal code for ATASCII
characters can be found in Appendix C of the
ATARI BASIC Reference Manual.
The String Function CHR$ performs the opposite
operation of ASC. CHR$ is used to obtain the
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ATASCII character whose corresponding code
number is an integer from 0 to 255. CHR$ has the
format: CHR$(aexp). The argument (aexp) can
range from 0 to 65535. This range corresponds to
values that can be contained in a 16-bit word.
However, the CHR$ function only operates on the
least significant 8 bits of the value (aexp). Consider
the following examples:
18
15
29
25
38
35
48
45
58
55
68
65
78
75

PRINT CHRS(65)
REM PRINTS AS "A"
PRINT CHRS(577)
REM PRINTS AS "A"
PRINT CHRS(65.4')
REM PRINTS AS flAil
PRINT CHRSC65.5)
REM PRINTS AS "B"
PRINT CHRSC2.33)
REM PRINTS AS "B"
PRINT CHRS(-65)
REM ERROR (negative aexp)
PRINT CHR$(65.66)
REM ERROR (one character only

Line 10 shows the most common form of CHR$;
i.e., (aexp) is normally in the range of 0 to 255. If
(aexp) is greater than 255, the BASIC interpreter
substracts some integer multiple of 256 from (aexp)
to obtain a number in the range of 0 to 255. Line 20
shows that CHR$(577) is equivalent to CHR$(65),
since 577-2x256=65. Lines 30 and 40 show how
(aexp) is rounded to an integer. Lines 60 and 70
show two illegal forms of (aexp).
Often times, for emphasis, it is advantageous to
display a message in ATARl's Inverse Video. (On a
printer, the Inverse Video characters would appear
as underlined alphanumeric characters.) A string can
be converted to Inverse Video with the ASC and
CHR$ Functions. The reader is encouraged to
execute the following program:
18
20
39
40
50
60

OIM MSG$ (11)
HSGS="_ATTENTION_"
fOR H=1 TO lENCHSGS)
M5GSCH.X)=CHRSCASCCMSGSCH,X»+128)
NEXT X
PRINT MSG$

The loop, from lines 30 to 50, obtains the decimal
code for each character in string MSG$, adds 128 to
the code value, and then converts the new code back
to an Inverse Video character.
Perhaps the most useful String Function is LEN.
The format of this function is LEN(STRINGNAME$). LEN is used to obtain the character length
of the string STRINGNAME$. For example:
10
28
25
38
35
48
45
58
55

OIM AS(10)
X=lENCAS):PRINT X
REM PRINTS 8 CAS is a null string)
AS="ABCD":PRINT LEN CAS)
REM PRINTS 4
A$(lENCA$)+1)=AS:PRINT AS
REM PRINTS AS "ABCOABCO"
H=lENCAS):PRINT X
REM PRINTS 8
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Line 20 shows that the character length of the
undefined string A$ is zero. String A$ is defined as
LEN(A$) is printed in line 30. A straightforward
technique for concatenation is shown in line 40. The
subscript (LEN(A$)+ 1) will always point to the
character position just beyond the last character in
string A$. A good example of using LEN for concatenation is given on page 39 of the ATARI BASIC
Reference Manual.
Although the Logical Operators NOT, AND, and
OR cannot be applied to strings directly, they can be
used with the LEN function. For example:
18
28
25
39
35
49
45
58
55

DIM AS(18).BS(18)
H=NOT lEN(A$):PRINT X
REM PRINTS 1 ClEN(A$)=9)
A$="AB":PRINT A$
REM PRINTS AS "AB"
H=NOT lEN(A$):PRINT X
REM PRINTS 0
8$=NOT AS:PRINT 8$
REM ERROR illegal logical operation

The ATARI BASIC Memory Management cannot
concatenate strings that have a character length of
some integer multiple of 256 (i.e. 256, 512, 768,
etc.). The following routine uses the LEN function
to guard against this problem:
19 REM * STRING LENGTH CHECK ROUTINE
28 OIM SPACES (D
38 SPACE$="_"
48 fOR 1=1 TO 127
S8 If lEN(AS)=I*256 THEN AS(lENCA$)+1)
=5PACE$
68 If lENCBS)=I*256 THEN BS(LEN(8S)+1)
=SPACE$
78 NEXT I
89 -continue-

The routine checks the character lengths of the two
(previously defined) strings A$ and B$. The loop,
from lines 40 to 70, checks both strings to see if
either has a length which is an exact multiple of 256.
If either string does, lines 50 or 60 will add a space
character to the string, enabling correct string
manipulations later in the program.

Basic String Functions Not Available
in ATARI BASIC
There are several useful String Functions, found in
other BASIC Interpreters, which are not available in
ATARI BASIC.
String Function
Explanation
LEFT$( A$,I)
. Returns the LEFTmost I
characters in string A$.
RIGHT$(A$,I)
. Returns the RIGHTmost I
characters in string A$.
MID$(A$,I,])
. Returns] characters,
starting with the Ith character, of string A$.
. Determines the POSition
POSe A$ ,B$ )
of string B$ in string A$
and returns the POSition
number.
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80 PRINT "B$=";B$
'0 IF AS(}B$ THEN PRINT "A${}BS"
100 If AS(B$ THEN PRINT "A${B$"
110 If AS=B$ THEN PRINT "A$=B$"
120 If AS)BS THEN PRINT "A$}B$"
1~8 PRINT :PRINT :GOTO ~O

These additional String Functions can be implemented by ATARI BASIC String Functions as
shown below:
Statement
Printed Results
10 DIM A$C18],B$CI0)
28 AS="ABCDE":PRIMT A$
~8

4~

REM

**

LEfTS fUNCTION

U."l 1=3

ABCDE

**

50 DIM XSCLENCAS]]
68 XS=ASCl,I]:PRINT XS

**

•.•.•.. ABC

**

70 REM
RIGHTS fUNCTION
80 XS=ASCLENCAS]-I+l,LENCAS]]
85 PRINT XS

**

**

'0 REM
MIDS fUNCTION
10e LET J=2
110 XS=A$CI,I+J-l]:PRINT xS
128
130
148
159
160
179
180

REM

CDE

**

POS fUNCTION

LET BS="DE":PRINT BS

CD

**

•••••• DE
fOR 1=1 TO LENCAS]
If ASCI,I+LENCBS)-l)=BS THEN 180
NEXT I
1=0
PRINT I
• • . . • • • • • • • . . • . . • • •. 4

Lines 50 and 60 implement the LEFT$ function, line
80 performs the RIGHT$ function, line 110 is the
MID$ function, and lines 140-180 are the POS
function. The above program is not as complex as it
looks. All operations are based on previously
discussed principles. This program provides a good
test to see how much the reader has learned thus far.
String Comparisons
As previously noted, the logical (or Boolean)
operators NOT, AND, and OR cannot be applied
directly to string variables. However, the following
Relational Operators can be applied to string
variables:
Relational Operator

<

}

-

<=
>=
()

......
··· ......
......
·......
·........
......

Explanation

less than
greater than
equal to
less than or equal to
greater than or equal to
not equal to

When Relational Operators are applied to strings,
the BASIC Interpreter converts the string's
characters to ATASCII decimal code numbers and
then compares these numbers. Therefore, a
character's position in the ATASCII chart
(Appendix C of the ATARI BASIC Reference
Manual) will indicate its "relation" to any other
character.
The execution of the following program will familiarize the reader with relational string comparisons.
18
20
30
48
58
68
78

DIM ASC28],B$C20]
A$="ABCDE"
PRINT "AS="iAS
PRINT "WHAT I5 BS"
INPUT BS
PRINT :PRINT
PRINT "AS=";A$
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Line 40 prompts the user to define string B$, and
then lines 90-120 apply Relational Operators to
strings A$ and B$. The result of the string
comparisons are then printed. The user is
encouraged to input various string characters for B$,
such as; B$="ABCD" and B$="ABCDEF".
Since the decimal codes for the ATASCII alphabet
are in numerical order, the Relational Operators are
useful for sorting names in alphabetical order. In the
above program, if string A$ is set equal to
A$=:"jONES", the user can define (Input) string B$
to be various last names and verify the alphabetical
sorting.
Any Relational Operator expression, A$=B$ for
example, will return a value of 1 (if the expression is
True) or a 0 (if the expression is False). This allows a
Logical Operator to be applied to string comparison
expressions. Consider the following:
18
28
30
48

DIM ASC18],BS(20)
A$="ABCD":B$="BBCD"
If NOT CAS=B$) THEN PRINT "AS(}BS"
If NOT A$=BS THEN PRINT "AS <> BS"

The result of the string comparison (A$=B$) in line
30 returns the value O. Therefore, the expression
NOT (A$=B$) is equal to 1 which initiates the print
operation. Line 40 illustrates that the string
comparison expression need not be contained in
parentheses.
String Locations in Memory
The Special Purpose Function ADR(Stringname$) permits a programmer to ascertain, and
control, where strings are stored in RAM memory.
Consider the following statements:
Statement
Printed Results
10
20
38
40
50

DIM A$C22],B$CI0)
AS="ABCDE"
PRINT ADRCAS]
PRINT ADRCBS]
PRINT ADRCA$(3)]

2164
2186
2166

Line 30 shows that the block of 22 memory
locations, reserved for string A$, starts at location
2164. Line 40 shows that string B$ starts at memory
location 2186. Note that: ADR(B$)-ADR(A$)=
'dimensioned length' of A$. The memory location of
a single character of a string, ADR( A$(3)) for
example, can be obtained by the use of subscripts, as
shown in line 50. The use of subscripts with ADR is
only legal if the string has been previously defined.
Delete line 20 and execute the above program to
verify this restriction. The BASIC Memory
Management will change the memory locations of
strings dependent on the number of statements in a
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program. Add the following statements to the above
program and note the new values for ADR(A$) and
ADR(B$) when the program is executed:
69 PRINT
70 PRINT

The Special Function ADR is useful if the starting
location of a string is needed in a USR (User)
machine language subroutine.
There are occasions when the programmer must
control the memory location of a string. This can be
accomplished with a 'filler string'. Assume that
string B$ must start at memory location 3000 and
consider the following routine:

Statement

Printed Results

10 DIM AS U)
...•.
20 PRINT ADR CAS)
39 DIM FSC3000-ADRCA$)-!)
48 DIM BS CHJl
58 PRINT ADRCF$)
68 PRINT ADRCB$)

2165
2166

3008

Line 10 establishes the memory location of the first
dimensioned string A$. Line 30 establishes the
dimensioned length of the filler string F$. The
expression (3000-ADR( A$ )-1) sets the length of F$
to 814, so that F$ starts atlocation 2186 and extends
to location 2999. String memory locations are
established in the order that the strings are
dimensioned. So, in the above example, the filler
string F$ had to be dimensioned prior to B$.

Conclusions
Although ATARI BASIC is not the most powerful
BASIC available, it is sufficiently flexible to implement all typical string operations. ATARI BASIC is
certainly more powerful than the ATARI BASIC
Reference Manual indicates. Any reader willing to
experiment with string functions and operations,
will readily become proficient in programming string
manipulations in BASIC. 0

Attention
Fill 'Er Up! Fans
Now you can convert Issue #10's popular machine-language game into a
fast-loading boot disk or tape! For a
FREE list of program modifications,
send a stamped, pre-addressed envelope to:

Fill (Er Up! Conversion
A.N.A.L.O.G. Computing

P.O. Box 23
Worcester, MA 01603

ATARI 400/800* UPGRADES
FROM NEWELL INDUSTRIES
GET THE MOST OUT YOUR COMPUTER
FASTCHIP - ATARI 400/800·
$41.95
FASTCHIP can give you up to three and 1/2 times
the speed of the original floating point routines.
Atari BASIC
uses
these
routines
for
~~~~st
everything.
FASTCHIP is a pin compatible ROM that
replaces the original.
It can be installed
in
minutes,
and is a permanent replacement for the
original rom. There are no modifications,
cuts, or
wires to add.
FASTCHIP comes with a 90 day full
warranty.
Some reference times (in seconds).
Function executed' 1000 times in loop.
FUNC:OLD ROM:FASTCHIP
FUNC:OLD ROM:fASTCHIP
ATN
128
62
CLOG
120
30
LOG
129
33
EXP
112
34
/\
236
65
COS
84
33
SIN
85
30
SQR
135
55
RAMROD MHOS - ATARI 800· ONLY $159.95 (less memory)
RAMROD is a new operating system board that
replaces the existing board. It gives the user the
flexibility of using either the existing operating
system roms or it is switch selectable to use EPROMS.
This allows the user to change the operating system
to meet any needs that might arise.
RAMROD also addresses the 4096 byte block of,
memory that is not currently accessible in the
system. It also is switch selectable and may be used
as RAM, ROM, or a combination. This ram is usable by
software such as SPREADSHEETS, WORD PROCESSORS,
and
certain
LANGUAGES
to
mention
a few,
without
modification to the existing
operating
system.
Complete
with
instructions
and
recommended
modifications. One year warranty.
PLUS, every board comes with OMNIMONI, a resident
machine language monitor written by David Young,
author
of
DISKSCAN.
It features many powerful
debugging
commands
like
display/alter
memory,
disassembler,
printer and disk interface, etc. The
disk interface has many features,
including the
ability to access single or multiple sectors in
sequential or linked mode. And you can call it up at
any time. A sophisticated yet simple program to use.
WITH 4K RAM
WITH 12K MEMORY (4K RAM, 8K EPROM)
EPROMS-2732,4Kx8,350 ns.

$169.95
$189.95
$10.00

OMNIMON! - ATARI 400/800·
$89.95
As described above, but comes on a
piggyback
that plugs into the operating system socket.
48/52K RAM BOARD - ATARI 400/800·
WITH 16K TRADE IN 80ARD
$139.95
WITHOUT TRADE IN
$159.95
REPLACES EXISTING I~AM DOAIW. NOT A KIT.
FEATURES: 200 ns. RAM, GOLD EDGE CONN.,
SOCKETED, FIVE YEAR WARRANTY

ALL

board

IC's

PRO B0I1LING VERSION THREE
$19.95
The game is written in basic and machine
language and is an'accurate simulation of the sport
of bOWling. There are ten skill levels to give
challenge to the best of computer game players.
Features redesigned character set, automatic scoring,
sound, and P.M. graphics.
REQUIRED ACCESSORIES:
SINGLE OR DOUBLE DENSITY DISK DRIVE
BASIC LANGUAGE CARTRIDGE 32K MIN. MEM.
ONE JOYSTICK CONTROLLER PER PLAYER
SD/DD SECTOR COPIER - ATARI 400/800· $19.95
Make up to 153 copies of any single or double density
disk and just read the source disk once. Supports up
to 4 drives. Format on duplication option. With 48K,
two passes copies a full single density disk. Screen
menu. Easy to use. Boots in approx. 3 seconds.
ORDER C.O.D. or PREPAID. Sorry, no charge cards.
To order direct: Send check or money order to NEWELL
INDUSTRIES,
3340 Nottingham In., Plano TX. 75074. Or
call (214-423-1781). Texas residents add 5% sales tax
where applicable. Orders outside the U.S. add 3%($2
min)
for shipping. C.O.D. orders add $1.50. Call or
write for additional information. Dealer inquiries
welcome.
ATARI 400/800 are Trademarks of ATARI INC.

C/6S-Another Powerful First from

ass

C/65 is the first commercially-available C compiler for both the Atari and Apple machines which actually
produces assembly language output.
. C/65 supports a very usable subset of the extremely powerful and popular C language. Just as C is used by the
most sophisticated programmers from the professional and academic communities, so shall C/65 prove to be a powerful and
much-needed tool for 6502 software developers.
C/65 supports INTegers and CHARacters, arrays thereof and pointers thereto. Naturally, it also features ful] recursion, easy
assembler interface, #INCLUDE, and a non-macro version of #DEFINE. AUTOmatic, global and EXTERNal variables are also
available. When used with our MAC/65 assembler, C/65 is a powerful and flexible tool. ..$80.00
A Strong Software Family

And More...

Other major systems soft.ware product.s from OSS include:

BASIC A+

the only logical upgrade to Atari BASIC with ext.ra
features for games and business programs....$80.00

MAC/65

t.he finest and fastest complete 6502 macro
assembler/editor package you can buy .... $80.00

OS/ A +, t.he first and finest operat.ing syst.em for BOTH Atari and Apple II
comput.ers, is NOW included FREE as a part. of every OSS systems sohware
package. OS/A + features a keyboard-driven. easy-to-use command processor.
several simple resident commands, and logical and readable requests for even t.he
most. sophist.icat.ed utilit.y commands. Versions of OS/A + for some higher
capacity drives are available at. ext.ra cost.

TINYC

for structured programming. an easy-to-use interpreter, a learning tool. ...$99.9S

NOTE: Unless ot.herwise noted, all OSS products require 48K and at least
one disk drive.

BUG/65

a powerful, self-relocatable debugger. FREE with
MAC/65 ....$34.95

ass

ASK YOUR DEALER, or call or writ.e for our brochure.
ATARI, APPLE II, and TINY Car. trademarks of Alari, Inc.. Apple Computer. Inc .. and
Tiny C Associates. respectively. MAC/65, C/65. BASIC A+, BUG/65. and OS/A+ are
trademarks of Optimized Systems SoftwaTe, Inc.

Optimized Systems Software, Inc. 10379 Lansdale Avenue • Cupertino • California • 95014 • (408) 446-3099
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AlARI PASCAL· ACiOOD PRODUCT?
by Raymond T. Tillman

In March, 1982, after many promises and much
delay, ATARI quietly released their ATARI
PASCAL Language System. However, they didn't
release it through the expected channels. PASCAL
was released through the ATARI Program Exchange
as unsupported software. Adding to that
disappointment, it required two ATARI 810 disk
drives. ATARI also said that the program "was not
suited for learning PASCAL or the ATARI 800
computer." Furthermore, the absence of a
compatible assembler (one which generates
relocatable code), limited debugging tools, and
incomplete documentation are considered to have
reduced the usefulness of ATARI's PASCAL.
Finally, only part of the PASCAL language system
was released. Since then, almost nothing has been
said by ATARI or anyone else about the product.
PASCAL: A Standardized Language
Just what is ATARI's PASCAL? ATARI PASCAL
is a powerful, structured programming language
built on the core of a real computer language
standard: the International Standards Organization's
draft standard (DPS/718S). This standard has been
adopted for almost all large computer versions of
PASCAL. The language system is significantly
expanded to provide graphics and sound and to
eliminate some of the shortcomings of standard
PASCAL. As such, it is a very nice package at an
extremely attractive price.
Language Description
The ATARI PASCAL was written for a double
density disk drive. In order to run it with the 810
drive and the current ATARI 800 computer, it was
necessary to place the files on two separate disks and
make some other changes. These changes cause some
small problems, especially if compilation is aborted.
The compiler expects the system monitor to be on
the same disk as the compiler. It isn't; there isn't
room for it. Some consider this a drawback and have
said that this problem has driven them away. They,
like ATARI's top brass, just don't know what they
have here.
ATARI PASCAL is a well-written version of the
standard language with a select few extensions to the
base and a good complement of library routines. It
contains all of the standard scalar and structured
data types associated with PASCAL, as well as three
additional scalars: BYTE, WORD, STRING. It
allows absolute variables (defined to a particular
memory location), external procedures, modular
compilation (similar to UCSD units, but easier to

use), bitwise operations, heap management
(including pointer variables and garbage collection),
and a host of other nice things. It even provides an
ELSE on case statements.
My sources at ATARI tell me that only two bugs,
both associated with the ABSOLUTE variables,
have been reported. Some claim to have found
others, but no supporting documentation exists.
ATARI also tells me that other parts of the language,
including random disk access (segmented files) and
possibly a compatible relocatable code assembler
have been withheld, presumably because of bugs.
Maybe they simply won't run on a 48K ATARI.
Speed and Programming Effort
PASCAL by nature is not as easy to work with as
BASIC. You must write your programs with an
editor. The PROGRAM TEXT EDITOR was
designed for use with the PASCAL and is an
excellent product. I use TEXT WIZARD. The
ATARI Word Processor and Letter Perfect are
probably not compatible. After writing the code you
must load the PASCAL interpreter and call up the
compiler (switching disks when you do). Then you
can sit and wait. The PASCAL compiler is slow and
performs three passes. This is not standard for
PASCAL but it does allow for an easier, more
flexible compilation. After successfully compiling
the program you must again switch disks and link the
program. This can be tricky. After linking the
program modules you may run the program. If it
blows up, you may not know why - the debugger
was not released.
While the compile and link steps are very time
consuming, the run time is normally very fast. A
graphics demonstration using player graphics
smoothly and quickly scrolls in both vertical and
horizontal directions, quite unlike a similar
demonstration program written in BASIC.
When I ran a test using an algorithm which
generates Archimedes Spiral, I was rather
disappointed. It took more than three and a half
hours to compute and plot the spiral; longer than
ATARI BASIC! This is certainly because of the
slowness of the transcendental functions and the
required conversions between integer and real
numbers. (Strong data typing is maintained in
ATARI PASCAL.)
Memol'Y Map
There is not a lot of hard information available
about the ATARI PASCAL memory requirements
or where each portion of the system resides in
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memory. ATARI representatives provided me with a
tentative memory map. It is both incomplete and not
guaranteed to be accurate.
ATARI PASCAL Language System
Tentative Memory Map
0-007FH
Page Zero
0080-00FFH
In terpreter
048-057FH
Concatenation Buffer
0600-0700H
Evaluation Stack
1DOO-IFOOH
Interpreter Vector Table
1FOO-IF80H
Interpreter Jump Table
IF80-2000H
Parameter Compiler Comms Area
Assorted Program Related
Operations & Working Space
2000-9400H
Monitor
9400-BCOOH
Screen Area
BCOO-BFFFH
Although page zero is used by PASCAL, the main
operations, parameter passing and evaluation operations are performed in page six and elsewhere. This
can be devastating to those accustomed to using page
six for other things. In PASCAL, it is not available to
the user.
Machine language modules may be added to
PASCAL programs as inline code. These must be
fully relocatable. Since parameters are passed on the
evaluation stack (page six), programmers must perform the extra task of maintaining that stack when
they use machine language subroutines.
Comparisons to Other Versions of
PASCAL - UCSD PASCAL
ATARI PASCAL and UCSD PASCAL are very
similar. The minor differences which exist between
the ATARI PASCAL and the UCSD version should
cause few problems; in almost every instance, the
ATARI version is more flexible. The major differences between the USCD PASCAL and ATARI's
PASCAL is in design philosophy, speed of compilation, and the hardware differences between the
ATARI and other microcomputers.
UCSD PASCAL is not simply a computer
language, nor does it comply wholly with the ISO
draft standard. It is a complete software system including a filer (DOS), compiler, linker, assembler,
program editor, and a pseudo-code (P-code) interpreter. These make up the operating system and are
not part of the programming language. The language
core requires 40K on the APPLE II computer. It
includes both RAM and ROM (optional) segments
and apparenrly replaces the APPLE II's base operating system. APPLE PASCAL programmers must
learn a new operating system and file manager to use
that product. Benchmark tests reported by John
Sommer in MICROCOMPUTING magazine (April,
1982) showed that the APPLE II PASCAL was only
twice as fast as the APPLESOFT BASIC.
The ATARI PASCAL is smaller, uses the ATARI
filemanager and operating system, and is entirely
RAM resident. This concept is in full accord with the
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ISO standard. It appears that the runtime environment may leave as much as 28K for programs. Program compilation is much slower than the UCSD
PASCAL and is restricted to about 300 program
lines per module but multiple modules are allowed.
Linkage of modules is also restricted, but it is
possible to chain modules (passing parameters
between modules.)
.
ATARI PASCAL has been shown to execute as
much as seven times faster than the APPLE PASCAL
in some benchmark tests. But, since ATARI's
PASCAL uses the internal floating point routines
and BCD REAL numbers, any operation using
REAL numbers is terribly slow.
As with the UCSD product, ATARI PASCAL
uses a P-code interpreter. However, the P-code has
been optimized for the 6502 CPU. Similar compilation and link time error checking schemes are
employed. Modular compilation is possible, actually
even easier to perform, with the ATARI PASCAL.
One significant advantage for the UCSD PASCAL is
segmented files (random access files). The ATARI
PASCAL segmented files library has not been released, although it exists.
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PAYROL~~~FTWARE

AlARI'

THE ATARIe: 800'·

Miles Payroll System- is an advanced and comprehensive payroll accounling syslem
designed for businesses loday. Cumulative totals are maintained lor each employee. as well as
complele reporting. check writing, and W-2 reporfing. Some features include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Random access file organization for fast updating 01 individual records.
Allows weekiy, biweekiy. semimonthly or monfhly pay periods.
Completely menu-driven and user-friendly.
Reg.Jlar, Overtime Double time. Sick. Holiday, Vacation Bonus and Commission eamng calegJnes
Payroll deduclions include Federal W/H Tax. State W/H Tax, CityW/H Tax, FICA SOl, Group
Insurance and 3 user-defined deductions.
Tax sheltered annuity deduction capability for IRAs and other tax shelters.
Slate and Federal Unemployment Insurance maintained.
Complete file viewing and editing capability.
Maintains up 10 50 employees.
Up to 10 user-defined Worker's Compensalion classifications.
Federal Tax tables may be changed in only 15 minules each year by user when IRS changes tax.
Table method used for State and City Tax. allowing compalibilily wilh any slate's or cily's lax.
Produces 15 differenl reports, inclUding W-2 Forms Report
Checks calculated and prinled automatically.
PROGRAM ENABLING MODULE- prolecls valuable payroll inflXmallOll from unauthorized users
3 user-defined payroll deductions 10 accommodate customized needs such as savings, protil
sharing. lax shellers, pensions, eiC.
Pay period. monlhly, quarterly and yearly cumulalive tOlals maintained for each employee.
Automatic input error detection and recovery prolects system from user·generaled errors.
Easy-ta-follow, detailed, and comprehensive user's manual and tulorialleads Ihe user step
by slep allowing anyone with little computer experience to easily operate the package.
Includes index.
Color, sound. and graphics utilized for user ease.
Maintains employee pay history.
Allows for manual payroll check wriling.
Packaged in a handsome 3-ring deluxe pockeled binder with 3 diskettes and manual.
Reasonable price.
See your local slore, or conlacl Miles Computing.

M

°l"c.

, ""..
N

MILES COMPUTING
7136 Haskell Ave_ #204
Van Nuys, CA 91406
(213) 994-6279

Alarl is a registered trademark of Afari, Inc.
Miles Compuling, MILES PAYROLL SYSTEM, PROGRAM ENABLING MODULE are trademarks
of Miles Compuling, Van Nuys. California. Not affiliated with Alari, Inc.
$179.95. Requires 32K and Iwo Alari" 81 0- disk driver& Paymenlin U.s. funds required wilh
order. California residenls add 6.5% sales tax. C.O.D. or prepayment only. Dealer inquires

welcome.
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PASCAL/MT+, an ATARI PASCAL
Look-Alike
ATARI PASCAL is not alone in its design. A
review of the CP/M PASCAL/MT + compiler marketed by Digital Research is revealing. Comparison
of the documentation for the ATARI PASCAL and
the PASCAL/MT + showed that page after page of
the language descriptions are identical or nearly so.
Examples used are in almost all instances identical.
Special functions, not part of the standard PASCAL,
are the same. In one case, an odd comment is found
in the ATARI document, in the description of the
ADDR function, on page 41. It reads, "Output is
system dependent." That doesn't make sense in the
ATARI manual, but in the CP/M document, it
makes a lot of sense, since the PASCAL MT + is
designed to run on a variety of microcomputer
systems. It and the ATARI version produce relocatable MICROSOFT compatible code.
Additional surprises come when looking at the
. system monitor and at descriptions of the runtime
link modules. Both products have the same user
interface and most of the PASCAL/MT+ link
modules have counterparts in the ATARI version.
There are differences. The PASCAL/MT+ documentation is more complete and the language is more
powerful. It also requires 64K of RAM.
People at ATARI tell me that MTMicrosystems, a
division of Digital Research, the authors of
PASCAL/MT+, wrote ATARI PASCAL. However,
it was written for a super ATARI with 128K of RAM
- a product which has not seen the light of day, and
for the 815 disk drive which has been shelved.
ATARI wasn't able to get this super machine to work
correctly so it and PASCAL were shelved. Also, the
story is that ATARI wanted a UCSD PASCAL, but
couldn't get it, so they decided that nothing was
better than what they had. Pressure from ATARI
owners and from some people within the company
caused ATARI to release the PASCAL. But, it was
either APX or nothing.
Incompatibilities with ATARI PASCAL
I have learned of a few problems with the ATARI
PASCAL and its usefulness with certain third source
hardware and software. First, the compiler and
linker mod ules will not work with the Corvus Hard
Disk. Also, the RAM DISK is not compatible. You
cannot compile a program using the PERCOM Disk
Drive in the double density mode or using the modified DOS. However, programs can be compiled in
single density and then transferred to double density for execution. The ATR 8000 will work with the
PASCAL package exactly in the same way as the
PERCOM drives. It is possible that the RAM PAGE
by MAXXAM Dataware Corp. will be compatible
because the several bytes of memory which it reserves for its use are F7CO-F7C3H, outside the
PASCAL usage area.

Summary
ATARI PASCAL is an extremely well designed,
powerful programming language for the ATARI Personal computer. Although it compiles programs
much slower than does USCD PASCAL, it more
closely follows the language standard. Execution
speed is generally faster.
PASCAL is not getting the support it richly
deserves from ATARI. With the limitations placed
on it by release of only part of the system, by the
total memory available to it, and with the lack of adequate documentation, ATARI PASCAL is greatly
handicapped. Still, until people begin using it and
start screaming for better documentation, ATARI
will not provide any support, nor will the missing
parts of the system be released. I for one, think that
ATARI PASCAL has the potential to become one of
the best, if not the best product available for the
ATARI program developer, but only if ATARI's top
brass will wake up to its potential. 0

The A TA RI Pascal Lan,gua,ge System can be /J1lrchased from the ATA RI Pro,gram Exchan,ge, P. O. Box
37 0 5, Santa Clara, CA 95055. $49.95 Disle Order
m/mber APX-20I02.

OMNIMONr

M

A RESIDENT MONITOR
Software: DAVID YOUNG
Hardware: BILL WILLIAMS
• OMNIMON! is resident. Ii is always available bUI requires no user memory!
Resides in unused $COOO page.
• OMNIMON! gives you complete control. Interrupl, examine and manipulate
any program in memory or on disk!
• OMNIMON! can aid recovery from operator errors and glilches!
• OMNIMON! has nexible disk 110 independent of DOS. II suppons SO or
DO and sequential or linked modes. Load a DOS file or edil raw
sector data!
• OMNIMON' has many debugging tools: display/alter memory or 6502's
registers, disassembler, search memory, single step, primcr dump, CIC.
• OMNIMON! is a trademark of COY Consulting
ATARI 400/800 is a Irademark of ATARI, Inc.

(214)

235-2146
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WHAT THE SOFTWARE REVIEWERS ARE
SAYINCi ABOUT YOUR DOCUMENTATION
by Jessie Gunn Stephens
Software reviewers are, by and large, articulate folk. When
a program pleases them, a warm, friendly chuckle seems to reverberate beneath their published prose. But when a program
frustrates them, you can practically hear the grinding of their
teeth. And the package component most likely to activate that
crunching, damning sound against the programs you're trying
to market seems to be the user doc·umentation.
Reviewers like to write about documentation, and an informal survey I've been conducting over the past six months
indicates that they know a lot, in general terms, about what's
wrong with your documentation and what you should do to
correct it. If you're interested in producing documentation
which will impress reviewers as favorably as your software
does, perhaps you'd like to know what they have to say.

Identifying Users and Their Needs
The most serious complaint reviewers lodge against user

documents is that they often don't properly
identify the readers and set out to meet those
readers' needs. Or, do you know who is going to
want to use your software to accomplish what in
the real world? If you don't, your user guides
won't be able to fill users' needs, because you
won't know what they are.
"The guide tells me how the program works,"
writes the reviewer, "but what I want to know is
what I can make it do for me." Only other programmers are likely to have much interest in how
your program works. Users want to know how
to make it accomplish the specific tasks they
need done.
To improve your user documents, take the
time to form a clear picture, by research if necessary, or personal interviews with prospective
users, of who those people are and what they
want your software to do. Then, concentrate on
instructing them in how to do those very things.
Once you've clearly identified the users and their
needs, it's much easier to plan and write documents from the user's perspective, rather than
from the programmer's.

Respecting the User
Reviewers become particularly incensed, as I
believe most users would, by documentation
which fails to take itself seriously. All too often,
documentation is a last minute effort, a few
pages slapped together just before the package
goes out the door. Careless preparation shows;
poor organization, inaccurate descriptions, inappropriate humor (at the reader's expense),
typographical and spelling errors, and bad reproduction are all marks of the documentor's
lack of respect fot the user.
If you don't respect your users, don't expect them to
respect you or your product.
The corrective for such poorly conceived and
executed documents is, of course, time and effort. Read that as "money," if your time and
effort are worth anything. But remember, a slipshod product condemns itself in the user's hand.

Honesty in Packaging
Another source of user discontent is the hackwork product which dishonestly disguises itself
in plush packaging. You've never heard moral indignation until you've heard a user gripe about
being deceived into judging a user guide by its
cover. Of course, we all know better than to do
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such a naive thing, consciously, at least. But our
culture teaches us to consider appearance a valid
criterion of quality, in everything from choosing
a mate to buying an automobile. Appearances
are important in our consumer advertisingoriented society. But no amount of plush packaging can compensate for an inferior product
between the covers. And finding trash bound in
embossed leather tends to raise reviewer's blood
pressure because it leaves them feeling that
someone has deliberately tried to hornswoggle
them, and they don't like it. Can you blame
them?
Of course, no one is suggesting that you
shouldn't package your documents as attractively as possible, merely that you ensure that the
contents merit their covers. Packaging cannot
substitute for quality.

Providing Adequate
Examples & Illustrations
Statistically, the complaint which most often
crops up in reviews concerns the lack or inadequacy of examples and illustrations. Even the
experienced computerist needs examples when
learning to operate a new program, and for the
computer novice, examples and practice exercises can mean the difference between learning to
use your program at all or shelving it with a curse
of frustration and swearing never to buy another
product with your name on it.
There's no such thing as too many examples,
too many "for instance"s, "let's do this together"s, "let me show you how"s, "this is how it
will look"s, and "such and such will appear on
your screen"s. You don't have to be an artist to
provide your readers with an image of their display screens. A simple box will do; they'll catch
on to the convention at once. The more you can
reinforce prose with illustrations, instructions
with examples, and usage with practice exercises,
the stronger your documents will be.
Testing Documents
"The manual has lots of examples, but at least
half of them didn't work," gripes the reviewer,
his tone resentful and tinged with incredulity.
The reader and prospective buyer is very aware
of the indictment, even if it remains unwritten:
"This guy didn't even bother to test out the examples in the user's guide. Think twice before
deciding to trust either his document or his software."
A full-out beta test of your user documents is
the only way to assure their accuracy and completeness. To make this test mean anything, you
must approach it as carefully and with as much
integrity as you do the testing, debugging, and retesting of your software.
The purpose of testing software is not to prove
that it works, but to discover the places where It
doesn't work. Test documents with the same
goal in mind, and correct the flaws your testing
uncovers just as assiduously as you correct software flaws.
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Providing Usage Tools
The best documents are those which aid the reader. They
provide information in logical units and in conventional
order. Indexes grace them. Tables of contents map them clearly, guiding readers straight to the information they're looking
for. They frequently isolate technical or other special material
into appendices or even separate manuals. Also, such documents are clearl y designed for the specific package version the
customer holds in his hand.
Maintaining Documents
If your package exists in more than one version, give some
careful thought to the need for more than one version of your
user documents. It's not uncommon for an irate reviewer to
lambast a package upon finding that the documentation didn't
reflect the version of the software he had in hand. If you modify your package through updates available to customers, be
sure you provide updates for their documentation, as well.
Software reviews appearing in computer magazines do impact your sales. You know that they're written for the most
part by computer-literate people, not novice users. Experienced in the use of a wide range of software tools and applications, such writers aren't likely to think themselves dumb,
clumsy, or otherwise at fault when they encounter difficulties
in the use of your product, particularly difficulties which
might have been precluded by more effective documentation.
They know what they're talking about. You might do worse
than to listen to them. 0

ATARI®

LIST
PRICE

OUR
PRICE

ADVENTURE INT'L
Sea Dragon (d/c) ........... 34.95
Diskey (d) .................. 49.95
SAGA 1/1 (d) ............... 39.95
SAGA 1/2 (d) ............... 39.95

23.00
33.00
26.50
26.50

ATARI
Centipede (r) ............... 44.95
Galaxian (r) ................ 44.95
Defender (r) ................ 44.95
Dig Dug (r) ................. 44.95

32.00
32.00
32.00
32.00

BIG FIVE
Miner 204ger (r), . , ....... , .49.95
DATASOFT
Zaxxon (d/c) ............... 39.95
Sands of Egypt (d) .......... 39.95
Clowns & Balloons
(dlc) . .................... 29.95
Canyon Climber (d/c) ....... 29.95

SPECIALS?
NO. THESE ARE OUR
EVERYDAY LOW PRICES

26.50
26.50
19.75
19.75

Dragon's Eve (d) ............ 29.95

19.75

D = DIsk C = Cass R = Cart.
Prices Subjecno Change

PHONE ORDERS:
1-800-637-3095
IL, AK, & HI Call:
1-217-367-5774
HRS.: 9-6 MON.-SAT.
MAIL ORDERS TO:
SECTOR ONE
1001 BRIGHTON
URBANA. IL 61801

continental United States. Add $4.00 for Canada or

MeXICO, $6.00 for Alaska or HawaIi, and s10.00 for

other International orders. Mastercard and Visa
orders add 4% service charge (include card /:I and expo
datel • Personal checks and M.D. also accepted.
illinoIs residents add 5% sAles lax. Please specify

computer .vpe • MOST ORDERS SHIPPED WITHIN
24 HRS. All orders must be in U.S. funds.
23.00
23.00
23.00
23.00

LIST
PRICE

OUR
PRICE

DATASOFT
Text Wizard (d) ............. 99.95
Spell Wizard (d) ............ 79.95
Basic Compiler (d) .......... 99.95
Lisp Interpreter (d) ........ 124.95

66.00
52.75
66.00
82.50

DON'T ASK SOFTWARE
SAM. (d) .................. 59.95

39.50
19.75
26.50
26.50

WK
Leller Perfect (d) .......... 149.95 107.25
Data Perfect (d) ............. 99.95
71.50
Edit 6502 (r) ............. 199.95 143.00

Add $2.00 for postage and handling WIthin .he
23.00
19.75
26.50
19.75

ATARI®

EDU-WARE
Compu-Read (d) .. , ......... 29.95
Compu-Math/Fractions
(d) .......... , ............ 39.95
Compu-Math/Decimals
(d) ... , .. , ................ 39.95

33.00

26.50
19.75
13.25

SYNAPSE
Flamelords (d/c) ... , ... , . , .. 34.95
Drelbs (d/c) .... , ...... , .... 34.95
Necromancer (die) .... ,., .. 34.95
Shadow World (dIe) , ....... 34.95

COMPUTER SOFTWARE

Send for Free Catalog

EPYX
Star Warrior (d/c) .......... 39.95
Rescue at Rigel (d/c) . .... , . ,29.95
Datestones of Ryn (d/c) ..... 19.95

SIERRA ON-LINE
Maurauder (d) .............. 34.95
Wall War (d) ...... " ....... 29.95
Dark Crystal (d) ........... , .39.95
Lunar Leeper (d) .... , ..... , .29,95

§~lBUml] 1]

SPINNAKER
Snooper Troops 1/1 (dl ....... 44.95
Story Machine (d) ........... 34.95
Face Maker (d) ........ ,.".34.95

29.75
23.00
23.00

SYNAPSE
File Manager 800+ (dl ....... 99.95
Disk Manager (d) ........... 29.95
Page 6 (d) .................. 34.95
Syn Assembler (d) ... ",.,. ,49.95

66.00
19.75
23.00
33.00

VISICORP
Visicalc (d) ..... , ..... , . , . 250.00

175.00

ANCHOR AUTOMATION
Signalman Modem
MK II , ......... , ......... 99.00

76.00

VERBATIM
MD525-01 Box of 10 .,., .. ,49.00

27.50

Atan IS a registered trademark of Atari, Inc.

AND MUCH MORE

AND MUCH MORE

N

N

Other guys will sell you Bezerk Space Invaders
and TuttI Frutt,N for a total pnce of almost a
HUNDRED BUCKS! Our new User Exchange offers
this three pack of similar arcade games for only
$24.95. Induded are Aliens and Survive for 16K tape
or 32K disk users and Robot Attack requiring 32K
,

,

DIGGERBONK (0 1982, Steve Robinson) An
game with a continuously scrolling
maze that never repeats itself. Guide your digger
upward before it gets carried off the bottom of
the screen while battling Orange Whirlers,
Pulsing Greenies, Twinklers, Bombs, Purple
Gurples, the ever-nasty Aqua Chasers, and a
menacing fog! For all ages. $29.95
arcad~style

~
-,,'" .

~Q"Il\'r"

f~/ft,:,\

" ,,

Have you ever wondered what kind of pets they used to
• r! I
•
~
,
keep way back whenl This game takes you back to
Morocco in the 9th century to try and win a pet snake
from Sheba, a very wily snake charmer. All you have to
do is guide your new friend through 7 levels o((eeding.
AVAILABLE FROM MOST DEALERS
This game is written in BASIC and machine language so D
WRITE' FOR A FREE CATALOG
it can be listed - and you can see how an arcade game is f"i>,. ."
4565 Cherryvale Ave., Soquel CA 95073
developed! Requires 16K tape or 32K disk. $H.95
V
CAll FOR ORDERING INFORMATION
Me/VISA/COD: (800) 692-9520 OR (408) 476....901

C6

g

.....
~""M""'r.'"

Now On

Experience the
Cassette'
MicroProse Challenge!!!
•

CHOPPER RESCUE
Zip up your flying suit and strap yourself into your sleek assault chopper:
CHOPPER RESCUE challenges your skill and daring. Pilot your nimble
craft through the treacherous underground labyrinth. Search out and
rescue the captives trapped inside. Danger approaches from all sides as
defenders fire winged missiles and sparkling energy bursts at your fragile
craft. But you are not defenseless, your explosive tipped rapid-fire
missiles dart out to blast a path through the dense minefields. Thread
your bomb directly into the heart of their pulsating nuclear furnace. And
just when you think the path is clear, a swift patrol drone appears from
behind a ledge, spitting missles as you scramble for a firing position!
CHOPPER RESCUE features three scenarios, multiple skill levels, and
competition in solo or team configurations for 1 to 4 players. Immerse
yourself in the non-stop excitement of CHOPPER RESCUE. You'll keep
coming back for more!
Requires ATARI® 32K, Disk or Cassette ... $29.95

HELLCAT ACE
HELLCAT ACE is a superbly realistic re-creation of WWII Air-to-Air
combat in the Pacific using a fully three-dimensional airspace. HELLCAT
ACE puts you in the fighter cockpit with its unique pilot's eye view. To
escape and destroy the tenacious enemy fighters, HELLCAT ACE allows
you a full range of high-performance aerobatics; including loops, stalls,
rolls, immellman turns, and spins. The fifteen well documented scenarios
include combat air patrol, night action, and kamikazes --- and, if things
get out of hand, you can bailout or attempt a water landing in your
damaged fighter! HELLCAT ACE includes multiple skill levels and options
for up to four players. Can you avoid being shot down and win five
victories to become a HELLCAT ACE?
Requires ATARI® 40K, Disk or 32K Cassette ... $29.95
For aerial combat challenge and excitement over Europe in WWII fly the
SPITFIRE ACE!
Requires ATARI® 40K Disk or 32K Cassette ... $29.95

-

FLOYD OF THE JUNGLE
Looking for a fun game you can play with your family and friends? FLOYD
OF THE JUNGLE is a great game up to four people can play simultaneously! Can you be the first to guide Floyd through the jungle perils to save
the lovely Janice? It isn't easy! Floyd must leap the poisonous snakes,
climb the slippery vines, ride the elephants, and cross the raging rivers.
FLOYD OF THE JUNGLE includes fully-animated wild animals, music,
sound effects, and five different multi-color jungle adventures.
Requires ATARI® 32K, Disk or Cassette ... $29.95

MicroProse Software is dedicated to bring you games that will challenge you far beyond the first few plays. We promise you hours of
excitement and pleasure. Our games are created using "MicroProse", our own proprietary assembly language gaming system, and are
available at select computer stores.

PHONE: (301) 357-4739
For Fast Delivery by C.O.D.,
MasterCard or Visa ... Or
Send Check or Money Order
Please add $2.50 shipping/handling.
Maryland residents add 5% tax.

MicroProse Software
One Caribou Court
Parkton, Maryland 21120

Dealer Inquiries Welcome!

ATARI® is a registered trademark of Atari Inc.
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SOFTWARE GAllERY®

Expand youn ATARI 400* 16K ~o a
6ull 48K by Uhing oun 48400 48K
Ram upgJULde. e.xpan6ion W !!!!!

P.O. BOX 3354. CHERRY HILL. N.J. 08034

. . . . . . . . . .IIiI(6.0
. .9.)..4 24-7106

I I

*** Expand your 16K Ram board to 48K for

~...

tne price you would pay for most 32K Ram
expansions!!! !
***Easy to follow step by step installation
instructions with detailed drawings.
**********************************

for onlv
$99 95

I

SlQRE

".

Free shipping in USA

Centipede

SEND CHECK,MONEYORDER,
or BANK CERTI-CHECK

$32.95

ea

J"ATARr

Large selection of software for Atari 400/800 Call

INTEC RAM BOARD FOR ATARI 400/800

allow 4-6 wks for per.
MAIL TO :
check.
r
POllY PRODUCTS
of Riverside
P.O. Box 8485
Riverside, California
92515-8485

32K Ram Board
64K Ram Board

RRODUCTS

Ca. Res. add 6% TAX.
AlAR! 400* is the trademark of ATARI, INC.

s99.95
s124.95

B KEY 400 KEYBOARD

OLLYU~~

~

s67.95 48K Ram Board

I

~
THANK YOU FOR YOUR ORDER!

Atari® Users!!
NOW AVAILABLE . ..

PROTECT

YOUR COMPUTER

MIGHTY BYTpM Disk Copier. A backup copier
that allows you to select sectors, identify and
write bad format. Copy almost any disk. The most
powerful copy system available today on Atari®
400/800 computers.
Only $29.95 + $2 shipping
VISA & MASTERCARD call now
(815) 968·2228 for fast delivery
Software Authors and Users: call or write for further information on our complete line of Atari®
compatible backup systems and services.
Can't slow that new drive below 250rpm?
We modify your drive $10.00
You modify with our parts $5.00
MIGHTY BYTE COMPUTER
828 Green Meadow Ave., Dept. AG
Rockford, Illinois 61107

[.l~

special $

8.99

COMPUTER COVER
Features heavy duty canvas with vinyl interior-waterproof
A TAR/-BOOIAC-B ..
A TARI-4001AC-4 ..
ATARI-BI0IAD-D...

.. 58.99 EPSONIMX-BO
58.99 EPSONIMX-BOFT..
.
58.99 IBM PC PRINTER
.

58.99
.58.99
.58.99

OKIDATA/fJ82A . . . 5 8 . 9 9

Mail Order
'Cl

SOFTWARE GALLERY
P.O_ Box 3354
Cherry Hill. N.J. 08034
Call: (609) 424-7106
Add 52 for postage and handling.
N.J reSidents add 5% sates tax.

Dealer & Distributor

I/ltiueutd
_ TRAV-LER_
INC

359 Wales Ave_
New York, N.Y. 10454
Call: (212) 993-7100

NOTE: Alan, Epson. IBM and Ok,data are registered trademarks.
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ISSUE 11

HOME ELECTRICITY
CONSUMPTION ANALYSIS
16K cassette 24K disk
by Joseph E. Harb Jr.
"Kilowatts" is an ATARI BASIC program that
requires 16K RAM with cassette or 24K RAM with
disk. It analyzes yearly, monthly, and daily electri~
city consumption and cost for all~electric homes.
When we moved into our present house several
years ago, I planned to make a number of energy con~
servation modifications. I decided that I would like
to use my ATARI 800 to determine what impact
those modifications had on our energy consump~
tion and costs. That led to the writing of "Kilo~
watts," which makes provisions for yearly and
mocthly temperature fluctuations. Statistics gen~
erated by "Kilowatts" can be displayed on the
screen or printed on a line printer.
Monthly and yearly temperature variations are
taken into consideration by analyzing kilowatt con~
sumption per coolinglheating degree day, as appro~
priate. A heating degree day is each degree that the
average temperature drops below 65 degrees F. on a
given day. A cooling degree day is each degree above
65 degrees F. The total number of cooling and
heating degree days in each month can be obtained
from your local weather bureau (National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration - NOAA). Our
local NOAA office at Baltimore Washington Inter~
national Airport kindly provided me with several
years of monthly degree day information over the
telephone.
In a given month, a minimum of 100 cooling
degree days is required before the program will cal~
culate cooling degree day consumption for that
month. A minimum of 200 heating degree days is re~
quired for heating degree day analysis. This was
done because in months when the number of heating
or cooling days is below the threshold, energy use for
heating or cooling is so low that the data becomes
heavily biased by other energy use. This bias makes it
seem that consumption per degree day is abnormally
high. To change the threshold for cooling degree
days, change the value of MINCO in line 100. To
change the threshold of heating degree days, change
the value of MINHD on the same line.
In order to further minimize distortion by
electricity consumption for uses other than heating
and cooling, the program subtracts 400 kilowatts
from each month's total electricity use before

computing consumption per degree da y. (This
subtraction is not performed in computing anyother
statistics.) The variable used in the subtraction is
FCTR, also in lines 100/110. It can be changed if you
feel your nonheating/cooling electricity use is higher
or lower.
All REM statements can be eliminated without
requiring any line number changes. Additionally, if
you feel the explanation of DATA statements given
in the following paragraph is adequa'te, you can
eliminate the instruction subroutine (line 2050 and
6999~7190). If you do not have a printer, you can also
remove the printer subroutines (lines 2040 and
5999~6880).

One DATA line is required for each month of
data. DATA lines must be numbered in increments
of 1, beginning with line 1000; e.g.,
1000 DATA jAN,79,1329,29,56.lO,30,29.88,984,O
1001 DATA FEB,79,1426,28,60,44,32,31.44,1l00,0
1002 DATA MAR,79,520,31,S0.98,11,20.33,520,15
DATA statements must contain: month (first three
letters); year (last two digits); number of kilowatts
used; number of days in billing period; cost of
electricity (paid on time and including surcharges);
heating degree days; and cooling degree days. All of
the required information except heating and cooling
degree days can be obtained from utility bills. As
explained above, the information on heating and
cooling degree days can be obtained from your local
NOAA office.
If you have been looking for a relatively quick and
easy way of neatly aligning columns of figures,
particularly those with decimal fractions, you might
want to consider using the technique I employed in
this program, for example in lines 3170~3190. It can
be done in four easy steps:
1. Decide the rightmost column for displaying a
particular set of figures. Then add 1 to that value. In
subroutine 3000, I wanted the last digit of the
variable X to be printed in column 11. I then added 1
to that number, for a total of 12. If you are aligning
figures with decimal fractions, use the column where
the decimal point is to be printed, and do not add 1.
2. Measure the length of the variable by converting
it to a string and using the LEN function. In line
3170, LEN(STR$(lNT(X))) means calculate the
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length (lEN) of the variable X after converting it to
an integer (INT) and then to a string (STR$). The
variable must be converted to a string because the
LEN function can only measure the length of string
variables. For this measurement, it is important to
convert a numeric variable to an i·nteger when the
variable includes a decimal fraction. This is
necessary because the ATARI eliminates final zeros
after the decimal point. Thus, 3.50 is displayed as
3.5. Consequently, if you wished to align the
numbers 3.5 and 4.27 and if you measured the whole
length of the variable, the columnar alignment of the
numbers would be:
3.5

4.27
3. Pick a variable name for the column where
printing of the display variable is to begin. (I used
Cli in the example.) Then, use the algorithm in this
paragraph to calculate the column where printing is
to begin. The algorithm subtracts the length of the
integer portion of the string from the value
calculated in step 1. In other words, the column
where printing is to begin equals the length of the
integer ponion of the variable subtracted from the
column where printing is to end. That is expressed in
BASIC as Cl1=12~lEN(STR$(INT(X))). This
means that the first digit of the variable X will be
displayed at screen column 12 minus the length of
the integer X.
4. Position the cursor at the column and row
where printing is to begin. This is done with the
POSITION statement. In line 3180, the cursor is
positioned at column Cl1,row PEEK(84).
PEEK(84) is the memory location of the current
cursor row. Finally, use the PRINT statement to
display the variable on the screen. Once you get
used to this process, it can be done fairly quickly. Of
course, it can be further simplified by performing the
whole operation at one time:
POSITION 12-lEN(STR$(INT(X))),PEEK(84):?X
During operation of "Kilowatts" do not depress
the return key at any time when responding to a
screen prompt. Simply type the letter(s) or numbers
desired for input. The GET statement will determine
which keyes) you depressed.D

VARIABLES USED IN "KILOWATTS"
A: Used with GET to determine last key depressed
on keyboard.
ANET: Used to represent electricity cost (NET)
whenever single subroutine must calculate either gas
or electricity statistics.
AVG: Per kilowatt cost.
B: Used with A when more than one key input
from keyboard is required.
C: Used with A & B when three-key input
required from kevboard.
CAVG: Average monthly consumption of
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kilowatts per degree day.
CD: Cooling degree days in a given month.
CDAVG: Average annual consumption of
kilowatts per cooling degree day.
CDDIV: Total number of kilowatts used when
computing annual average consumption of kilowatts
per cooling degree day.
CDTOT: Total number of cooling degree days per
annum.
Cl1: (Column 1); Column where printing of
specified data begins. Used to right justify screen
display.
Cl2: (Column 2); Used with Cl1 when more than
1 column cannot be right justified in some other way.
Cl3: (Column 3); Used with Cl1 & Cl2 when
more than two columns cannot be right justified in
some other way.
CL4: (Column 4); Used with Cl1, Cl2, & Cl3
when more than three columns cannot be right
justified in some other way.
COST: Total annual cost of electricity.
DAYS: Number of days during billing period.
DD: Used to represent either cooling or heating
degree days in subroutines where either can be used.
DDAVG: Average annual use of kilowatts per
cooling or heating degree day.
DDN$: Used in subroutines 3000, 5000, & 6000
to represent words "HEAT" or "COOL" in column
headings, depending on whether user has requested
cooling or heating degree day information.
DDT: Total number of heating/cooling degree
days in a given year.
DIV: Total number of energy units used when
computing annual average consumption per degree
day.
FCTR: Estimated minimum amount of electricity
used monthly for uses other than heating or cooling.
Subtracted from UNITS before computing
consumption per degree day. Can be raised or
lowered if estimated minimum is different.
HAVG: Average monthly consumption of
kilowatts per heating degree day.
HD: Number of heating degree days in a given
month.
HDAVG: Average annual consumption of
kilowatts per heating degree day.
HDDIV: Total number of kilowatts used when
computing average annual consumption of kilowatts
per heating degree day.
HDTOT: Total number of heating degree days per
annum.
HIYR: High year in data base.
HL: Nr. of lines to be printed on each page.
K$: Month for which data requested in menu
options A, B, E, & F.
KPD: Average number of kilowatts per degree
day.
KPD$: Used to represent either variable KPD or
letters "N/A" when printing out results of kilowatts

NEW FOR ·A T ARI
NOW -

FROM MMG MICRO SOFTWARE

THE TWO MOST POWERFUL AIDS FOR ATARI BASIC!!

MMG BASIC DEBUGGER

BASIC COMMANDER

• TRACE through your Basic program
- Single step
- TRACE while
- change variables
- TRACE UNTIL
- LIST line numbers executed
- examine variables' values

• Single key entry file commands
- ENTER "0:
- SAVE "0:
- LIST "0:
- RUN "0:
- LOAD "0:
• Single
-

Key DOS functions from BASIC
FORMAT a disk
- LOCK a file
RENAME a file
- UNLOCK a file
DELETE a file
- DISK DIRECTORY

• Full screen BASIC editing
- scroll up or down by cursor
- edit your whole program easily
- no more LIST line number ranges

• THREE PROGRAMMABLE KEYS!!
-- single keys programmed for your own use. even
whQle subroutines

• Split screen mode
- view two parts of your BASIC program at once,
and edit both!
- scroll each window independently

• AUTONUMBER
- automatically generates line numbers for you speeds program entry 25·75""

• CROSS REFERENCE
- provides a list of variables and the line numbers
in which they are used in your program

• BLOCK DELETE
-

deletes any range of lines instantaneously!

• SEARCH FOR PHRASE
search your BASIC program for any phrase,
command or string of characters; let your
computer do the searching for you!

• RENUMBER
- renumbers lines and all references
- extensive error trapping
- 3 seconds to renumber 500 lines

EACH PRODUCT ALONE REQUIRES 16K, AND IS AVAILABLE ON DISK FOR ONLY $34.95

Now, the convenience of both powerful utilities together in your Atari at once
The Combined Basic Commander and MMG Basic Debugger requires 24K. $74.95

ADDITIONAL PRODUCTS
NECESSITIES

NEW

RAM TEST II . The fastest and most thorough memory lest available for the
ATARI has now been further improved' Tests not only all local ions, bUI also teslS
the memory addressing system. This all machine language program takes 4
minutes to test 48K. lt's the only program that tests the carl ridge area of RAM.
Good for new 400/800 computer owners, for testing new RAM boards and for use
in computer stores to test and pinpoint bad memory locations. Bad memory
locations are pinpointed so repair is as simple as replacing a chip'

MMG DATA MANAGER· II you frequently find yourself looking for
something, only to find it eventually right under your nose, then MMG DATA
MANAGER is for you. Organize virtually anything into a computer·searchable
format, and let your ATARI do Ihe hunting for you. MMG DATA MANAGER is
the first of a series of business applications from MMG MICRO SOFTWARE, a\l
of which will share the ability to access files created by any of them. This flexible
database manager will allow many fields, with machine language sorting, on any
field. In addition, you have total control of the structure of your data, allowing you
to design a dalabase which you feel most comfortable. A special feature of MMG
DATA MANAGER is its ability to select for a given value of any single field, orany
combination of values from many fields. You could. for instance, determine who
lived in Las Vegas, Nevada, and bought item #3145 from you, and whose last
name began with SM, and whose telephone number began with (702) 873·4. You'll
never lose track of information again t Multiple print options add to the versatility
of MMG DATA MANAGER.
Requires 40K, Disk Only.
. ..... $49.95

Requires 8K, Disk or Cassette

$29.95

DISK COMMANDER II·Just save this program on your BASIC disks and it will
autoboat and automatically list all programs for the disk into your screen. Simply
run any program by typing a single number.
Requires 16K, Disk Only.

.

$29.95

TUTORIALS
ASTEROID MINERS· This 50 page book and program provides for a unique
intermediate to advanced tutorial. A 32K BASIC game utilizing over 25 players in
player·missle graphics, machine language subroutines, a redefined character set,
multiprocessing utilizing the vertical blank interrupt interval, and much more!
The 50 page book included with the program documents each part of the entire
program and contains the fully documented source code for bot h the BASIC and
assembly language parts of the program. Use these routines in your own
programs. These examples make it easy'
Requires 32K, Disk or Casselle .....

.

$34.95

GAMES
CHOMPER
An all machine language arcade style game with intelligent
monsters. Requires 16K Ram, 1 Joystick and nerves of steel.
Available on Disk or Casselle

.

. .. $29.95

MMG MICRO SOFTWARE
P.O. Box 131 • Marlboro, NJ 07746
OR CALL

(201) 431-3472
For MasterCard, Visa or COD Deliveries

BUSINESS/HOME
MAILING LIST· Extremely fast BASIC and machine language program. Each
data disk holds over 500 files. Sort on any of 6 fields at machine langugage speed
or search on any fragment of a field! Use any size labels or envelopes.
Require 40K, Disk Only

Available At Your Favorite Computer Store
OR Send a Check or Money Order to:

$39.95

(Please Add $3.00 For Postage & Handling)
NJ RESIDENTS ADD 5% FOR SALES TAX
ATARI is a registered trademark of ATARI, Inc.
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per degree day computation.
LINE: Last line of DATA.
LOYR: Lowest year of data in data base.
M$: Month of data contained in DATA line.
MINCO: Minimum number of cooling degree
days necessary for computing electricity consumption per cooling degree day.
MINHD: Minimum number of heating degree
days necessary for computing electricity
consumption per degree day.
NET: Cost of electricity without late charge.
NR: Used to calculate number of months in data
base.
PRNT$: One PRNT$ string is created for each line
of data to be printed with the line printer in
subroutine 6000. Allows data to be aligned easily in
columns without using TAB functions which vary
from printer to printer.
R$: Represents month in subroutine 6460/6570
to compare same month of different years.
SET: Sets flag when high line of page print reached
during loop.
T: A flag set at beginning of subroutines 3000 and
5000 to identify whether user has requested
information on consumption per cooling or heating
degree day.
TIME: Last line printed on printer.
UNITS: Kilowatts used during billing period.
UP: Average daily kilowatt consumption.
USE: Total annual consumption of electricity.
Y: Year of data on DATA line.
YR: Year of data being processed.
z: Index variable for loops, i.e., keeps track of m.
of times loop has occurred.
10 POKE 82,0

KILOWATTS"
ELECTRICITV"
40 ? U
ANAlVSIS PROGRAM"
59 ? I I
BY JOE H~RB"
60 ? "HDURIMG OPERATION OF TH15 PROGR
~M.
DO NOT DEPRES5 RETURN KEV Af
TER TYPING ANSWERS TO PROMPTS."
79 OPEN ttl. 4,0. "K : I I : REM OPEN KEVBOARD
TO GET INPUTS LATER IN PROGRAM WHEN G
ET STATEMENT IS USED
80 ? :? "DEPRE5S ANV KEY TO CONTINUE."
:GET tU.~
'0 DIM DDN$(4),M$C3).K$(3),KPD$C6),PRN
lS (65) ,R$ (3)
109 MINCD=109:MINHD=200:FCTR=400:REM M
INCD=HINIMUH COOLING DAYS NECESSARY FO
RCOMPUHHION
110 REM MINHD=MINIMUM "E~TING DEbREE D
AYS NECE5S~RY
120 REM fCTR=NR. Of KILOWATTS TO BE SU
BTRACTED FROM MONTHLY KILOWATT USE HHE
N COMPUTING DEGREE DAYS.
139 REM SUBTRACTING fCTR REDUCES EMlEN
T TO WHICH OTHER HOUSEHOLD ELECTRICITY
USE BIASES HEATING ~ND COOLING ST~TS
200 REM CALCULATE: TOTAL MONTHS OF DAT
A CNR)j LOW YEAR OF DATA ClOVR); AND H
IGH VEAR Of DATA (HIVR)
219 NR=9
220 READ MS,Y,UNITS,DAVS,NET,HD,CD
2J9 REM 11$=110NT", V=VEAR, UNITS=KILOWA
TT5 USED U5ED IN BILLING PERIOD
249 REM D~V5=HR. Of DAY5 IN BILLING PE
RIOD
20 '!
30 ?

"~-I
II
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250 REM NET=C05T OF ELECTRICITY WHEN B
ILL pnID ON TIME.DD=DEGREE D~VS DURING
BILLING MONTH
260 REM HD=HEnTIMG DEGREE DnV5
270 REM CD=COOLING DEGREE DnY5
288 LOVR=Y:RE5TORE
2'0 READ M$,Y,UNITS,DAYS.NET,HD,CD
100 IF "$="E"D" THEN RESTORE :GOTO 290

o

110 NR=NR+l:HIYR=Y
329 GOTO BO
4'8 REM SUBROUTINE TO GET INPUT fOR ME
NU OPTIONS n & Bj THEN CLEAR INPUT QUE
S1IOMS fROM SCREEN TO ALLOW DISPLAY
4" REM Of ADDITION~L DATA
500 ? "'HYPE fIRST THREE lETTER5 OF 1'10
NTH YOU
WANT .":G£T tU,A:GET ttl,B:GET
"l.C
518 REM NEXT LINE CONVERTS ATASCI VALU
E5 TYPED ON KEYBOARD TO A STRING
520 K$=CHR$CA):K$CLENCK$)+l)=CHR$CB):K
$CLENCK$)+1'=CHR$CC):GOSUB 539:RETURN
538 POKE 84.PEEK(84)-2:fOR Z=O TO 1:?

"

":NEXT Z:REM 3' SPACES
540 POKE 84 PEEKC64]-2:RETURN
1000 REM llIJh:.lt.n·.,fnjml:....rt:,.;I*I~
189' DATA END,"'.0,0.9,9,0
1'" REM MENU OPTION5
2009 ? "IHHIS PROGRAM ALLOWS THE FOLLO
WING
5ElECTION5:":?
2910 ? "
A. TOTAL MONTHLY AND AVER
AGE DAILY
KILOWATT U5E"
2020 ? "
B. TOTAL MONTHLV AND AVER
AGE DAILY
KILOWt'ln COST"
2030 ? "
C. TOTt'lL ~NNUAL KILOW~TT
USE AND
COST"
2949 ? "
D. PRINTOUT Of ALL ELECTR
ICAl USE
DATA"
2050 ? "
E. DnTA INPUT INSTRUCTION
S"
2060 ? ..
f. EXIT PROGRAM":?
2970 ? "TYPE LETTER OF OPTION YOU WANT
.":GET "l,A
1080 REM GET IS USED TO DETERMINE LETT
ER TVPED ON KEVBO~RD; ~=ATA5CI VALUE 0
F LETTER TYPED
29'9 If A=65 THEN 3990
2180 IF A=66 THEN 4000
2118 IF A=67 THEN 5899
2120 IF A=68 THEN TRAP 2160:0PEN "4,8,
8. "P: ": TRAP .t9009: GOTO 6890
2139 IF A=6' THEN 7000
2148 If A=70 THEN POKE 82.1:END
2150 (;OTO 2070
2160 REM PRINTER ERROR MESSAGE
2170 CLOSE "4:? "PRINTER IS NOT ON-LIN
E!Gi":TRAP 19899:(;OTO 2079
2'~' REM SUBROUTINE fOR MENU OPTION A
3909 G05UB 509
3010 ? "DO YOU WAHT TO INCLUDE INfORMA
TION ON
HEATINGC"', COOlINGCC) OR ME
ITHERCN)?":GET "l,A:GO-SUB 538
3929 If 1l=67 THEN DDN$="COOL":T=O
3030 IF A=72 THEN DDNS=uHEAT":T=l
3040 IF A=78 THEN DDN$="
":T=2:DD=8
3050 ? "MONTH
TOTAL AVe;
TOTAL A
VG KWU"
1060 ? "
KWU
DAILY
DGREE P
ER u;DDNS:REM 8 5PACES BEFORE KNU
3070 ? "
KWU USE DAYS
D
GREE DAY":REM 14 SPACES BEFORE KWU
3080 FOR Z=l TO NR
30'8 READ M$,Y,UNITS.DAVS.NET.HD,CI>
3100 IF HS(>KS THEN 3200
3110 UP=INTCI08*UNITS/DAVS)/188:REM CO
MPUTE UNITS PER DAY AND L~~~r DECIMAL
PLACES DISPLAYED
3129 If T=O THEN DD=CD:If CD}MINCD THE
N GOTO 1150
3130 IF T=1 THEN DD=HD:IF HD}MINHD THE
N GOTO 3150
3140 If T=2 OR CD(=MINCD OR HD(=HINHD
THEN KPD$::"N/A":GOTO 3119
3150 KPD=INTC100*CUNITS-fCTR)/CCDD/30)
*DAVS))/109:KPDS=5TR$CKPD):REM COMPUTE
UNITS PER DEGREE Dt'lY
3169 REM LINES 3179-31'0 USED TO ALIGN
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~NO PRINT SCREEN OISPL~V
3179 CLl=IZ-LEN(5TR$(INT(UNIT5»):CLZ=
17-LENCSTR$(INTCUP)) :CL3=Z6-LENCSTR$C
DD»):CL4=32-LENCSTR$(INTCKPD)))
3180 ? M$;" ";V;:POSITION CLl,PEEK(84)
:? UNITS;:P05ITION CL2,PEEK(84):? UP;:
POSITION CL3,PEEK(84):? DO;
11'9 POSITION Cl4.PEEK(84):1 KPD$
3200 NEXT Z:RESTORE
1218 ? :? liDO YOU W~NT TO LOOK ~T ANOT
HER MONTH?
TYPE Y OR N.": GET au, A
3229 IF A=8' THEN GOSUB 530:G05UB 599:
GOTO 3980
3239 ? "~II: GO TO 20·99
REM SUBROUTINE FOR HENU OPTION B
4880 GOSUB 599
4010 ? IIHONTH
TOTAL
UNIT II
TOTAL
COST"
COST
4029 1 "
KWU
:REM , SP~CES BEfORE KWU
4010 FOR Z=1 TO NR
4040 READ MS,V,UNITS,DAVS,NET,HO,CD
4950 If M$<)K$ THEN 40'0
4060 AUG=INTCI0000*CNET/UNITS»/10000:
REM CALCULATE ~UERAGE DAILY USE
4070 CLl=13-LEN(STR$CINTCUNITS»):CL2=
l'-LENCSTRSCINTCNET»))
4080 ? M$;" ";Y;:POSITION CLl,PEEK(84)
:1 UNITS;II
";:POSITION CL2,PEEK(84):
? NET;:POSITION 25,PEEK(84):? AUG
40'0 NEHT Z:RESTORE
4100 ? :1 liDO VOU W~NT TO LOOK AT lIiNOT
HER MONTH?
TVPE V OR N.II:GET tll,A
4110 If A=8' THEN GOSUB 530:GOSUB 500:
GOTO 4930
4120 1 lllli l l :GOTO 2000
4'" REM SUBROUTINE FOR MENU OPTION C
5000 ? "~DO VOU WANT TO INCLUDE INfORM
ATION ON
HEATING CH) OR COOLING CCl?
u:GET Ul,~:VR=LOVR
5010 If A=67 THEN ODN$="COOL":T=9
5020 If A=72 THEN DDN$=uHEAT":T=1
5030 ? "
" ; DONS.;"
AUG KWATT":REH 22 SPACES BEFORE DON

3'"

$

5040 ? "YEAR KWATTS
DGREE P
ER DGRfE":REM 10 SPACES OEFORt: DGREE
5050 1 "
USED
COST
I)~V5
QV"
5060 USE=0:C05T=O:DOT=0:DIU=0
5970 FOR Z=1 TO NR
5080 RE~D HS,V,UNITS,D~VS,NET,HD,CD
50'0 IF V{)VR THEN 5140
5100 If T=O THEN DD=CD:IF CO<=HINCD TH
EN DD=O:GOTO 5130
5110 IF T=l THEN OD=HD:IF HO(=HINHD TH
EN OD=9:GOTO 5130
5120 DOT=DDT+DD:OIU=DIU+UNITS-fCTR
5130 U5E=USE+UNITS:COST=COST+NET
5140 NEXT l:RE5TORE
5150 DDAUG=O:If ODT)O THEN DOAUG=INT(l
OO*DIU/DDTl 1100
5160 CLl=17-LEN(5TR$(INTCCOST»)):CL2~2
6-lfH(5TRSCIHTCODl»):CL3=30-lENCSTR$C
INT CDDAIJG»)
5170 ? VR+l'OO;" ";USE;"
";:POSI1IO
" Cll,PEEK(84):? COST; :P05ITION CLZ,PE
EK(84):? DOT;:P05ITION CL3,PEEK(84)
5189 ? ODAIJG
51'0 YR=VR+l:IF YR(HIVR+1 THEN 5060
5289 RESTORE
5210 1 :? "DEPRESS ~NV KEV TO RETURN T
o HENU.":GET #l,A
5220 GOTO 2000
5'" REM SUBROUTINE FOR MENU OPTION D
6000 TIHE=O:SET=O:? "~TVPE NUHBER Of L
PRINTED.":GET
INE5 PER P~GE TO BE
Ul,A:GET Ul,B:HL=((~-48)*10)+CB-48)
6010 LPRINT CHR$(27);CHRS(56):REK DIS A
BLE EPSON "END OF PAPER" fUNCTION
6920 ? #4;"
TOT
~1.
~UG
TOT~l
~UG":REM 24 5P~CES
BEFORE TOTAL
6030 ? U4;"
HEA
T
KHATT
COOL
KWIHT": REH 24 SPIlC
ES BEFORE HEAT
6049 ? #4;"
KWATTS TOTAL
DGR
PfR
DGR
PER":REM 8 SPACES

ISSUE 11

BEFORE KHATT
6058 ? U4;"VE~R
USED
COST
OilV
S
DGR DAV DAVS
DGR DAV":lPRINT
6060 TIHE=TIHE+5:VR=LOYR
6070 U5E=0:C05T=e:CDDIV~0:CDTOT=e:"DDI
V=O:HDTOT=8:COAUG=0:HDAUG=0
6988 REH CDDIV & HDDIU ~RE NUMBER OF A
NNUAL KILOWATTS fOR HEATING & COOLING,
ONLY MONTHS WITH MORE THAN 190
60'0 REM COOLING OR 200 HEATING DEGREE
D4VS ARE INCLUDED. 580 KWATTS PER MONT
H SUBTRACTED BY FCTR FOR OTHER ELECT.
6196 REM COTOT & HDTOT ARE TOTAL HEATI
NG/COOLING DEGREES PER ANNUH FROM HONT
H5 WITH SUFFICIENT DEGREE DAVS
6110 PRNT:$="
":REM 65 SPACES
6128 FOR Z=l TO NR:REM CALCULATE ANNUA
L CONSUMPTION AND COST
61J9 READ H$,y,UNITS~DAVS.NET,HD,CD
6140 If V{}VR THEN 6~80
6159 If CD)HINCD THEN COTOT=CDTOT~CD:C
ODIV=CDDIU+UNITS-FCTR
6160 If HD)HINHD THEN HDTOT=HDTOT+HD:H
DOIU=HDDIU+UNITS-fCTR
6179 USE=U5E+UNIT5:COST=C05T+NET
6180 NEXT Z:RESTORE
61'0 IF CDTOT)9 THEN CDAUG=INTC190*CDD
IV/CIHOY) 1100
6298 If "IHOnO THEN HDAVG=IHT CHHJ*HDf>
IU/HOTon 1100
6210 ? U4;VR+l'09;:PRNT$C11-LENCSTR:$CU
SEl),10'=STR:$CU5E)
6228 PRNT$C16-lENCSTR$CINTCCOST))),18)
=STR$ ccosn
6230 PRHT:$C25-LENCSTR$CHDTOT»,24)=STR
$ (HD101)
6240 PRNT$C30-LEN(STR$(INTCHDAUG)),32
) =STR$ (HDAUG)
6250 PRNT$(41-lEN(STR$(CDTOT»),40)=STR
:$ (CDTOn
6260 PRNT$C45-LENCSTR$CINTCCDAUG»)) ,47
l=STR$(CDAIJG)
6270 ? U4;PRNT$:TIHE=TIME+l
6269 VR=YR+l:IF VR{HIVR+l THEN 6010
62'0 RESTORE :LPRINT :TIHE=TIHE+l
63" REM C~lCULATE AND PRINT MONTHLY
DATA. SUBROUTINE 6410 PRINTS COLUMN
HEADINGS ON EACH SHEET OF PAPER
6400 GOSUB 6410:GOTO 6460
6410 ? U4;"
KWAT
KWAT
":TIHE=TIME+l:REM 47 & 19 SPACES
6420 ~ U4;"MONTH
OAIl V
MN,.tiL l' "NT
HLV COST
HE~T
PERil
PER
COOL
:TIHE=TIHE+l
6430 ? "4;"
f(W~TT
KWATT
COS
T
PER
DGRE
DGRE
DGRE
DGRE
": TIMf=TIHE+.l : REM 8 SP~CES BE4 KWATT
6448 ? #4;"
USE
USE
KWU
D~VS
O~V
DAVS
DAV"
:LPRINT :TIHE=TIME+l:REM 8 & 13 5PC5
6450 RETURN
6460 RS=".JAN":GOSUB 6600
6470 R$="FEO":GOSUB 6600
6488 R$="HAR":GOSUB 6600
64'0 R$="~PR":GOSUB 6600
6500 RS="MAV":GOSUB 6690
6510 R$="JUN":GOSUB 6600
6520 R$="JUl":G05IJB 6609
6530 R$="AUG":GOSUB 6680
6540 R$="SEP":G05UB 6690
6550 R$="OCT":GOSUB 6600
6560 R$~IINOV":GOSUB 6600
6570 R$="DEC":G05UB 6600
6589 CLOSE tl4:? "~":GOTO 2000
6600 fOR Z=l TO NR:REM CALCULQTE MONTH
LY CONSUMPTION AND COST
6610 RE~D MS,V,UNIT5,DAVS,NET,HD,CD
6628 HAVG=9:CAUG=O
6630 If MS<>R$ THEN 6820
6648 ? #4'M$;" ";'1';
6650 PRNTS="
":REM 65 SPACES
6660 UP=INTC190*CUNITS/OAVS))/I00
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6670 PRNT$C6-lENCSTR$CINTCUP))),8)=STR
SCUP)
6680 PRNT$C15-LENCSTR$CUNITS)),14)=STR
$ (UNITS)
66'0 PRNT$C22-LENCSTR$CINTCNET))),24)=
STRS UIETl
6780 ~VG=INTC1800*CNET/UNITS)/100e
6118 PRNTS(28-LENCSTRS(INT(~UG))),31)=
STR$CAUG)
6720 PRNT$C3'-LEN(STR$(HD»),38)=STR$CH
DJ

~739

IF HD)HINHD THEN H~UG=INTCI00*(CU
NITS-FCTR)/HD))/1888
6740 IF HAUG=O THEN PRNT$C42,44)="N/A"
:GOTO 6168
6750 PRNT$C43-LENCSTR$CINTCHAUG»)),46)
=STR$CHAUG)
6760 PRNT$C53-LENCSTR$CCD)),52)=STR$CC
D)
6770 IF CD)HINCD THEN CAVG=INTC100*(CU
NITS-FCTR)/CO))/1880
6780 IF CAVG=O THEN PRNT$C56,58)="N/A"
:(;OTO 6888
67'0 PRNT$C57-LENCSTR$CINTCCAUG))),60)
=5TIl$CCAfJG)
6800 TIME=TIME+1:IF TIME=HL THEN 5ET=1
6818 ? #4;PRNT$
6828 NEXT Z:RESTORE
6838 IF SET=8 THEN 6878
6848 IF R$="DEC" THEN 6880
6858 ? "INSERT ANOTHER SHEET OF P~PER;
THEN
DEPRESS ~NY KEY":GET #l,A
6868 TIME=8:SET=8:GOSUB 6419
6870 LPRINT :TIME=TIME+1:IF TIHE=HL TH
EM 6848
6880 RETURN
6'" REM INSTRUCTIONS FOR PREPARING DA
T~ LINES
7080 LINE=NR+'"
7818 ? "~FOR EACH MONTH OF DATA YOU HA
VE, YOU
MUST TYPE ONE DATA LINE."
7828 ? "~THE FIRST DATA LINE MUST BE N
UMBERED
1000."
1838 ? "~AFTER THAT, EACH DATA LINE MU
ST BE
NUMBERED ONE HIGHER THAN TH
E LAST."
7048 ? "FOR EXAMPLE, 1000 MUST BE FOLL
OWED BY
1081, 1082, 1883, 1084, ETC.

"7050

"~DEPRESS

ANY KEY NHEN READY FO
R NEXT
INSTRUCTIONS.":GET #l,A
7060 ? "~THE FOLLONING IS THE FORM~T F
OR A DAT~ LINE:"
7070 ? "11000 DATA OCT,82,1350,30,7'.2
5,4'JS,I"
7080 ? "JREQUIRED DATA SEQUENCE tlND FO
RHAT:"
70'0 ? "1. MONTH; MUST BE 3 LETTERS LO
NG"
7100 ? "2. YEAR; MUST BE 2 NUMBERS LON
G"
7110 ? "3. NUMBER OF KILONATTS USED IN
MONTH"
7120 ? ".II. NUMBER OF DAYS IN BILLING P
ERIOD"
7130 ? "5. NET COST OF ELECTRICITY IN
BILLING
PERIOD"
7140 ? "6. HEATING DEGREE DAYS IN BILL
ING
PERIOD"
7150 ? "7. COOLING DEGREE DAYS IN BILL
ING
PERIOD"
7160 IF LINEO'J'J,} THEN? "HAST LINE 0
F DATA YOU ENTERED WAS: ";LINE
7170 ? "lNON BEGIN TYPING NEW DATA LIN
ES."
nao END

•

?

CHECKSUM DATA
(See D:CHECK/C:CHECK,p.26)

10 DATA 626,571,316,11,87,650,765,'79,
462,~17,312,349,844,885,'6,7261
220 DATA 748,501,710,152,156,203,7~,76

•
Mr. Harb has also prepared a gas/electric version of
this program called "Thermowatts." Space limitations
prevented us from including it here. but the listing will
appear in The A.N.A.L.O.G. Compendium (to
be published later this year).

BASIC COMPILER
AND ASSEMBLER
FOR ATARI~!

& COMMODORE 64

R
!

THE BASM BASIC COMPILER AND ASSEMBLER FOR
ATARI/COMMODORE 64 produces programs that run up to
130 times faster than Atari/Commodore BASIC. Uses the
syntax of BASIC with ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE data types and
addressing modes. Has the efficiency of ASSEMBLY, but cuts
program development time by 2 to 3 times. Produces highly
efficient ROMabie binary files Programming features: IFELSE-ENDIF; WHILE-ENDWHILE; DEF-ENDDEF. Utility
libraries; graphics; disc access; debugging aid. Editor included. Block-structured capability. Eases the transition from
BASIC to ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE programming. Eliminate
Ihe tedium of calculating the logistics of ASSEMBLY Syntax.
In-line standard 6502 ASSEMBLER. The next step in the
evolution of the small computer BASIC language.
Available soon for APPLE II®
Dealer inquiries invited.
BASM requires 32K, disk. Price $99.95 plus $2.00 for shipping
(add $1.50 for C.O.D.). In Calif. add 6Y2% tax. Specif., Atari or
Commodore. Send check or money order to:

COMPUTER ALLIANCE
21115 Devonshire St., 11132B, Chatsworth, CA 91311 / (213) 368-4089

DON'T ASK PROVIDES THE MISSING LINKS
~ the link between your modem and the outside world. For hassle-free

communications, phone right in with TELETARI, The Friendly Terminal.

0000000000

I

(

,{
(

(

1e1e1ari
Your Atari has never had such easy access to the whole world of telecommunications - bulletin boards, news reports, large timesharing computers, the works. Now it's a snap to tap into all these, and it's just as easy to transfer your program or text files to and from a
remote computer. Meet TELETARI, The Friendly Terminal. It's just what your modem needs: a powerful, adaptable telecommunications
package that's a cinch to use. With TELETARI, you simply choose the desired communications function from a menu. Commonly used
terminal parameters are included in the program, but you can change them to suit your needs with a couple of keystrokes, using another
handy menu, and store the ones you plan to use again. TELETARI's generous buffer stores up to 20K, so you can review, print, or save
received information long after you've hung up the phone. You never knew using a modem could be so convenient. Because it's very
flexible, TELETARI is compatible with most modems and a wide variety of computers. And because it works through the RS 232 port,
TELETARI is not limited to modem/telephone uses. Put it to work in any RS232 application your imagination can devise - even operating a
laser disk!

• buffer of up to 20K
• menu-driven
• highly adaptable
• supports all 850 options
• compatible with 1200 baud modems and BiT 3 Full-view 80'" board
• suitable for any RS232 application

$39.95

Requires Basic, 32K RAM, disk, 850 Interface
~

the link between BASIC and arcade-style graphics. Draw and animate pictures for your own BASIC games
and other programs with pm ANIMATOR. Create running men, flying rockets, moving figures of all kinds.

G;9

Now available
from DON'T ASK

.or

~imator
~

BASIC programmers, pm ANIMATOR puts the power of
Player-Missile Graphics at your fingertips.

.........

Requires 32K RAM, BASIC, disk.

To order direct from Don't Ask, send a check or money
order, or call to order COD. Add $2.00 for shipping and
handling. California residents add 6% sales tax (6.5% if
you reside in LA County).

-~

the link between fast game action and verbal learning:

Kids and adults, increase your vocabulary while you compete in this
exciting word game.
Disk 'Version:

3 levels of play - Beginner. Regular, Challenge
ReQuires 32K RAM. disk. BASIC.

$24.95

Cassette version:
2 le\lels of play - Beginner, Intermediate
Requires 16K RAM, casselte, BASIC.

$19.95

~turn WORDRACE into a history game or a famous athletes

game, and get more vocabulary words, with the WORDRACE
accessory disk: CLAIM TO FAME/SPORTS DERBY. 3 new games in
all.
Disk only.

Requires WORDRACE disk....

Alan 1$ a trademar1l, 0' Alan. 11"lC full'Vlew

$19.95

eo ,$ a 'rademark of 811 J ComPUTe'

,'~

~~

~

the link between you
and what your Atari is
really thinking:

A~U~E

the insult-exchange program.
Have you cursed out your computer? Now
it can understand you and answer back!
Requires 4QK RAM, BASIC, disk.

CQfporaho"

DON'T ASK
the link between technical excellence
and the fun of computing. Why do we give
you so much? Don't Ask.

~

$19.95

Release your aggressions! Inflict ABUSE
on anyone who's got it coming!

Doon'TASIC
COMPUTER SOFTWARE
2265 Westwood BI., Ste. B-150
Los Angeles, CA 90064
(213) 477-4514 or 397-8811

INC
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BASIC COMPILERS FOR THE ATARI
A Comparative Review
by Brian Moriarty

ABC by MONARCH DATA SYSTEMS
P.O. Box 207
Cochituate, Massachusetts 01778
40K Disk $69.95
THE BASIC COMPILER by DATASOFf
9421 Winnetka Avenue
Chatsworth, California 91311
48K Disk $99.95
BASM by COMPUTER ALLIANCE
21115 Devonshire Street
Suite 132
Chatsworth, California 91311
32K Disk $99.95

The world is full of ATARI BASIC programmers
lusting for speed. They squirm with envy as the
disciples of FORTH and C expound the virtues
of those fast and exotic languages, and gaze with wonder upon machine-code hackers who wield their
mysterious powers at 1.7 MHz.
Why this insatiable craving for faster programs?
The answer is simple: GAMES. Every serious
ATARI user has a secret desire to write the Ultimate Computer Game, a dazzling tour-de-force that
would make Tempest look like Pong. Unfortunately, many would-be Chris Crawfords don't have
time to master more than one programming language
_ and guess which excruciatingly slow language that
one usually is.
If you've ever been frustrated by the speed of
ATARI BASIC, then a BASIC compiler may be
just what you need. The recent release of THREE
new compilers for the ATARI offers programmers a
long-overdue alternative to BASIC that TRS-80 and
Apple users have been enjoying for years.
What Is A Compiler?
A compiler is a utility program that reads a
program written in BASIC and translates it into a
lower-level code that executes faster than the
original. A compiled BASIC program is completely
self-contained; it is treated exactly like a binary DOS
file and does not need the BASIC cartridge or any
other special software to run.

Monarch Data Systems' ABC, Datasoft's BASIC
Compiler and BASM by Computer Alliance are
significantly different in terms of features,
performance and cost. Since ABC reached the
market soonest, we'll examine it first.
Inside ABC
ABC is a single-pass integer compiler. "Singlepass" means that your BASIC program is scanned
only once as it is being compiled. "Integer" means
that numbers are stored in straight 3-byte binary
instead of the 6-byte floating-point format used by
the BASIC cartridge. The elimination of floatingpoint math is one of the main reasons for the speed
of ABC.
The best way to understand ABC is to review what
happens when you compose a BASIC program. Each
time you hit RETURN over a line of BASIC, the
instructions are "tokenized" into a special internal
code that can be understood by the cartridge.
ABC takes this process a step further. It reads the
tokens produced by the BASIC cartridge and
translates them into an even more compact form
called psuedo-code or "P-code." The P-code is then
linked to a small machine-language program called a
run-time interpreter, which reads and executes each
P-coded instruction.
The big difference between tokenized BASIC and
ABC P-code is conciseness. By using only wholenumber integer arithmetic and a more efficient
memory-management scheme, ABC simplifies the
execution of each command in the ATARI BASIC
repertoire. The result is a significant increase in the
speed of the compiled program. According to
Monarch, the speed improvement factor can range
between four and twelve times, with seven times
being a reasonable average.
It should be noted that the P-code produced by
ABC is not 6502 machine language. It's essentially a
series of pointers into the run-time interpreter, much
like a FORTH program. You can't LIST, disassemble or make any sense at all out of the P-code
without a detailed understanding of the ABC
interpreter. This is an important feature if you're
thinking about distributing your compiled software,
because the code will be protected from all but the
most determined pirates.
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Easy To Use
Experienced BASIC programmers should have no
trouble using ABC. First, you SAVE your completed
BASIC program on a disk. Then you pull out the
BASIC cartridge and boot the ABC disk. ABC asks
for the name of your BASIC file and the name of a
destination file, which will eventually become the
compiled version of your program.
ABC next writes a copy of the run~time interpreter
out to the destination file. It then scans your BASIC
program and translates it into P~code, one line at a
time. Finally, the P~code is appended to the
interpreter, and you're left with a binary~format disk
file that can be loaded and executed using DOS
option "L." The original BASIC program is
completely unaffected.
A couple of different run~time interpreters are
included on the ABC disk. These provide a choice of
loading addresses to match different memory
configurations and DOS requirements. There is also
a clever little program called MKRELO that makes
your compiled software completely relocatable - a
handy feature for commercial development because
it assures that your software will run in virtually any
machine with enough memory to fit it.
The Datasoft Compiler
Datasoft's BASIC Compiler is a 4~pass utility that
converts BASIC programs directly into 6502
machine code. Because machine language doesn't
need to be interpreted, the execution speed of the
compiled code can be very impressive. Datasoft
claims a speed improvement of 5 to 20 times over the
original BASIC version.
Like ABC, a run~time support package must be
linked to the code in order for it to run. Datasoft
gives you a choice of two different run~time
packages: a high~speed integer version or a slower
version that will accept floating~point functions.
The compilation procedure for the Datasoft
compiler is fairly involved. After specifying the
source and destination filenames, the program asks
you to select either integer or floating~point math;
the appropriate run~time package is linked to your
code. The compiler then studies your BASIC code
and converts it into one or more mnemonic
assembler files which are written out to the disk.
Next, the Datasoft system loads a 3~pass assembler
which reads the intermediate files created by the
compiler, and produces a machine~language output
file which is the final, executable version of your
BASIC program. All assembler files remain intact on
the disk, and may be accessed by Datasoft's
DATASM Editor/Assembler (sold separately) for
later tweaking by hardcore hackers.
Datasoft's product is tricky to use if you have only
one disk drive. Because the assembler and output
files must be written onto the same disk as your
BASIC code, you have to be sure to leave enough
space for them. According to Datasoft, this limits the
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maximum size of your BASIC program to about 100
sectors (12.5K). Users with more than one drive can
lessen the limitation by putting their BASIC source
on a separate disk.
Good Diagnostics
An interesting feature of the Datasoft compiler is
the Line Reference Map. This function displays each
line number of your original BASIC program along
with the exact address where its machine~language
counterpart can be found. The map can be sent
either to the screen, a printer or a disk file. Line
references are very useful if you want to modify or
debug the compiled version of a program.
The error handling of the Datasoft system is also
helpful. Problems that occur during the execution of
a compiled program produce a standard ATARI
error number along with the address of the
instruction that caused the foul~up.Ifyou prepared a
reference map of the program, you can determine
which line of the original BASIC code produced the
error. The Datasoft system also allows you to re~
enter a crashed program at any point by specifying a
new run address.
The Catch
It would be wonderful if you could take any old
BASIC program, send it through one of these
compilers and get a nice, speedy output file.
Unfortunately, things aren't that simple. Both the
Monarch and Datasoft products impose restrictions
on the type of BASIC code that can be successfully
compiled.
Listings 1 and 2 show the documented
programming restrictions of the ABC and Datasoft
BASIC compilers, respectively. Notice that the
program access statements like LOAD, SAVE,
ENTER and LIST are not supported by either
system. This makes sense because of the selfstanding nature of a compiled program. Also note
that the floating~point math functions (SIN, COS,
etc.) cannot be used by ABC, or by the integer
version of the Datasoft compiler.
The documentation provided with ABC suggests a
number of sneaky ways to get around its lack of
floating~pointarithmetic. It gives examples of how to
simulate fractions, trigonometry and the RND()
function without producing a compilation error.
ABC's 24~bit integer math package allows a usable
variable range of ±8 million, so it's possible to scale
almost any value to a convenient whole number.
Both the integer and floating~point versions of the
Datasoft compiler offer a nice implementation of the
RND() function. Datasoft also allows you to use
RUN statements as long as you don't include a
filespec such as RUN "Dl:PROGRAM."
Datasoft won't let you use variables as line
references (GOTO X or GOSUB 100+Y, for
example). Also, you can't imbed DATA statements
in your BASIC code. You have to place them all at

Four new ways
DgetKRAZYI
CBS Software introduces four new fast-action games for your Atari
400 and 800 or Commodore VIC-20 computers:" Each one is so
challenging, you'll see why K-RAZY is the name of the game!
Take K-RAZY ANTIKS,TM for instance. If the carnivorous ants
don't get you, their exploding eggs might. As you're defending your
way through this multi-level maze game, watch out for the hungry
anteater's sticky tongue and the
flooding rainstorm, too!
If that doesn't make you
crazy, try K-RAZY SHOOT-OUT! ™
If you have terrific marksmanship,
. you can blast through the evil Alien
Droids. But only if you're really sharp will you be able to avoid the
radioactive walls and escape the deadly Control Sectors.
Or, try K-RAZY KRITTERS.TM You're in charge of the Command
(f
Ship, but it will take fast thinking to blast the invading Alien
Attackers to save your Star Base from impending doom. Fail, and
face the consequences-as your
Command Ship is carted off to the Intergalactic Junkyard!
Just as crazy is K-STAR PATROL.TM Because you're the Star Ship
Squadron's only hope. Maybe you can defend against the Alien Attack
Forces, but can you escape the
Intergalactic Leech, too? Oh, and
one other thing: replenish your Star
Ship's Force Field, or the end is near!
J.
Also, this April, watch for
our two new games that look,
sound and play so different from
anything else, you'll really have
to see them to believe them. They're
MOUNTAIN KINGTM and BOULDERS AND
BOMBSTM -both exploding with challenge!
After all, they're from CBS Inc. And everything that name
stands for in quality entertainment
is built into each and every game.
Remember. Get the most you
can out of computer games ... and
getKRAZY!
•All programs are available as ROM cartridges for
Atari e 400'· and 800'· computers. K-RAZY ANTIKS'·
and K-STAR PATROL'· are also available for
the Commodore VIC-20.'·

o

CBS
Software

A Unit of CBS Inc., 41 Madison Ave .. New York, NY 10010

CBS lnc. 1983. "VlC-20" is a trademark of Commodore Business Machines, fnc. "Atari: "Atari 400' and" Atari 800" are trademarks of Atari, Inc..
"K-RAZY ANTIKS: "K-RAZY SHOOT-OUT," "K·RAZY KRITTERS: "K-STAR PATROl: and "BOULDERS AND BOMBS" are trademarks of Kay Enterpnses Co.
"MOUNTAIN KING" is a trademark of E. F Dreyer.. Inc.
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the very end of the program, preceded by an END,
STOP or GOTO statement.
I like to keep DATA statements close to their
corresponding READs because it makes programs
easier to debug. I also like to use variables as line
references because it makes my code selfdocumenting: statements like GOSUB
NEXTLlNE are inherently more meaningful than
GOSUB 2011. Hopefully a later version of the
Datasoft compiler will deal with this common
stylistic approach more realistically.
Which One Is Faster?
Speed is one of the main reason~ for using an
ATARI BASIC compiler. To compare the speed
performance of the Monarch and Datasoft products,
I wrote a short benchmark program that uses nested
FOR/NEXT loops to fill a GRAPHICS 24 screen
with direct POKEs (see Listing 3). The hardware
timers at locations 19 and 20 keep track of the
execution speed in 60ths of a second or "jiffies."
The benchmark was compiled and executed on a
standard 48K system, using ATARI BASIC, ABC
and both versions of the Datasoft compiler. ] ust for
the fun of it, I also tried the program on ATARI's
disk-based Microsoft BASIC and Optimized
Systems Software's BASIC A+ 3.05. The program
was run 3 times under each system, and the results
were averaged to produce the data in Listing 4.
The 5-to-20 times speed improvement claimed by
Datasoft's integer compiler is clearly justified.
ABC's increase is about 7.4 times, also right in line
with Monarch's advertising. The floating-point
version of Datasoft's compiler isn't very impressive
in this example - it's not all that much faster than
BASIC A+.
Prospective users should know that graphics
commands like PLOT, DRAWTO and FILL will not
be significantly speeded up by using one of these
compilers. The ROM routines that perform these
functions are the same ones used by the BASIC
cartridge. It would be nice to see a super-compiler
with its own set of speedy graphics routines, similar
to those offered by the valFORTH language system.
Melllory Requirelllents
The amount of memory required by a compiled
BASIC program depends on three things: the size
and type of program being compiled, the efficiency
of the compilation, and the size of the run-time package required to support the code.
ABC's run-time interpreter takes up 36 disk
sectors or about 4.5K of RAM. The floating-point
package for Datasoft's compiler requires 32 sectors
(4K), while the integer package needs 29 sectors
(3.6K). These figures represent the minimum RAM
overhead required by any compiled program, regardless of its size or function.
We looked far and wide for a large BASIC program that could be used as the basis for a size com-
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parison between the Datasoft compiler and ABC.
Most of the trouble was caused by the Datasoft
product, which would not accept the imbedded
DATA statements found in virtually every off-theshelf BASIC program we tried. In desperation, I
decided to write this issue's feature game (Adventure
in the 5th Dimension) without using variable GOTOs
or GOSUBs, "misplaced" DATA lines or anything
else that would violate the restrictions documented
by either product.
After thoroughly de-bugging the adventure, I
SAVEd it onto a disk and checked its size. The
BASIC version required 99 sectors, just below the
maximum recommended by Datasoft for a singledrive system. So far, so good. Then I tried compiling
the program with ABC using my single-drive 48K
system. I experienced no problems until the very end
of the compilation, when the program informed me
of an Error # 166 (Point data length). Puzzled, I called
Monarch and spoke to the author of the program. He
tracked down the problem (too many GOSUBs in
line 66), suggested an easy fix and promised to eliminate the limitation in future releases. My second
compilation was flawless; the P-code produced by
ABC is 129 sectors in length, about 30% larger than
the original. And the adventure plays perfectly.
Next I tried compiling The 5th Dimension with
Datasoft, again using a single drive and 48K. I
followed the instructions in the user's manual and
transferred the system equate file SYSEQU .ABC
onto the same disk as the BASIC program. Then I
ran the compiler. Before the end of Pass 1, the compiler reported an Error #162 (Disk Full). I looked at
the disk with DOS and found that the assembler files
had completely filled the disk, leaving no room for
the assembly itself!
I borrowed another drive and re-compiled, using a
second disk containing copies of the assembler,
system equate and run-time library files. Again I
was greeted with an Error # 162. Not to be deterred, I
put the assembler file ASM.OB] onto the same disk
as the adventure and tried one more time. Succ~ss!
The compiler just barely found enough room to
write the assembler files, and I made it through Pass
1.
My disk space difficulty was caused by the fact
that Datasoft always writes the assembler files onto
Drive # 1. The reference manual estimates that these
files require about five times as much space as the
BASIC source file. That places the maximum
possible source file size at somewhere around 144
sectors (18K), regardless of the number of disk
drives you can borrow.
Now the compiler started on Passes 2 and 3. In
Pass 3, the compiler stopped to tell me I had some
unresolved line numbers. It didn't say which lines
were causing the problem, so I checked carefully
through the BASIC program for GOSUBs or
GOTOs that used variable line references. Nothing.
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The RESTORE statements in lines 73 and 79 do
use variable line references. But Datasoft's documentation doesn't say anything about RESTOREs. I
wrote. \\ Utde BASIC test program to see if the compiler would accept RESTOREs with a variable in the
line reference. Sure enough, the test failed.
I consider this "undocumented restriction" (read
BUG) to be very serious. Data line addressing is one
of the most powerful features of ATARI BASIC. I
used it extensively in the adventure program because
it made object handling so much easier. Rewriting
the adventure was out of the question; so I compiled
the program one more time and ordered the
assembler to ignore the "unresolved line numbers."
The remainder of the compilation proceeded
without error. Final program size was 214 sectors,
more than twice the size of the original. Due to the
presence of known errors, I did not try to run the
compiled version.
Other bugs in the Datasoft BASIC Compiler have
been discovered by users of the first release. I have
personally verified difficulties with TRAP and
VAL, along with some confusing problems with
strings and numeric arrays. Datasoft is reportedly
aware of these bugs and will hopefully offer updated
disks to purchasers of the early release.

The Envelope, Please
The choice between Monarch's ABC and Datasoft's BASIC compiler is not an easy one. Each
product has a unique personality that make it suitable for specific applications and programming
styles.
If ultra-high speed is very important to you, then
the machine code produced by the Datasoft integer
compiler is tough to beat. Datasoft's product is also
the better choice if you want to play around with the
compiled versions of your software. And if you
absolutely have to use transcendental math, the
Datasoft floating-point package offers a slow but
effective way to get it.
On the debit side, Datasoft's product is very
greedy with disk space and RAM. You need at least
two disk drives to compile anything except small
programs; and you have to put up with an alarming
range of BASIC programming restrictions. Before
you buy the Datasoft compiler, I suggest that you
check with your dealer to make sure you're getting a
bug-free version.
ABC isn't as picky about your source code as the
Datasoft compiler. It will compile just about anything that doesn't use fractions - and its wide usable
number range gives it a decided advantage when it
comes to simulating floating-point operations at
high speed. The P-code produced by ABC offers a
degree of software protection you can't get with
straight 6502 machine code. Last but not least,
Monarch's ABC costs $30 less than the Datasoft
product.
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And Then There's BASM
You may be wondering why I haven't yet mentioned BASM, the third "BASIC compiler" listed at
the beginning of this article. The reason is simple:
BASM isn't really a BASIC compiler at all. It's a
BASIC assembler - an entirely new programming
environment for the ATARI that looks like BASIC
but acts like assembly language.
Take a look at Listing 5. This is the BASM equivalent of the speed benchmark used to test the ABC
and Datasoft compilers. Notice that some of the
lines look like ordin~ry BASIC, while others look
like 6502 mnemonics. REM statements are included
in those places where the BASM code differs significantly from the original BASIC.
BASM programs are composed using a text editor
supplied with the software. Then the source file is
saved onto a disk and assembled into machine language. A very small run-time library is linked to the
code, and your application is ready to run.
The BASM system understands a very usable subset of ATARI BASIC, along with a number of statements and conditionals not found in the cartridge
(see Listing 6). "Primitive" commands like PEEK
and POKE must be replaced with their assemblylanguage equivalents, LOA (Load Accumulator) and
STA (Store Accumulator). READ/DATA
structures are implemented by using the 6502 X and Y-registers as indexes.
BASM allows you to mix BASIC and assembly
statements freely, even on the same logical line. This
arrangement combines the simplicity of BASIC with
the power of machine language in a most ingenious
manner.
Because BASM programs have an assembly-like
syntax, the efficiency of compilation is much greater
than either ABC or Datasoft. Only the pure BASIC
statements are actually "compiled" - the assemblylanguage sections are incorporated into the program
as in-line machine code. This means that the speed of
a BASM program can approach the limits of the
hardware. I compiled and executed the BASM
program in Listing 5 and obtained an execution time
of 18 jiffies or less than 1/3 of a second. This is 231
times faster than the ATARI BASIC equivalent!
Computer Alliance claims a more conservative
speed improvement of up to 130 times.
Not For Beginners
BASM is not as straightforward to use as the ABC
or the Datasoft compilers. You'll have a hard time
following the 72-page reference manual unless you
know something about 6502 architecture and
assembly-language programming. It took me a while
to grasp the syntax required for certain types of
BASIC variables and addressing modes. More complete documentation is definitely called for - even if
it means raising the price a bit.
I also ran across a bug in the disk interface. My
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review copy of BASM bombed out whenever I tried
to load and RUN a compiled program more than
once. This made it impossible to repeat my bench~
mark demo without a complete system re~boot.
When Computer Alliance fixes this problem, they
will have a fascinating and very powerful "BASIC
compiler" on their hands.
Implications
A stigma against BASIC programming has arisen
in the ATARI software market over the past few
years. The prejudice is based on the absurd idea that
the quality of a program has something to do with
the language it was written in.
The compilers reviewed in this article will help
make BASIC programming respectable again. For
this reason, I think they are the most important
pieces of ATARI software to come down the pike
since valFORTH. They may actually be more signi~
ficant, because they offer much of the performance
of FORTH without the need to learn a new program~
ming language. That means BASIC hackers can
spend less time puzzling over stacks, disk screens and
other unfamiliar concepts, and more time improv~
ing the quality of their BASIC.
I'm happy to report that not one of the compilers
mentioned in this article requires a licensing fee. You
can sell your compiled software royalty~free as long
as you include a credit in your documentation.
BASIC compilers are about to open the world of
professional software development to a whole new
range of talented authors. Let's hope the code they
produce will be as sophisticated and valuable as these
three products. 0

Listing 1. ABC Programming Restrictions.
Unsupported Functions:
A TN CLOG COS EXP LOG RND SIN SQR
Unsupported Arithmetic Operators:
A (exponentiation)
Unsupported Statements:
BYE CLOAD CONT CSAVE DEG DOS
ENTER LIST LOAD LPRINT NEW RAD
RUN SAVE
Other Restrictions:
Cannot use fractional (non~integer) values.
Cannot use constants larger than 65,535 (variable
range is ±8 million)

Listing 2. Datasoft Programming Restrictions.
Unsupported Functions (integer mode only):

ATN CLOG COS EXP LOG SIN SQR
Unsupported Arithmetic Operators:
None
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Unsupported Statements:
BYE CLOAD CONT CSAVE DOS ENTER
LIST LOAD NEW RUN ~ "FILESPEC SAVE
Other Restrictions:
Integer mode values limited to ± 32,767 (except
address constants).
DATA statements must be at end of program and
cannot be "executed" (see text).
DIM statements cannot use variables for size allo~
cation (e.g.; DIM X(A)).
GOTO and GOSUB cannot use variables for line
references (e.g.; GOTO X).

Listing 3
10
15
20
25
30
15
40
45
50
55
60
65

REM MMXMXXXXX*XXMXXXXXXXXXMXMXXX
REM
BENCHMARK TEST fOR BA~IC *
REM x
COMPILERS
*
REM XXMXXMMXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
POKE l~,O:POKE 28,0
GRAPHICS 24
SETCOLOR 1,0,14:SETCOLOR 2,0,0
SCREEN=PEEKC88'+256*PEEK(S"
fOR 1=0 TO l'l:fOR J=O TO 3'
POKE SCREEN+J,255
NEXT J:SCREEN=SCREEN+40:NEXT 1
GRAPHICS 0
70 PRINT PEEK(20);" jiffies"
75 PRINT PEEKU'}J;" jiffies x 256"
80 END

*

Listing 4. Speed Test Results.
RUN-TlME ENVIRONMENT
ATARI BASIC Cartridge
ATARI Microsoft BASIC (disk)
OSS BASIC A+ 3.05 (disk)
Monarch ABC Compiler
Datasoft Compiler (Integer Mode)
Datasoft Compiler (FP Mode)

JIFFIES

SECONDS

4160
3348
2717
565
218
2435

69.3
55.8
45.3
9.4
3.6
40.6

Listing 5

9199 REM * PROGRAM EQUATES
9118 SCREEN=88
612&TIMER=26
8138TIHER256=19
9148 REM * POKE 19,9:POKE 28 9
8156 LET TIHER256 == 8 : LET JIIHER == 8
9169 GRAPHICS 24
8178 SETCOLOR 5 A8 i 14 : SETCOLOR 6~A 8 I 8
8188 FOR I == 8 Tu 19 : FOR J == 9 TO JY
8198 REM * POKE SCREENtJ 255
9299 LOA #255 : LOY J : STA (SCREEN),Y : ~~XT J
8218 REM * SCREEN=SCREENt46
9226 REM * THIS IS A16-BIT BINARY ADDITION
8238 CLC : LOA SCREEN : ADC #48 : STA SCREEN
9249 LOA SCREEN+l : AOC #8 : STA SCREENtl
8258 NEXT I
9389 REM f GRAPHICS 8
8318 FILE 9
8329 BPRI~IT TIMER: PRINT' jiffies'
9339 SPRINT TIMER256 : PRINT' jiffies x 256'
9348 RETURN : REM * BACK TO BASH
8359 REM * LINE 369 INITIALIZES THE VARIABLES I &J
8369 DIM I ~ ,I
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Listing 6. BASM keywords.
BINPUT
DATA
FILE
GOSUB
lNPUT
PLOT
REM
STOP

BPRINT
DEF/ENDDEF
FILL
GOTO
LET
POSITION
RETURN
TR

CLOSE
DlM
FOR/NEXT
GRAPHICS
LOCATE
PRINT
SETCOLOR
TRAP

COLOR
DRAWTO

GET
IF
OPEN
PUT
SOUND
WHILE

ATARI PROGRAMS
FOR CASSETTE BASED SYSTEMS
DEPROGRAM
$49.95
Duplicate Any Program Tape In Any Format
(Saves Your Valuable Machine
Language Programs)
Provides the ability to recover
data from damaged cassettes
Automatic Memory Size Adjustment
Boot Program

SCREWDRIVER 400
Delete Line Numbers
Renumbers
Memory Analysis
Change Margins
Machine Language To

$39.95

Hex. Conversion
Decimal Conversion
Binary Conversion
(Runs Thru Basic)
Data Statement

6502 ASSEMBLER
$24.95
A 6K Basic Program That Translates
Assembly Language Mnemonics Into
Binary Code
Great For Writing Machine Language
Programs
Interprets Machine Language Code And
Converts To Mnemonic Format

•

COMPILE
ATAII BASIC
AND FLY!

,I

With ABCTM, Monarch's new BASIC
compiler for ATARI 400 and 800, you
develop and debug pro-J grams using
your ATARI BASIC car- tridge, then
use ABC to transform \them into
compact code that runs up to 12
times faster, without the ,cartridge
(and protects your source code, too).
40K and disk required. ~ For your ABC
diskette and man ual, ....send check or
money order for . , $69.95 (or $9.95 for
manual aIOne).~ Monarch Data Systems
~
PO. Box 207, Cochituate
~ ...... MA 01778, (617) 877-3457.
astercardNisa by phone. Dealer
inquiries invited. Mass. residents add
5% sales tax. ATARI, ATARI 400, and
ATARI 800 are trademarks of ATARI, Inc.

)1~

DISK WIZARD
f

A COMPLETE DISK UTILITY PACKAGE AT AN
AFFORDABLE PRICE
THIS COMPREHENSIVE PACKAGE INCLUDES THE FOLLOWING POWERFUL
PROGRAMS FOR THE ATARI- BOO COMPUTER (MINIMUM: 32 K)

DISK EDIT

DISK BACK-UP

• REVIEW I MODIFY ANY SECTOR

• SINGLE I DOUBLE DENSITY

• WORKS WITH ALL FORMATS

• SUPPORTS 1 OR 2 DRIVES

• SINGLE I DOUBLE DENSITY

• ALLOWS BACK-UP OF DISKS
PROTECTED BY BAD SECTORING

• SECTOR DISPLAY IN HEX AND
ASCII

• FAST COPY OPTION

• SCAN SECTORS FOR A SERIES
OF BYTES OR A STRING

• SECTOR STATUS SUMMARY
• OPTIONAL PRINTOUT OF SECTOR
STATUS

IS.

• • •

INTERFACE SYSTEMS ...
1650 WASHINGTON AVENUE
CHARLOTIE NC 28216
704~334~8155

INCLUDE $1.50 FOR POSTAGE
NC RESIDENTS ADD 4% SALES TAX
ATARI, 400 ARE TRADEMARKS OF ATARI, INC.

108;

• DECIMAL I HEX NUMBER CONVERSION

DISK SPEED

DISASSEMBLER
• DISASSEMBLE FROM DISK BY
FILE NAME OR SECTOR NUMBERS

• VERIFIES I ALLOWS ADJUSTMENT
OF DISK SPEED

• OPTIONAL OFFSET
• OUTPUT TO SCREEN OR PRINTER
• SINGLE I DOUBLE DENSITY

COMPREHENSIVE MANUAL INCLUDED

ORDERING INFORMATION
For fast delivery. send certified
check or money order. Personel
checks: allow 2 to 3 weeks.
MASTERCARD & VISA accepted.
IMaine Residents &dd 5% Sales Tax)
Phone orders accepted on C.O.D.
and charges.

$29 95 (V
~
SO~TW~
SHIPPING" HANDLING
INCLUDED

• ATARI is a registered Tredemark of Atari. Inc.

69 NEW BOSTON ROAO
YORK, MAINE 03909
/207) 363-3036
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©opytight Basics
by Thomas M. Krischan
So, you've just written the successor to PAC~
MAN and you want to protect your investment from
the software pirates! Copyrighting it is a good initial
step but there are some things you'll need to know.
First of all, what exactly is a copyright? A copyright is
a form of protection provided by the laws of the
United States (title 17, U.S. Code) to authors.
Specifically, it protects "original works of
authorship" including computer programs. This
protection is available to both published and
unpublished works. The owner of the copyright has
the exclusive right to do and to authorize others to do
reproductions, prepare derivative works, distribute
copies and display the copyrighted work publicly
(section 106 of the Copyright Act). It is illegal for
anyone to violate any of these rights. These rights,
however, are limited to your particular literary or
pictorial form of expression and nothing more. You
do not own the exclusive right to any idea, method or
system mentioned in your expression. My favorite
example involves a mountain climber who
successfully ascends to the summit of Mt. Everest.
Upon reaching the top the climber unpacks his
camera and snaps a picture of the sun as it sets behind
an adjacent mountain. The climber owns exclusive
rights to that picture, but not to all pictures of
sunsets. In fact, if other climbers stood shoulder to
shoulder with him on that mountain and took their
own pict~res, then each would own exclusive rights
to their very own picture, even though all of the
pictures are similar, perhaps identical, with each
other. Copyright protection also excludes scientific
or technical methods or discoveries, business
operations or procedures, mathematical principles,
formulas or any other sort of concept, process or
method of operation (Circular 31). Inventions are
subject matter for patents, not copyrights.
An expression is a description, explanation or
illustration of an idea or system. Again, you can~
not copyright an idea. But you can copyright a
descri.ption of an idea, because it's your literary
expression. It becomes obvious that proper wording
in the copyright application is essential. Even the
experts have difficulty in interpreting the fine points
of copyright law and consequently its infringement.
This is especially true of computer programs. For
example, Apple Computer (May 1982) filed suit
against Franklin Computer clai.ming that proprietary
software designs were being infringed upon against
copyright law. They also filed suit that proprietary

components were being infringed upon, violating
patent law. Franklin announced that they were filing
a major antitrust counterclaim. Both parties decided
to let the courts make the final judgement.
OnJuly 30,1982, U.S. DistrictJudge Clarence C.
Newcomer held that Apple was not entitled to a
preliminary injunction against Franklin's sales.
Score: Franklin 1, Apple nothing. Apple had applied
for and obtained copyright registration for each of its
programs involved in the suit. The judge, however,
was not convinced that an operating~systemprogram
in object code can be protected under the copyright
law. Apple's claim for copyright protection was
based on these arguments:
_
I) That object code is a form of expression and a work
of authorshi/J.
2) That a computer's operating system is in the form of
an expression, not an idea or system.
3) That ROMs and floppy disJ<ettes are a tangible
m.edium of expression and not mechanical devices.
Franklin argued that they wanted to be fully
compatible with Apple, so that they could use
independently produced software and hardware
from third parties. Confused? You're not alone.
Judge Newcomer wrote that "there is no clear
consensus on how to describe the technology
employed in microcomputers." The final word has
yet to be said in this continuing legal battle. But, this
is for certain, if ROM and floppy diskettes are found
to be mechanical devices then they lose the
protection reserved for writings and expressions
under copyright.
In another case, Magnavox filed suit against Mattel
Electronics claiming that proprietary patents had
been infringed upon. OnJuly 22,1982, U.S. District
Judge George Leighton held that Magnavox was
entitled to an injunction against Mattel's sales. The
decision forbids Mattei from manufacturing, selling
or even using six popular video games. These games
are Football, Tennis, Basketball, Hockey, Soccer and
Baseball. My mind can't help but flash back to the
TV commercial of George Plimpton standing in the
snowy bleachers comparing video football games
and hearing him say, " ... kind of leaves you
out standing in the cold." Score: Magnavox 1, Mattel
nothing. As any good lawyer would do, Mattei filed
and won a motion to stay the injunction with a
second judge. The patent infringement allegedly
refers to the rebound action of a ball~type object.
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In yet another case, Astrocade filed suit against
ATARI and Commodore claiming that licensed
patents had been infringed upon. The patents are
held by Bally, who refused to join the suit.
Untortunately, Astrocade did not request a
preliminary injunction, so there's no score yet.
United States Copyright lawsuits are not confined
to the United States. The U.S. holds copyright
protection treaties with most countries, with the
notable exception of Taiwan. Consequently,
bootlegged materials are often shipped from Taiwan
and seized in Hong Kong, New Zealand or some
other country that does enforce the international
law.
These lawsuits demonstrate that ownership of a
copyright or patent is not necessarily total
protection. Possession helps, but you can still be
sueo and you could even lose. Sometimes the suit
may never appear in court, since the very threat of
litigation and seizure of a product is often sufficient.
Case in point-Visicorp hired a legal firm to confront
certain advertisers who used their trademark prefix
"visi" in their product name (Gee, I wonder what
Citicorp thinks about the name Visicorp). As a
result, most of the advertisers mended their ways
and decided not to fight. The ultimate responsibility
for enforcement against infrigement belongs with
you. The Copyright Office does not compare
deposit copies or check registration records to
determine whether works submitted for registration
are similar to any work already copyrighted. They
just document the registration of the work, assign it a
number and deposit a copy for reference purposes.
The way in which copyright protection is secured
is frequently misunderstood. The copyright is
secured automatically when the work in created. A
work is created when it is fixed to a visually
perceived device such as books, manuscripts,
videotape or microfilm. Registration in the
Copyright Office and publication of the work are
not required. There are, however, definite
advantages to registration and several consequences
to publication. Registration establishes a public
record of the copyright claim, allows for
infringement suits to be filed in court and will
establish prima facie evidence in court of the validity
of the copyright and of the facts stated in the
certificate. When a work is published, all published
copies should bear a notice of copyright, the year of
publication and the name of the owner of the
copyright. Failure to comply with the notice
requirement can result in the loss of certain rights,
such as the right to recover attorney's fees and
statutory damages. The published works are subject
to mandatory deposit with the Library of Congress.
But here again, there is confusion on what
publication means. The Copyright Act defines
publication as the distribution of copies, but not
their performance or display alone. Therefore, a
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performance on television does not constitute a
publication, but the same performance in a theater
or over cable television does. Does a turn on a PACMAN arcade machine constitute a publication or
merely a performance? Publication requires the
transfer of ownership and the unrestricted
disclosure of its contents. What exactly does that
quarter buy? No one is quite sure!
If you choose to register your program, send the
Copyright Office a completed application (Form
TX), $10 .00 and two copies of your source code and
manual. Here is an exclusive inside tip. Starting in
September, 1982, you will be able to protect your
visual displays by including two color photographs
of every significant illustration. Significant
illustration means detailed graphics like Mattel's
baseball diamond or ATARI's PAC-MAN grid but
not text modes or simple graphics patterns. You can
request that forms be mailed to you by telephoning
(202) 287 -9100 and leaving a message on their
recording machine or by sending a letter to the
Register of Copyrights, Library of Congress,
Washington, D.C. 20559. The Copyright Office is
not permitted to give legal advice. If you need
information on ownership disputes, infringement
suits, publishing, royalty payments or the like, you
will be told to consult an attorney.
Once you receive your application form, read the
instructions, get a typewriter and reread this next
part of the article. We will go through and fill out an
application step by step. I am assuming the most
simplified case of a lone author and their totally
original program.
SPACE 1: TITLE. Your work must have a title. It
does not have to be original or lengthy. Leave the rest
blank.
SPACE 2: AUTHOR. Enter your name, your
nationality and check NO for these three questions:
"Was this author's contribution to the work a 'work
made for hire'?", "Was this author's contribution to
the work anonymous?", "Pseudonymous?". Enter
under AUTHOR OF: "Text of computer program
and description". Do not use the words: idea,
method, system, develop, procedure, or principle.
Words which imply expression are: description,
explanation or illustration. Leave the rest blank.
SPACE 3: CREATION. Enter the appropriate
year and leave the rest blank. The copyright is
enforced for your lifetime plus fifty years.
SPACE 4: CLAIMANT. Enter your nam ,
address and leave the rest blank.
SPACE 5: PREVIOUS. Check NO for the
question: "Has registration for this work, or for an
earlier version of this work, already been made in the
Copyright Office?". Leave the rest blank.
SPACE 6: COMPILATION. Leave blank.
SPACE 7: MANUFACTURING. Leave blank
unless you have signed a royalty agreement with
someone. If you have, enter their name and address.
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SPACE 8: REPRODUCTION. Check "a" for
copies and phonorecords.
SPACE 9: CORRESPONDENCE. Enter your
name and address under "CORRESPONDENCE"
and leave the rest blank.
SPACE 10: CERTIFICATION. Check
"author", enter your name, date and sign by the (X).
SPACE 11: ADDRESS. Enter your name and
address.
if you have followed my instructions, you should
have entered your name 5 times; your address 3
times; the date (or at least year) 2 times; title, brief
statement, nationality and signature 1 time each and
6 check marks. If you did this exactly as I told you to
and you mail all of the items discussed earlier, the
Copyright Office will send back a copy of the form.
The copy should arrive within 8 to 12 weeks with a
certification stamp, a registration number and a date.
If you did something incorrectly, they will send you
back your application with a new application form, a
letter of explanation with a control number and a
three month grace period to reapply or you forfeit
your $10.00 and two copies. Don't feel bad if you get
your application returned to you. I have obtained
many copyrights but only once on the first try. I
forgot to sign the application, or used a "bad" word.
Often, they only wanted verification that I meant
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what I said, "Are you sure this is entirely your own
work?". Many programs are written from scratch
but some are compilations of other programs; data
bases, operating systems, and the like. Be sure to give
the proper credit to other works if you did
incorporate them into your work. However, a
program in BASIC or Assembler does not cite that
language under "PREEXISTING MATERIAL".
Language is considered an idea or system.
Copyright is not the only method of protection.
There are also patents and trademarks, but their
application forms are much more detailed and
expensive. Beyond the legal aspects, there are also
hardware and software techniques of protection.
Diskettes and ROM's can be made uncopyable by
their hardware dependence. Source and object codes
can be made unreadable by encrypting them in any of
various manners. But for ten bucks, copyrights are
hard to beat. 0

(Editor's note: a recent court decision ruled in favor of
Franklin. The courts ruled that since the operating system of the Apple was in the public domain, computers
emulating it were not an infringement of Apple's rights.)
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"far more graphic than any depiction
yet achieved by an adventure with
graphics:' And the NEW YORK
TIMES saw fit to print that our
DEADLINETlI is "an amazing
feat of programming:' Even a
You'll never see Infocom's graphics on journal as video-oriented as ELECany computer screen. Because there's TRONIC GAMES found Infocom
prose to be such an eye-opener they
never been a computer built by man
that could handle the images we pronamed one of our games their Best
duce. And, there never will be.
Adventure of 1983.
Better still, bling an Infocom game
We draw our graphics from the limitless imagery of your imagination-a home with you. Discover firsthand
technology so powerful, it makes why thousands upon thousands of
any picture that's ever come
discriminating gan1e players keep
turning everything we write into
out of a screen look like
graffiti by comparison.
instantaneous bestsellers.
And nobody knows how
Step up to Infocom. All words. No
to unleash your imaggraffiti. The secret reaches of your
ination like Infocom.
mind are beckoning. A whole new
Through our prose, din1ension is in there waiting for you.
your imagination
makes you part of
our stOlies, in control of what you do
and where you goyet unable to predict or control the
course of events.
You're confronted
with situations and
logical puzzles the like
of which you won't find
elsewhere. And you're immersed in rich environments alive
with personalities as real as any
you'll meet in the flesh-yet all the
more vivid because they're perceived
directly by your mind's eye, not
through your external senses. The
method to this magic? We've found
the way to plug our prose right into
The next dimension.
your psyche, and catapult you into a
Infocom. Inc., 55 Wheeler St.. Cambridge, MA 02138
whole new dimension.
Take some tough critics' words
For your: Apple II. Alan. Commodore 6-1. CP/M S:DEC Rainbow.
DEC RT·II.IBM. NEC APC. NEC PC·SOOO. Osbome 1. TI Professional.
about our words. SOFTALK, for
TRS·SO Modell. TR5-S0 Model III.
example, called ZORK® Ill's prose
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DO YOU SUBSCRIBE TO A.N.A.L.O.G.
COMPUTING ON DISK OR CASSETTE?
... if not, then you
should. Since
issue no. 1,
A. N. A. L. O. G.' s
cassette and disk
subscriptions have
eliminated the
needforyouto
spend hours
typing in programs
from the magazine.
All of the programs
in the magazine
are on the cassette
and disk versions.
These programs
are in the public
domain, and are
not copyprotected.
1 year (6 issues) on
cassette, $36.00,
disk, $60.00.

To subscribe on cassette or disk,
send check or money order to:

O~O

CASSETTE SUBSCRIPTION
or
DISK SUBSCRIPTION
P.O. BOX 23
WORCESTER, MA 01603
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DISK BACKUP PROCiRAMS:
DOTHEY REALLY WORK?

by Brian Moriarty
This article is not another sermon on the evils of
disk pirating. Anybody with two cents' worth of intelligence knows that pirating is wrong, and that unauthorized software duplication violates the author's
right to a fair profit.
But what are the rights of a software BUYER? Is it
legal for the original purchaser of a disk to make personal copies? Is it possible to duplicate a "copyprotected" disk? Is it moral to sell a disk copying
program - or to advertise one?
This last question is of particular concern to the
staff here at A.N.A.L.O.G.. Over a dozen ATARI
disk copiers have appeared on the market over the
past few months. These are supposed to be able to
back up virtually any ATARI disk, even those protected by something called "bad sectoring." Many of
the companies producing these products have
bought ad space in the pages of this and other magazines.
A.N.A.L.O.G. has a responsibility to its other
advertisers and to ATARI users in general. If the
"super-dupers" being advertised in our magazine are
contributing to the piracy of copyrighted software,
it is not in the best interest of anyone to continue
running them.
The reactionary way out of this dilemma would be
to immediately reject all further ads for disk copiers.
Instead, we decided it would be fairer (and more
interesting) to test the copiers first to see if they
really worked. We will also examine the technology
of ATARI disk copying, and propose a set of protection standards for consideration by the ATARI
community.

The Hardware.
Before discussing the operation of disk copiers,
let's review the hardware that makes it all possiblethe ATARI 810 Disk Drive.
The 810 is an intelligent drive. It contains its own
6507 microprocessor, memory buffers and a dedicated operating system that directly controls every
reading, writing, and formatting function.

The 810 accepts commands from the main console
over the serial bus. Only five commands are recog-

nized by the 810 operating system: Read Sector,
Write Sectors, Write Sector with Verify, Format
Disk and Status Check. All ATARIdisk I/O (including disk copying functions) works by using one or
more of tht;se fundamental operations.
It's important to understand that the computer
can only tell the 810 what to do - NOT how to do it.
That means that it's impossible to write a program
that will make the 810 access a disk in a non-standard
way. The ONLY way to accomplish this is by monkeying around with the drive, or with the disk itself.

The Disk.
When you format a disk, the 810 writes a predefined magnetic pattern consisting of 40 concentric
rings or tracks. Each track is divided into 18 sectors
which contain 128 data bytes apiece. Since there are
18 X 40 or 720 sectors, a standard ATARI disk can
hold 720 X 128 or 92, 160 bytes of information.
The 810 also writes timing information and a
unique indentification number onto each sector
when it formats a disk. These sector headers cannot
be altered once they are in place beca'use the 810
doesn't know how to access them individually. You
can play with the sector data all you like - but you
can't touch those sector headers unless you completely reformat the disk.

The Copiers.
The principle of ATARI disk copying is very simple. All you do is read the data from each interesting
sector into RAM, and write the data out to the same
physical sectors on another disk. The copy disk
should perform exactly the same as the original.
ATARI DOS II uses this method to duplicate
disks. Whenever you create or modify a disk file,
DOS updates a map of "in-use" sectors called the
Volume Table of Contents (VTOC), which is maintained at sector 360. When you select option 'T'
(Duplicate Disk), DOS checks the VTOC to find
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out which sectors are marked as being active. It then
reads the contents of those seq:ors and copies them.
DOS ignores sectors that haven't been marked in
the VTOC. Some early disk protection schemes
took advantage of this fact by "hiding" important
data in unmarked sectors. If you tried to copy one of
these disks with DOS, you wouldn't get a complete
copy and the program would fail.
The first ATARI "disk backup" programs were
merely dumb sector copiers. These products (with
provocative names like Mirror Image, Superdup and
Lockpik) bypassed DOS altogether by talking di~
rectly to the disk drive. Each and everyone of the
720 sectors on a disk was read and duplicated,
whether or not DOS thought those sectors were
important. The resulting copies included all the
"hidden" data and ran just like the original.
Software manufacturers were understandably
concerned about these copy programs. Piracy was
rampant, and for a while it seemed as if there was no
way to circumvent a dumb sector copier.
The Breakthrough.
Towards the end of 1981, a new type of ATARI
disk protection was introduced which put an end to
"dumb" sector duping. Pirates were bewildered by
these innocent~lookingdisks which copied perfectly
but would not run.

THE MONKEY WRENCH II

APROGRAMMERS AID FOR AlARI 800
NEW AND IMPROVED - 18 COMMANDS
If you are aperson who likes to monkey around with
the ATARI800, then THE MONKEY WRENCH II is
for you!! Make your programming tasks easier, less
THE
time-consuming and more fun. Why spend extra
MONKEY WRENCH
hours working on a BASIC program when the
MONKEY WRENCH can do it for you in seconds.
It can also make backup copies of boot type
cassette programs. Plugs into the right slot and
works with ATARI BASIC cartridge.
The MONKEY WRENCH provides 18 direct mode
commands. They are: AUTO LINE NUMBERING - Provides new line numbers when entering BASIC program
lines. RENUMBER - Renumbers BASIC's line numbers
including internal references. DELETE LINE NUMBERS
- Removes arange BASIC line numbers.
VARIABLES - Display all BASIC variables and their current value. Scrolling - Use the
START & SELECT keys to display BASIC lines automatically. Scroll up or down BASIC program. FIND STRING - Find fNery occurrence of astnng, XCHANGE STRING - Find fNery
occurrence of astring and replace It With another stnng. MOVE LINES - Move lines from
one part of program to another part of program. COPY LINES - Copy lines from one part
of program to another part of program. FORMAITED LIST - Print BASIC program In
special line format and automatic page numbering. DISK DIRECTORY - Display Disk
Directory. CHANGE MARGINS - Provides the capability to easily change the screen
margins. MEMORY TEST - Provides the capability to test RAM memory. CURSOR
EXCHANGE - Allows usage of the cursor keys without holding down the CTRL key.
UPPER CASE LOCK - Keeps the computer in the upper case character set. HEX CONVERSION - Converts ahexadecimal number to adecimal number. DECIMAL CONVERSION - Converts adecimal number to ahexadecimal number. MONiTOR - Enter the
machine language monitor.
in addition to the BASIC commands, the Monkey Wrench also contains a machine
language monitor with 16 commands used to interact with the powerful features of the
6502 microprocessor.

~;

$59.95

The disk manufacturers found a way to modify
selected sectors so that they could not be read by a
standard 810 drive. The application program in~
cluded a routine that checked for these "bad" sec~
tors. If they were readable, the program assumed the
disk was a copy and crashed itself.
Imagine what happens when you try to "Lockpik"
a disk protected by bad sectoring. The copier will
detect the bad sectors but will not be able to repro~
duce them because the 810 doesn't know how to
write anything but good sectors. The resulting copy
may contain every byte of program data, but it will
stubbornly refuse to execute.
Software publishers were delighted by the effec~
tiveness of this new protection scheme. The pirates
shuffled away to sulk - and, inevitably, to tinker.
The New Copiers.
Hackers are known for their cleverness and
dogged persistence. It didn't take long for one of
them to figure out a way to beat "bad sectoring."
It seems that if you write to a disk sector with your
drive speed adjusted far above or below its normal
setting, the written data will be screwed up so badly
that a normal-speed drive won't be able to read it. A
similar result can be obtained by sticking a piece of
tape on the disk jacket and pulling on it during a
write operation. This throws the drive alignment off

AlARI AND PET
EPROM PROGRAMMER
J .:711;r,-M:1-'

:.j

Programs 2716 and 2532
EPROMs. Includes hardware

and software. PET = $75.00ATARI (includes sophisticated
machine language monitor) =

$119.95
Eprom
CartridgeA. P.C.
board and case which can be
used In the ATARI 400 or 800
in the left or right slot. Uses
2532. 2732. or 2716 EPROMs.
May contain up to 8K bytes.
$19.95
Memory Teat- Make sure your
RAM memory is normal. $6.95
or $9.95 on disk.

Typing Exercile- A typing drill
program for beginners and
experls. On disk. $12.95

More than just an Assembler/Editor!
Now for the "64"
It's a
Professionally
Designed
Software
Development
System

MAE
for

PET
APPLE
ATARI
~
New
Price

$99.95
Blast off with the software used on the space
shuttle project!
• DeSigned 10 Improve Programmer ProduCllvlty
• Similar syntax and commands - No need to rerearn
peculiar syntaxes and commands when you go
from PEr to APPLE to AlAR I
• CoreSIdent Assemblef/Edltor - No need 10 load
Ihe Edilor lhen the Assembler lhen lhe EdItor, elC
• Also includes Word Processor. Relocating loader.
and much more
• Oplions' EPROM Programmer. unimplemented
opcode circUilry
• STill NOT CONVINCED: Send lor Iree spec: sheet!

5% INCH SOFT
SECTORED DISKmES
Highest quality. We use !hem on
0lK PETs, APPlEs, ATARls, and other

computers. $22.50110 or $44.5llI2O
EPROMS 2716 - $1.50 2532 - $1.50
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just enough to produce a bad sector.
These two discoveries have led to a second genera~
tion of disk copiers that allows repeated read/write
access to any selected sector, making it fairly easy to
produce bad format. First you perform a sector~for~
sector copy of the source disk, noting the sectors that
are bad. Then you go back and destroy the integrity
of the noted sectors on the dupe. The copied soft~
ware will never know what happened to it - and
neither will the software author, if the person doing
the copying is lucky.
Most of the copy programs in our listing are the
type with provisions for bad
sectoring. Some include additional utilities that
allow you to directly examine and edit sector data,
and perform a variety of other useful (and totally
legitimate) housekeeping function. Each listing is
followed by a brief comment which notes the strong
and weak points of that particular product. Contact
the manufacturer if you need more detailed infor~
mation.
The manufacturers of these copy programs do
NOT endorse the use of their products for the pur~
poses of duplicating copyrighted software. All of
them include strict warnings to this effect in their
documentation, along with a defensive note empha~
sizing the importance of being able to back up valuable software. It is amusing that most of these same
publishers are distributing their copy programs on
heavily protected disks! Did I hear someone use the
work "hypocrisy?"
Another Breakthrough.
Software publishers aren't as worried about
second~generation copy programs as you might
think. Why? Because they have ALREADY adopted
ingenious new disk protection methods that can foil
even the most elaborate software~based copier.
Again it was the disk duplicators who came to
the rescue, this time with sophisticated duplicating
machines that can do all sorts of weird things to the
sector headers on an ATARI disk. I won't divulge
the details here, but I can tell you that not one of the
copy programs listed here can make an execu~
table copy of a disk duplicated using these
methods.
What's more, there will NEVER be a copy program that will allow an unmodified 810 to dupe
these disks, because there is no way for an 810 to
access individual sector headers. The only way out is
to scan the entire disk, sector by sector, locating
and bypassing the machine~language instructions
that look for the special format. This is a formid~
able task, especially if the code happens to be en~
crypted (and it nearly always is). So if your main rea~
son for buying a "disk backup" program is to make
dupes of Choplifter, Filemanager 800+, The Datasoft Compiler or any other current software hit for
your friends, forget it!
second~generation
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What About Us Honest Guys?
The new disk protection technology has impor~
tant implications for ALL software buyers, even the
completely honest ones (yes, both of you). It is now
more important than ever for software publishers to
start providing separate backup disks with their products. Not just a mail-in coupon - I mean an extra
physical disk, in the same package as the original.
This is particularly true of systems and business pro~
grams, where an untimely disk failure can cause a lot
of annoyance and expense.
Few things are more frustrating than an essential
disk that crashes. The first prize for thoughtless soft~
ware packaging goes to ATARI, for their disk-based
version of Microsoft BASIC. Would you risk writing an important business program with this language, knowing that your only copy of the inter~
preter is a speck of dust away from total uselessness?
Would you care to deal directly with ATARI in a
time~critical emergency? I thought not.
It would cost publishers only a few dollars more
to include a separate backup disk with their products. This simple precaution would go a long way
towards protecting the interests of buyers and enhancing the professional image that ATARI software
so desperately needs. It would also help reduce the
temptation to produce unauthorized backups - a
practice that usually leads to pirate copies at the
next user's group meeting.
I don't think it's necessary to provide separate
backups for games. But it would be an inexpensive
comfort to have an extra copy on the flip side of the
disk, just in case. This is definitely NOT recommended for professional programs. I know of at least one
popular (and expensive) business-oriented program
that comes only with a flip~side backup - a pointless
courtesy if I misplace my disk.
What Do You Think?
A.N.A.L.O.G. is eager to hear. your opinions on
the issues presented in this article. I'd like to see feedback from everybody: consumers, authors, publishers and maybe even a pirate or two. We'll
publish the most interesting replies in our next issue.
So get out your favorite word processing program
(hopefully a legitimate copy) and start typing! 0

We invite all readers to share their
thoughts with us on the subject of disk
backups vs. pirating. Send letters to:
READER COMMENT
P.O. BOX 23
WORCESTER, MA 01603
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Disk Copy Programs
DISKEY
ADVENTURE INTERNATIONAL
Box 3435
Longwood, Florida 32750
32K BASIC $49.95
One of the most comprehensive disk utilities available
for the ATARI. Command-driven, with dozens of function keys and more options than you can shake a sector at.
The 62-page reference manual is loaded with information,
but a bit obscure in places. Strange that a major software
company would release such an effective backup system
- on a protected disk, of course.
SUPERCLONE
FRONTRUNNER COMPUTER INDUSTRIES
100 West Grove, Suite 115
Reno, Nevada 89509
32K BASIC $49.95
The first disk copier on the market with "bad sectoring" (the tape method). Designed for the total novice,
Superclone uses a complicated disk-mapping routine to
irosure that only two copies can be made of any specific
disk. This well-intentioned limitation makes the program
extremely awkward to use. If you try to dupe a disk more
than twice, you get a hi-res color picture of a pirate. Isn't
that cute?
DISK WIZARD
C.A.P. SOFTWARE
69 New Boston Road
York, Maine 03909
32K BASIC $29.95
A friendly little package of four BASIC programs: sector copier and editor, speed checker and sector disassembler. Each menu-driven utility must be loaded separately.
The Disk Wizard user's manual is one of the best; and
unlike most disk copier publishers, C. A. P. actually encourages you to back up your master disk.
DISKED
AMULET ENTERPRISES
PO Box 25612
Garfield Heights, Ohio 44125
24K BASIC $89.95
Disked offers all kinds of exotic functions not found in
any other disk utility. The BASIC programs are fully LISTable so that yOll can reach into the code and tinker to your
heart's content. The human engineering is rough in places,
and the price is rather steep, but the documentation is
very complete and includes many hands-on examples that
beginners should find very helpful.
DISKWIZ
ALLEN MACROWARE
1906 Carnegie Lane HE"
Redondo Beach, California 90278
16K BASIC $25.00
This is my personal favorite. Diskwiz combines all of
the most-needed disk editing and copying features in a
menu-driven package that runs very quickly and doesn't
take a lot of RAM. Human engineering and error-trapping
are superb; the documentation is a little sparse, bur adequate. And the price is right!

MIGHTY BYTE
MIGHTY BYTE COMPUTER
828 Green Meadow Avenue, Dept. AG
Rockford, Illinois 61107
16K BASIC $29.95
A no-frills sector copier with provisions for "bad sectaring." The instructions for making bad sectors and adjusting your drive speed are unusually complete.
DISK PACK 1000
ALPHA SYSTEMS
4435 Maple Park Road
Stow, Ohio 44224
40K BASIC $14.95 .
Besides the usual copying features, Disk Pack includes a
disk speed checker, directory menu, graphics dumper and
even a little program that lets you adjust your screen
colors. If a sector copier is all you want, Disk Pack is one
of the cheapest ways to get it.
REPLICATOR ONE AND TWO
PLANETARY MACHINE INTELLIGENCE
2500 Lee Road, Suite 210
P.O. Box 2895
Winter Park, Florida 32790·2895
32K BASIC $34.95
The Replicator One and Two programs are intended for
single- and dual-drive 'systems, respectively, Both programs are simple BASIC sector copiers, with no provision
for bad sectoring and minimal error-trapping.
DISKSCAN
CDY CONSULTING
421 Hanbee
Richardson, Texas 75080
32K BASIC $40.00
Another menu-driven package of disk editing utilities.
The "Assemble Into Sector" option is unique; it lets you
type in 6502 mnemonics and assemble them directly into
any part of a sector. The manual includes a brief but useful
dissertation on ATARI disk structure.

A few other ATARI disk copiers have been advertised
in various computer magazines and newsletters. These
have the same features found in the ones listed here, and
are priced in the $20-$50 range. Many lIser group software libraries offer sector copying programs that are free
for the asking. And don't forget Tony Messina's Disk
Tool, an excellent sector editor published in A.N.A.L.o.G.
Issues 8 and 9; and The Black Rabbit, a 2-pass machinelanguage sector copier written by yours truly and published in Issue 9.
When choosing a disk copy program, beware of fly-bynight software publishers who promise the moon and
vanish with the morning dew. Some of our readers have
experienced problems with late deliveries, incomplete
products and poor after-the-sale support. Please let us
know about any difficulties you may experience with the
companies advertised in this magazine. 0
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UTILITY# 5: ATARI MEMORY TEST
16K Cassette or Disk

by Tony Messina
Glancing at my calendar I see that it's time once
again for another installment of (trumpet fanfare)
UTILITY WORLD! ... but first a brief message.
I would once again like to thank everyone who has
written with questions, comments and additions to
the utilities presented in this series. I am answering
your questions as quickly as possible, so please be
patient - I promise you will get a reply. Now, back
to our program.
For the past three issues (8,9,10) I have been
directing my utilities towards the disk drive crowd
while leaving my cassette-based friends in the dark.
For this I apologize and I hereby make it up to you by
presenting this issue's utility (number 5), entitled
ATARI MEMORY TEST. There are two program
listings. One will create a disk file while the other will
create a boot cassette. Prior to discussing the details
of the test, let's talk about memory tests in general.
What Is A Memory Test?
A simple answer would be that a memory test tests
your memory to see if it's OK. To be a bit more
specific, a memory test should test the integrity of
your memory chips to insure that any and all values
stored into them remain there. Please keep in mind
that I am speaking of RAM or Random Access
Memory. And now ...
Believe It Or Not
Believe it or not, when memory chips go flaky, it is
possible to store a number in a location, load the
number immediately back in and find that it is
completely different! Or, how about this: storing a 0
into a location, immediately loading the contents of
that location and finding out that it's not O!! Weird,
huh? Just think of the headaches in debugging
programs where you store or load values from flaky
memory chip locations. To bring this point home,
the following story is true (at least that's what my
informant told me). Only the names have been
changed to protect the innocent victims.
A Memorable Story
Mr. X wrote a little math drill program on his
ZAFARI at home. Mrs. X, a teacher at a local
elementary school, thought this program was really
neat and wanted to take it in to show her class. After
all, Mr. Happy Face, who appeared and played music

when a correct answer was given, and Mr. Frown
Face, who appeared when an incorrect answer was
given, were both really cute.
The next day Mrs. X, math program in hand,
secured a ZAFARI from the schoollibra.r'(~set it up
for her class and even invited the principal down to
see this unique program in action. Little Tommy
Tucker was first. The program asked "How much is
2+2, Tommy?" to which little Tommy typed in 4 and
hit return. At this point everything hit the fan. Mr.
Frown Face appeared with half his head missing and
the rest looking like he got hit by baseball bat (I'd
frown too!). The music played but sounded like
something you hear in a swamp after sunset. To top it
all off, the answer line said "I'm sorry Tommy, but
2+2=12615"! Mrs. X was shocked, the principal
was shocked, little Tommy Tucker was shocked.
Mrs. Tucker, having heard about the incident after
school, called the principal asking him what kind of a
&$#%#" computer came up with 2+2=12615?!
Needless to say, after all the smoke cleared it was
found that a whole section of one memory board was
flaky. Upon replacing it, everyone was pleased with
the program and they all lived happily ever after.
'Nuff said.
OK? How Do We Test Memory?
The most comprehensive and reliable methods of
testing memory (at least on 8 bit machines) write
values from 1 to 255 in each byte of memory to be
tested, verifying each value written and halting if an
error is detected. Often this procedure will be
repeated several times. Although this algorithm is
thorough, one might guess that it does require a great
deal of time (and it does.) I have such a test and it
takes about 30 seconds to test 1K or 24 minutes to
test 48K! I don't know about you but I don't feel like
waiting that long. Fortunately there are other ways to
achieve the same results with only a slight sacrifice in
efficiency. This issue's utility uses one of the fastest
methods available. Before discussing the algorithm I
must make a confession.
Credits, Or USomeone Please Help"
The memory test I'm presenting this issue, or at
least the algorithm that performs the actual testing,
was not written by me. I found this code on a faded
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handwritten paper stuffed inside an MOS
programming manual which I purchased at a flea
market for $2.00! The title written on this piece of
paper was 6502 Memory Test and was written for
some other computer, since the original program's
origin was set at O. Anyone recognizing this code
(lines 795~ 1195 of the source listing) please call and
let me know who wrote it as I would like to give
credit where credit is due. I will take credit for the
bells and whistles, code commenting (the original
had zip), conversion of the program into a multipass
test, fitting the program in a reasonable address space
of the ATARI, and the error address isolation
printout routine. OK, with that out of the way, let's
get down to the meat of this program.
The Meat Of This Program
Rather than give a blow~by~blow, line~by~line
description of the source code, I suggest that you run
the appropriate BASIC program to create a bootable
image and then run the actual memory test to see the
display created when it is run. Then read through the
source code to see how it was done. I will, however,
discuss the algorithm. The area tested runs from page
7 to the top of available user memory. Rather than
have the test run from one specific memory location
to another, it is designed to test memory as a series of
pages. This not only simplifies things but also allows
the test to run much quicker. The program origin is
at $0480. This is normally the floating point storage
area but since we run our test without the BASIC
cartridge there isn't a conflict. I coded the program
so it will run on any memory configuration up to
48K. So don't worry if you only have 8K or 16K ...
the program will figure out where it can test. The
program goes through 10 iterations (0~9). Each
iteration consists of the following steps.
1. Write the value $FF to all locations in the test
area.
2. Write 00 in the one out of every three bytes in
memory. Memory looks like FF FF 00 FF FF
00 ... etc ...
3. Test the memory area and ensure the pattern
above is there. Halt giving the memory address,
Test value, and actual value if there is an error.
4. If no error write all FF again.
5. Write new pattern FF 00 FF FF 00 FF, etc....
6. Verify memory has FF 00 FF etc ... halt if error.
7. If no error write FE
8. Write new pattern 00 FF FF 00 FF FF etc.
9. Test and halt if necessary.
10. This ends the all FF phas.e.
11. Now write 00 to all locations.
12. Write pattern 0000 FE
13. Test and halt if error.
14. No error write 00 to all memory.
15. Write pattern 00 FF 00.
16. Test pattern and halt if error.
17. No error wri te 00 to all memory.
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18. Write pattern FF 00 00.
19. Test and halt if error.
20. END OF 1 ITERATION.
The program does all of the above steps 10 times!
As you can see we are turning all bits on and off in the
test area by using FF or 00. What we are actually
doing is checking to ensure that we can set and clear
all bits within the memory area. Any change to our
pattern indicates flaky memory in the form of stuck
bits, or erratic retaining properties of the address
flagged in error. Having the test do 10 iterations just
makes things tougher for it to pass. You might think
that this test would take a lot of time, right? Would
you believe 11 seconds per iteration on a 48K
ATARl?? Believe it! This test will waste about a
minute and a half of your time if you have 48K and
less if you don't have 48K. The secret is in the paging
technique, zero page indirect addressing and keeping
the major part of the program data on page O. Check
out the source. Whoever wrote the algorithm sure
knew his 6502!!
Program Drawbacks
Because of the way I implemented this program, it
will not test pages 0~6 nor will it test the area of
memory containing the display list and screen data
for graphics mode O. It will test the area of memory
used by your BASIC programs and the majority of
memory where we all tend to store our ML things.
This was the price I paid for bells and whistles! If you
have heartburn about this, then a modification to
have the program move itself to an already tested
area could be made. This is just a program and as
with all programs in this series, it is open for dis~
cussion, modification and just plain study. I hope
you use it and enjoy.
Disk Directions
Listing 1 will create self-executing disk files. Type
it in, save it and then run it. Be sure you have a disk
that contains DOS 2 in drive 1 when you run it. The
file created will be called MEMTST.OBJ. When the
file has been created, pull out the BASIC cartridge
and Reboot with only DOS 2. When the DOS Menu
appears, do a binary load of MEMTST.OBj. The
program will load and execute. DOS will be creamed
by this program but don't worry.
Cassette Directions
Listing 2 will create an auto~boot cassette for you.
Type in the program and then run. When you hear
the 2 beeps, insert a blank cassette into your tape
drive, push record and play and hit return. The tape
will be created. To load it, turn off your ATARI.
Rewind the tape to the start of the program just
created. Push play. Hold down the START key on
your ATARI and at the same time turn on the power.
You will hear a beep. Press return and the tape will
load. When done, the program will start
automatically.
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The test will halt if it encounters a faulty memory
location. The format of the message will be:
For sample purposes the above message would
mean address $AOlA failed our test. The Test value'
(TVAL) was $FF but the actual value (AVAL) in
address $AOIA was $CD.
The program will print TEST DONE if no errors
appear.
That's. it for this article. I hope to hear from
someone ... anyone ... if they know who wrote the
original implementation. As always, any questions
can be directed to me here at the A.N.A.L.O.G.
offices. Keep hacking and may all your memories
read true. 0
10 REM ****X*XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
15 REM'~ MEMTEST CAS5 FILE MAKER
20 REM
BY TONY MESSINA
25 REM
eC) A.N.A.L.O.G. 83
30 REM XXXXXXXXX*XX~XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
3.1 GRAPHICS 2:POKE 7.12,~6:? U6;"
ME
HORY TEST":? U6'"
cassette Maker":?
U6 i" ~~~~*Q*iJ*"
32 1 U6;"
analog 400/800":? Ubi"

*
**

*

~*"""'''

33 ? U6;"
by
•
II
34 POSITION 1,7:1 U6i" ' .
boot
~":P05ITI0N 0,3:1 U6;"l!J.j,jBL!.l~
35 REM
40 DIM PROG$(510):PHTR=1:LINE=138
45 LIHE=LINE+2:FOR COUNT=1 TO 10
50 nE~D BYTE:If BYTE=999 THEN GOTO 7S
55 PROG${PNTR)=CHRSCSYTf)
60 PNTR=PNTR+l:TOT~L=TOTAL+BYTE:HEXTC

m

omu: '?

"LINE: "; LINE

65 READ CHECK5UM:lf CHECKSUM=lOTAl THE
N TOTAL=O:GOTO 45
70 ? IIBAD CHECKSUM: LINE lIilIHE:5TOP
75 TOTAL=TOTAL+BYTE:RE~D CHECK5UM:IF C
HECK5UM()10TAL THEN 70
80 OPEN ttl,8,128 "e:"
85 PRINT Ul;PROG!:CLOSE U1:END
lOB REM
105 REM XXXXXX~~~XXXXXXXX****
110 REM
CAS PROGRAM DATA FOLLOWS
liS REM '~XXXXX~~~XXXXXXX
120 REM
200 DATA 0,4,128,4,136,4,24,36,16',60,
625
202 DATA 14.1,2,211,163,152,141,10,0,16
'3,4,'39'3
204 DAl~ 141,11,0,'36,162,0,142,82,0,16
6,"/94
206 DATA 5,.162,232,32,133,243,162,38,1
41,240,138'3
208 DATA 2,.16',61,142,225,5,32,164,246
,174,1220
210 DATA 225,5,202,16,242,160,6,162,40
,32,1099
2.12 D~TA 133,243,173,88,0,24,105,180,1
:n, 207,1286
2.14 DATA 173,8',0,105,0,133,208,16,,7,
141,1025
216 DATA 22~,5,173,230,2,56,233,1,141,
239,1388
218 D~lQ 5,~69",141,226,5,16,,16,141,
224,1:105
229 D~TA 5,16~,O,168,141.227,5.141,228
,5,1939
222 DATA 133,205,141,227,5,162,2,142,2 -

*

28~5,.t259

*

224 DATA 173,22~,5,133,2e6.174,130,5,1
13,227,1555
226 DATA 5,73,25~,141,231,5,145,205,2e
9,208,1468

02,16,1369
232 DQTA 4,162,2,145,205,200,208,246,2
39~206,1698

ERROR e-)$A8~A TUAL-)$FF AUAL-)$CD

~~*QlE'";;:,)

D~T~ 251,239,296,228,206,176,245,1
74~228,5~1~49
230 D~TA 173,229,5,133,206,173,227,5,2

228

FINAL ITEMS

**
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234 DATA 173,230,5,1~7,296,176,234,173
,229,5,1628
236 DATA 133,206,174,228,5,173,231,5,2
92.,16,1J73
238 DATA 5,162,2,173,227,5,209,265,208
,32,1228
249 DATA 200,208,238,~30,266,173,230,5
,1':l7,296,1893
242 DATA 176,229,206,228,5,16,159,173,
227,5,1424
244 DATA 73,255,48,144,206,226,5,16,78
,76,1127
246 DATA 16~,5,132,20S,32,192,5,141,88
,6,975
248 DATA'173,222,5,141,87,6,160,O,177,
295,1176
250 D~TA 32,132,5,141,98,6,173,222,5,1
41.,1915
252 DQTA 97,6,165,205,32,192,5,141,78,
6,927
254 DATA 173,222,5,141,77,6,165,206,32
,192,.1219
256 DATA 5,141,76,6,173,222,5,141,75,6
,850
258 DATA 160,6,162,65,J2,133,243,160,6
,162,1129
260 DATA 100,32,133,243,76,176,5,160.0
,238,1163
.
262 DATA 224,5,173,224,5,145,207,76.22
9,4,1292
264 DATA 72,74,74,74,74,32,211,5,141,2
22 .• ";79
266 DATA 5,104,32,211,5,141,223,5,'6,4
1,86~

268 DATA 15,201,10,48,2,105,6,105,48,3
6 J 636
270 DATA 0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0
272 DATA 125J127,~2,32,J2,~2,~2,6S,84J
65,626
274 D~TA 82,73,32,77,69,77,7~,82,83,~2
,6j2
276 DATA 84,69,83.84,127,127,127,127,3
L,32 J 892
278 DATA·32,32,32,38.121,32,65,87,77,3
2 J 698
280 DATA 65,78,65,76,73,71,32,35,49,4'
,533
281 DATA 127,117,155,127,127,127,127,1
27,127,127,.1298
284 D~lA 127,127,127,155,127,127,127,7
3 J 134,69,114::1:
286 DATA 82,65,84,73,7'.78,83,127,127,
117, :t2S

288 DATA
,63,686
2~O DATA
,liS2
292 DATA
,714
2'4 DATA
,64~

127,127,32,32,32,32,32,48,155
82,82,79,82,32,64,45,62,36,88
88,88,88,32,84,86,65,76,45,62
36,88,88,32,65,86,65,76,45,62

2'6 DATA 36,88,88,155,127,127,84,69,83
,84,941
298 DATA 32,32,68,13,78,69,155,0,0,399
,1512

•

CHECKSUM DATA
(See D:CHECK/C:CHECK,p.26)

10 OATA 532,746,142,858,536,112,343,67
2,419,279,420,3.10,184,634,166,6935
65 DATA 637,6,493,543,381,74,544,815,5
47.80,~47,'06,866,434,'89,7722

210 DATA 106,453,154,98,163,'16,965,45
2,170,529,186,43',486,133,164,5476
240 D~TA 536,238.237,738,115,~12,879"
97,658,42,7,185,785,871,876,8076
279 D~TA 283,633,808,254,333,813,635,3
4',57,914,762,802,793,8',8,8139
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10 REM XKXXKXXXXXKKXXKXXXXXKXXXXXXXX
15 REM
MEHTE5T DISK fILE H~KER
20 REM
BY TONY HE,SIN~
25 REM
CCl ~.N.A.L.O.G. 8~
30 REM XXXXXXXXXXKXXXKKXXXKXXXKXXKXK
31 GRAPHICS 2:POKE 712,'6:? U6;"
ME
HOR.... lEST":? U6·"
Diskfile Maker":?
U6;"
...,
...,
"
~2...,? U6;:':'

*
**

**
*

33 ? 116; I f
b !I~J~.~1J=~1l1i:
34 POSITION 1,7:? U6;" • •
disk
m":P05ITION O,':? 116;"
35 REM
40 DIM PROG$(510):PNTR=7:LINE=I'8
45 PROG$Cl,ll=CHR$(255) :PROG$C2,2)=CHR
$(255):PROG$(3,3)=CHR$(128)
59 PROG$C4~4)=CHRSC4):PROG$CS,5)=CHR$C
43):PROG$(u,6)=CHR$(6)
55 LINE=LINE+2:FOR COUNT=l TO 19
60 RE~D BVTE:IF 8VTE='" THEN GOTO 85
65 PROG$CPNTR)=CHR$CBVTE)
70 PNTR=PNTR+l:TOT~L=TOTAl+8VTE:NEHTC
OUNT:? "LINE:";LINE
75 READ CHECK5UM:lf CHECKSUH=TOTAL THE
N TOTAL=9:GOTO 55
80 ? "BAD CHECKSUM: LINE ";LINE:5TOP
85 TOT~l=TOTAl+BVTE:READ CHECK5UM:If C
HECKSUM{}TOTAL THEN 80
'0 OPEN Ul,8,O,"D:HEMT5T.OBJ"
'5 PRINT Ul;PROG$:ClOSE Ul:END

m

199 REM
105 REM XKXXXXKKXKXXXXXXXXXXXXXXKXXX

*

*

119 REM
DISK fILE DATA fOLLOWS
115 REM XXXXXKXXXMXXKXXXXXXXXXXXXXKX
119 REM
200 DATA 162,0,134,82,160,5,162,162,32
,13'3,.1032
202 DATA 243,162,38,142,240,2,16',61,1
34,2Hl,1401
204 DATA 32,164,246,166,210,202,16,244
,169,5,1445
206 DATA 162,226,32,133,243,165,88,24,
195,180,1358
208 DATA 133,207,165,8',105,0,133,298,
16',7,1216
210 DATA 133,2~4,173,230,2,56,233,1,13
3,215,13'0
212 DATA 16',3,133,211,16',16,133,20',
~6,163,1314

214 DATA 0,168,133,212,133,213,133,205
,133,212,1542
216 DATA 162,2,134,213,165,214,133,206
,166,215,1610
218 DATA 165,212,73,255,133,216,145,20
5,209,298,1812
228 DATA 251,230,206,228,206,176,245,1
66,213,165,2086
222 DATA 214,133,206,165,212,282,16,4,
162,2,1316
224 DATA 145,205,200,208,246,230,206,1
65,215,137,2917
226 DATA 206,176,236,165,214,133,206,1
66,213,165,1889
228 DATA 216,202,16,4,162,2,165,212,20
9,205,13'3
230 DATA 208,28,200,208,240,230,206,16
5,215,1'7,18'7
232 DATA 206,176,232,1'8,213,16,173,16
5,212,73,1664
234 DATA 255,48,161,1'8,211,16,74,76,1
13,5,1157
236 DATA 132,205,32,134,5,141,18,6,165
,217,1855
238 DATA 141,17,6,160,0,177,205,32,134
,5,877
240 DATA 141,28,6,165,217,141,27,6,165
,295,1191
242 DATA 32,134,5,141,8,6,165,217,141,
7,856
244 DATA 6,165,206,32,134,5,141,6,6,16
5,866
246 DATA 217,141,5,6,160,5,162,251,32,
113,1112
248 DATA 243,160,6,162,30,32,~33,243,7
6,120,1295
250 DATA 5,160,0,230,269,165,20',145,2
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07,76,1496
252 DATA 1'7,4,72,74,74,74,74,32,151,5
,757
254 DATA 133,217,104,32,151,5,133,218,
'36,41,1139
256 DATA 15,201,10,48,2,105,6,105,48,'
6,636
258 DATA 125,127,32,32,32,32,32,65,84,
65,626
260 DATA 82,73,32,77,6',77,7',82,8',32
,6'2
262 DATA 84,69,83,84,127,127,127,127,3
2,32,8'2
264 DATA 32,32,32,'8,121,32,65,87,77,3
2,608
266 DATA 65,78,65,76,7',71,32,35,4',4'
,5"
268 DATA 127,127,155,127,127,127,127,1
27,127,127,12'8
270 DATA 127,127,127,155,127,127,127,7
3,84,6',1143
272 DAT~ 82,65,84,73,7',78,83,127,127,
1f 7
A 127,127,32,32,32,32,32,48,155
2 74 , D')~T5
N
N
,6',686
276 DATA 82,82,7',82,32,64,45,62,36,88
,652
278 DATA 88,88,88,32,84,86,65,76,45,62

L.87~4DATA
v
M H
36,88,38,32,65,86,65,76,45,52

~

,643
282 DATA 36,88,88,155,127,127,84,6',83
,84,'41
284 DAT~ 32,32,68,7~,78,6,,155,65,226,
2,806
286 DATA 227,2,128,4,224,2,225,2,1'7,4
,1915
288 DATA 3",'"

•
CHECKSUM DATA
(See D:CHECK/C:CHECK,p.26)
19 DATA 512,756,142,858,536,'86,343,67
2,383,270,426,547,177,312,187,7727
65 DAT~ 616,168,790,8,4'8,675,383,74,5
44,587,547,80,'45,417,457,671'
296 DATA 2'2,222,18',512,452,477,745,6
11.156,56,,58~,142,776,4'8,17,6247

236 DAT~ "1,706,"7,883,861,124,132,1
66,720,178,871,633,801,247,'32,'244
266 DATA 813,635,342,58,'07,762,892,78
6,82,"8,872,28',7338

•

WANT
TO
SUBSCRIBE?
CALL
TOLL rr:;;:;;:
1-800-345- 112
In Penna. 1-800-662-2444

And we're publishers of some of
the finest microcomputer
software programs available.
If you can write a top-quality
program, or can convert some of
our best-sellers to other
computers, we want to hear
from you - Now.
We have the -advertising,
international distribution,
manufacturing and -marketing
know-how to send top-quality
programs to the top of the
charts.
If your program is top quality give us a calif or write for our
Adventure Internatlona\ Author
Information Kit.
Copyright © 1983

We are publishers of the top-selling
SCott Adams Adventure series and
other fine Entertainment and
Applications Programs.

Box 3435
Longwood, Florida 32750
Telephone: (305) 862·6917
Ask for Author Assistance

PREPPIE

n

IS HERE!
That's right you LaCosteclad Atari owner.
Wadsworth Overcash,
our Weejuned young
prepster continues his
exploits - this time at
college and just like
daddy, he's decided to
pledge a fraternity. Have
we got surprises for him
(and you)!

AVAILABLE NOW
AT FINE COMPUTER
STORES EVERYWHERE

Good Golly! What A GAME!
The original arcade game PREPPIE! will give you hours of toe-tickling fun. You take the controls, moving your young
prepster about on the golf course. And what a golf course! It's unlike any you have ever played on before. There are dangers
everywhere, and only you can keep the little Ivy Leaguer from a fate worse then Penn State!
PREPP\E! is written in state-of-the-art machine language, is joystick compatible and fully utilizes the Atari's sound and
graphics capabilities. Quite frankly, it will give you the most fun you can have on an Atari microcomputer.
PREPPIE! is available at fine computer, book, and hobby stores everywhere.
An exclusive game from

To order, see your local dealer. If he does not
have the program you want, then call
1-800-327-7172 (orders only) or write for our
free catalog,
Published by ADVENTURE INTERNATIONAL
a division of Scott Adams, Inc.
BOX 3435 • LONGWOOD, FL 32750 • (305) 862-6917

"My Atari never did things like this before!"
-Holister Townsend Wolfe
'" had so much fun I almost blew my
doughnuts,"
- Theodore Boston 11/
"I haven't had this much fun since BUlly
and I went to Princeton for the weekend."
-Martha Vineyard
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ADISK CATALOCiINCi UTILITY
16K disk

by Bert Williams and Tom Hamel
Anvh.d

ho owns and uses a disk drive quickly
accumulates many diskettes loaded with various
programs and utilities. It is not uncommon to wonder
what files are on a particular diskette or on what
diskette(s) a particular file can be found.
CATALOG.BAS (see listing) creates a listed file
(FILENAME.LST) that stores the above
information for later retrieval, again by running
CATALOG.BAS. The program is selfpromptingand
quite friendly. Simply type in listing #1 and save it
with SAVE "D:CATALOG.BAS" or whatever file
name you wish to use.
A. Creating FILENAME.LST.
Run CATALOG.BAS and select from the main
menu option "1 FILE MAKER." Number the
diskettes you wish to catalog using numbers from
1 to 726. You need not number the diskettes
consecutively and you can catalog the diskettes in
any order. When prompted, press" 1 IF NEW
FILE," place a numbered c:Iiskette in drive one,
and press RETURN. CATALOG.BAS reads the
disk directory and creates data statements with the
information in the directory. Continue until all
diskettes have been cataloged. Pressing '0' will list
FrLENAME.LST to the disk in drive one. But
first, be sure the diskette in drive one is the diskette you wish to write this file to.
B. Updating FILENAME.LST.
This is the same as A above except that when
prompted you place the disk with FILENAME.
LST in 01 then press "2IF UP-DATE." You may
update with a diskette number that has or has not
been previously cataloged. Note: You can catalog
diskettes that do not have a directory by interrupting the program with the BREAK key and
adding the data statements as needed. For diskette
n, data statements are created at lines 1000+40*n,
1000+40*n+2, etc., as needed. Study the data
statements created by the program (lines 104030100) to see the format needed. If data statements are user created you still must go through
the file-maker-update options to get this information written to FrLENAME.LST on the disk.

C. Finding a File
Run CATALOG. BAS and select from the main
menu option "2 File Finder." From the file search
menu select the "1 File Name" option and then
indicate the name of the file you want to find. All
occurrences, if there are any, of the indicated file
will be listed on the screen. Wild cards will not
work with this option.
D. Listing the Contents of a Disk
From the file search menu select the "2 Disk

from Sierra On-Line

Frogger
16K Tape / 32K Disk $23.88
The official Atari computer version of the
smash coin-op hit. Beautiful graphics.
The disk version features seven different
tunes.
All Sierra On-Line programs, including
Ulysses & The Golden Fleece and The
Wizard & The Princess in stock and
available at similar savings.

from Datasoft

from MUSE

Text Wizard

Castle
Wolfenstein

48K Disk $68.88
A powerful, easy-to-use word processor.
Perfect for writers, students and small
business people. Recommended for use
with Epson, Prowriter, NEC 8023 and
Atari 825 line printers.
All Datasoft programs, including Zaxxon
and Sands at Egypt available at similar
savings.
from Infocom

from Lightning

'..'c',

Zork I. II. or III

Mastertype

.. '

32K Disk $26.88
you r choice:

32K Disk $26.88
A breakthrough in interactive educational software. Learn to type as you battle
wave after wave of invading words riding
in hi-res spaceships' 17 pre-programmed
lessons, plus others thai you can create,
guarantee continuous challenge and help
you develop mastery of the Atari Keyboard.

•
The feature-loaded Rolls Royce of text
adventure games. These three games
are so popular that Ihere's now even a
National Zork Users Group'
All Infocom programs including Deadline
and Starcross in stock and available at
similar savings.

48K Disk $27.88
Design and build starships, then battle it
out in this combination strategic/arcade
offering from SSI 's Rapid Fire series.
All SSI programs including Tigers in the
Snow and The Battle of Shiloh in stock
and available at similar savings.

"'"

from Epyx

Crush,
Crumble
& Chomp
32K Tape or Disk $2~ .88
Take on tile persona of any of six demonic horror-film beasties (or create your
own on disk). Then, pick out a mouthwatering metropolis and head for those
buildings and bridges.
All Epyx programs including Temple of
Apshai, Dragon's Eye and Monster Maze
in stock and available at similar savings.

S

from Thorn-EMI

Soccer
ROM Cart. $34.88

In our opinion, this is the best arcade
sports game available today. Play vs. the
computer or human opponents. Fantastic graphics
All Thorn-EMI Cartridges including Submarine Commander and Jumbo Jet Pilot
in stock and available at similar savings.

~

from Spinnaker

Facemaker

from Sirius

Bandits

from SSI

The Cosmic
Balance

48K Disk $19.88
One of the most popular games ever released for the Apple is now available to
you. Try to find the war plans and escape from the Nazi stronghold in this exciting blend of strategy and arcade
action.

48K Disk $23.88
Bouncing nerve gas balloons, energy
shields, space bandits attempting to
steal your supplies - they're allan the
screen in one of the best space arcade
games yet.
All Sirius Software including Way Out
and Sneakers in stock and available at
similar savings.

.......!IIIIIIl'I' 48K

Disk $23.88

Let your kids learn to write simple programs while they have a ball creating
and animating faces. It's more fun than
Mr. Potato Head ever was' Ages 4 up.
All Spinnaker Sottware including Story
Machine and Snooper Troops #1 and #2
in stock and available at similar savings.
from Broderbund

Choplifter

from Thorn-EMI

48K Disk $23.88

Home
Financial
Management

This was the Apple best-seller at 1982.
Now it's your turn to battle tanks and
fighter planes as you rescue hostages
with your trusty chopper

16K Tape $22.88
Set up a budget and tllen see where you
stand financially either in figures or
tllfough bar charts. This program SllOUld
pay for itself'

All Broderbund Scftware inclUding Labyrinth, Stellar Shuttle and David's Midnite
Magic in stock and available at similar
savings.

All Thorn-EMI tapes including Figure
Fun available at similar savings.

Please call or write
for FREE CATALOG
Prices good thru May 31,1983.

Mail order prices do not applv
at ou r retail location .
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Number" option and input the number of the disk
you want searched. All files on this disk and
sectors used/free information will be listed.
E. List of Cataloged Disks
Option "3 Cataloged Disks" of the file search
menu lists all the disks that you have cataloged.
This could be useful before using the "2 Disk
Number" option.
Errors have not been trapped within the program
so it is possible to cause the program to abort by
inputting a wrong data type. Also, the break key can
be used to stop execution since it has not been
disabled. Should you unintentionally cause the
program to abort simply run the program again and
continue as before. The program and data statements
created should still be in the computer. 0
Following is a description of the major
components of the program listing as referenced by
line numbers.
10-25: Initialize variables
30-65: Heading
70: Dimension strings
75-110: Main men u options
115-125: Enter FILENAME.LST if not already
in machine
130-160: File Search menu
165-305: File and disk searching procedure
310-335: File Maker menu options
340-495, Creates or updates and writes
FILENAME.LST to disk
530-550:
500-525: Headings for file maker/file finder
menus
555-635: Various subroutines used in above procedures
19 READ 00,01,02,03,04,05,06,07,08,0',
019,Q11,012,013,014,017,029,022,039,Q3
1,034,043,075,082,0125,0255,0509
15 READ 0535,0555,055',079',0719,0712,
0752,0764,0842,0"',01000
28 DATA 9,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,',19,11,12,1
3,14,17,20,22,10,31,34,43,75,82,125,25
5,599,535,555,55'L70 ',719,712,752
25 DATA 764,842,'~',1000
39, 1 GRAPHICS
01+017:1 U06:? tt06:? tt06;"
a » a a a a a a :a a • • • a a ....

:t:

35 V 'JoIl/,F W IJt;kJ)CatalOg """
40 'J U06'" lti
lti"
45 ? U06;" ~ ~. ~:ti~"
50 ? U06; I I lti
• j
lti..
55 1 n06;" ~
,
.'
~II
lti
60 ? n06;" ltinnRK5VIllE TN. "
?
Hn6'"
w.zzzzzzzzzzz(zzz1lll"·FOR
HAl
65 • Hot< ~
T T 7 T Y 7 7 T 7 7 T T T T 7 7' •
H
T=01 TO 01000*02:NEKT WAIT
79 DIM FILE$(U17),C$(017),FA$(017)
75 GOSUB 05S5:GRAPHIC5 01+017:Z=5J279:
POSITION 02,09:7 tt06;"PROGRAH OPTIONS
": POSITION 03,02:? U06;" [J fi 1 e Maker"
76 POSITION 01,01:? U06;"~":POSITION 0
1,02:? U06;"m":P05ITION 01,0:J:? U06;"[3
": POSITION 01,04:? tt06; "~": POSITION 0.1
,OS:? u06;"0"
80 POSITION 04,03:? #06;"~ file finder
":POSITION 04,04:? U(H);"~ exit prograM
t

r

II
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85 POSITION O~,06:? U06·"rn":POSITION
(11,08:7 U06;"PRE55 ~ FOR Q"
90 POSITION 01,09:? U06;"PRES5 ~
FOR ~":P05ITION 01,019:? UQ6;"PRE55 m
~ fOR gil
95 e=9EEK(0764) :IF PEEK(Z>=06 OR B=031
THEN GOTO 03~*010
100 IF PEEK(Z>=05 OR B=030 THEN GOTO 0
125-010
105 If PEEKCZ>=03 OR B=020+06 THEN POK
E 0764,0255:ENI>
110 GOTO 082+013
115 RESTORE 01000:READ I>,FIlES,S
120 If 1><)0~9~ THEN GOTO 0125+05
125 G05UB 0500+t1125+Q10:? "(;;3"
130 GOSUB 0535-020
135 P05I1ION 05,03:1 "t!Jpe nUMber for
kind of listing":POSIlION 012,010:1 "1
file naMe":POSITION 1l12,IH2
140 7 "2 d i:5k nUMber''': POSITION 012,014
:? "J cataloged disks":POSITION 012.,01
4+02:? "4 prograM options"
145 B=PEEKC(764):IF B=030 OR 8=031 THE
H GO TO 010*08
150 IF B=U29+04 THEN POKE 0764,0255:?
CHRS(Q12Sl:r.OTO Q75
152 If B=U29+06 THEN GOTO 020*039
155 GOI0 0125+020
160 GOSUB Q555:IF B=OJO lHEN GOTO 017*
QUI

165 ? "type in naMe of desired file":I
NPUT C$:P05ITION 0.10,1l2:? "I'M looking
., ,":GOTO 082*02+011
170 ? "type in disk nUMber desired";:I
HPUT K:lf K=Q99~ THEN GOlO 013*020
175 RESTORE U1000+(030+010)*X
180 REnD D,fILE:$,5:IF FILES="END OF I>n
HI" THEN GOTO 0255
181 If I> Oil nND C$=" .. THEN POSITION C
,l:? "SORRY I COULD NOT fIND DISK '"; 1<
; .. • .. :GOTO Q125*02+036
185 If D=)oi THEN U=U+S:If 5=09 THEN? I f
";FIlE$C01,Q8);"I";U;" USED":GOTO Q2S
5+019
1~0 IF fIlES=CS AND l{06 THEN? CHRSCO
125> :P05ITlON 010,02:? "I'M looking ...
":lfn$=cS
1~5 If L=OI0+Q13 THEN POSITION 04,02:?
"I'M! GOING TO ClEnR THE SCREEN":FOR W
nIl=Ol TO 01000:"Eill WnIT:l=05
200 IF fILE$=C$ THEN L=L+Ol:POSITlON C
.. l:? fILES;" ";S;" IS ON DISK n ";1>
205 If f)O~ THEN H=Ul:IF F)010+011 THE
H H=020+01:If f}Q12+030 THEN H=02
210 POSITION H.T+01:IF 5=00 THEN GOTO
IH2S*Q2-020
215 IF I>=K THEN? F;" lJ;FILES;
220 If D=X ~ND H)=02 lHEN GOSUB 0559+0
II:? 5:F=F+Ol:T=T+Ol
225 If D=X AND H(02 THEN GOSUB 055~"01
1:? S:F=F+Ql:T=T+Ol:IF F=022 THEM POKE
082,Q20:T=00:POSIlION 020,01
239 IF 5=UO THEN IF D::K THEN? f;" ";f
ILES; Sf " : f=F+(U: T=1+(U: IF f=022 THEN P
OKE Q82,020:T=09:POSITION 020,Ul
235 IF F=043 THEN POKE 082 02:"=02:1=0
0: POSITION 02 ~r "iJiF':~."":tlaGiiiii!J

8Ofi.1-:l:IaJ,S-W:t

."

249 IF f-U43 THEN B=PEEK(Q764) :IF 8=01
2 lHEN ? CHR$(012S):GOTO Q30*06
245 IF f=Q43 THEN GOTO Q12*020
250 GOTO 030*06
255 If X=OQ THEN GOTO UI25*02+020
260 If D=099~ AND F=Ql THEM PO~IIIO" C
,L:? "SORRY I COULD NOT fIND DISK ''';ri
;"''':GOTO 0125*02+036
265 POSITION 01,09:? ..
lIisk U. If;
K;"
H:POKE 082,Q2:POKE
0752,00
270 IF K=OO AND CS<)fnS THEN POSITION
C,L:? "I COULD NOT FIND .. ,;C$; ....·:? :?
..
PLEASE RECHECK YOUR D~UiH
289 POSITION 010.0Z2:If X<>OO THEN POK
E 0752,OI:? "Another disk? YIN"
285 POSITION OH1, T"OZ: If M=00 THEN ? "
another fi Ie? YIN"
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2'0 8=PEEK[(764):IF 8=043 ~ND H=OO THE
N GOSUO 0555:GOTO 082*02+01
2'5 IF 8=043 ~ND K<>09 THEN GOSUB 0555
:G010 017*010
399 IF 8=038+05 THEN GOTO 075
305 GOTO 030*010-010
310 POKE l,07:POKE 0764,0255
315 GR~PHICS 01+017:POSITION OO,Ol:? U
06;" r:ntm ~ IF new file":POSITION 00,
03:1 U06;" IDm ~ IF update"
320 POSITION 00,05:? U06; "IF UPDtHE PL
ACE DISK WITH 'filenaMe. 1st'
IN
D~"

322 POSITION 01,01.0:1 U06;"r:IiIm ~ FOR
options "
325 B=PEEK(0764):IF B=031 THEN GO TO 01
25*03-U29
330 If B=030 THEN T=030:GOTO 034*010
332 IF 6=029+06 THEN POKE Q764,0255:GO
TO 075
335 GOTO 0255+075-05
340 RESTORE 01000:RE~D D,fILES,S
345 If ~<>0'9' T~EN GOI0 0125*03-029
350 G05U8 0500+0125+010:1 "tJ"
355 POKE l,07:GR~PHIC5 01+017:POSITION
02,OO:? U06; "rmr.:Hrt~ 'Wii'_mlt'!
_
7

•

"

360 POSITION 03,02:? U06;"put disk in
m": POSITION 03 .• 05:? U06; "When proM,ete
d": POSITION 04,04:? U06; "t~isk ..."
365 POSITION 03,07:? U06;"~ rnilt'lil1,'
":POSITION 04,08:? U06;"WHEN RE~DV"
370 B=PEEKCU164':IF 8=012 THEN GOSUB Q
500:GOTO 0255+0125+010
375 GOTO 0255+0125-Q19
380 GOSU8 0500:POSITION O<J 04:? "if do
ne type O":POSITION 09,05:1 "and press
RETURN":POSITION 0Il,07:? "[ffiJ"
385 POSITION O',O,:? "change diSk ~ ..
3'0 POSITION O',011:? "t9P-= nUMber of
disk":POSITION 019,O1.3:? "and press RE
TURH":POSITION 017 01.7
3~5 INPUT X:IF x=oe THEN GOTO 0500-(03
0+(15)
400 IF 1=030 THEN? CHRS(012S):POKE OS
S~,09:P05ITION
02,04
405 IF T=030 THEN fOR 1=01000+(030+010
)*W+02 TO 01090+(030+019)*H+022+02 STE
P Q2:? I:NEXT I:GOSUB 0535
410 POKE 0559.00:LINE=01909+CQ39+(10)*
X:C::X:OPEH UOi,06,OO,"IH:*.*"
415 ? CHR$(Q12S):P05ITION 02,04:1 LINE
;" O~T~ "; :FOR W=(U TO OS
420 INPU'r U01, FA$ : IF f~$ ((15, Oln =lfREE"
THEN ? C;If,";f~S;"rOIf:GOTO 043*010+03

o

425 ? C;", If; : fOR 1=(13 TO 010: If fAS n,
DO" " THEN 1 FA$ CI 1);: NEloll I
430 If f~$ (011,011) d" " THEN ? If. If;
4J5 fOR 1=011. TO 013:IF f~$CI,nOIf "
THEN? fASC! I);:NEHT I
440 ? "''';F~S(02+U13,Ol7);
44S ? ",";:If W=OS THEN? "1":REH ESC
DELETE
450 IF W=05 THEN GOSU8 053S
455 NEXT W:LINE=LINE+02:GOTO 0500-(075
+(10)
460 CLOSE U01:GOSUB 0535:GOTO 0255+012
5

465 GOSUB 0500:POSITION 010,06:? "a ne
w file will":POSITION 010,07:? "be wri
1ten "to D1."
470 POSITION 010,08:? "be sure the dis
k":POSITIOH al0,U~:? "has enough rOOM.
":POSITIOH 010,010:? "press RETURN whe
n I'eady"
475 6=PEEKC(764):IF 8{)012 THEN GOTO 0
590-C020+(5)
480 PO~E Q55~,OO:? CHR$(0125):POSITION
02,04:? "LIST"; CHR$ (034) ; "1>1 : FILENAME
.L·5T" ;CHRS (Q34); " , " ; 01000;", If; 01000*03
9

485 GOSUB Q53S:GOSUB 0500
4~9 POKE 055',034:POSITION 07,010''1 "a
file 'FILEN~ME.LST· has
.. b
een ~ on this diSk."
i
4'5 ? "tJ ' :F-OR W~IT=Ol TO 01000: NEXT W~
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IT:GOTO 075
500 POKE 0764,0255:GR~PHICS OO:POKE 07
52.01:POKE Q79',0125+039:POKE 071.9,UO:
POKE Q71.2.146:POKE 055<J,034:POKE 082,0
2

505 I=PEEK(560)+PEEKC561)*256+06:POKE
I-03,082-QI2:fOR J=09 TO 02:POKE J+I,O
6:NEHT J
510 POSITION 03 L OO:? IU16;"di.S..IL... d!:-ill
ory":POSITION O:l,Ol:? U06;"rDn
":RETURN
515 POKE 0764,0255:GR~PHICS OO:POKE 07
52,Ol:POKE Q70',0125+039:POKE 0719,09:
POKE Q712,146:POKE 05S',034:POKE 082,0

rnm

2

520 I=PEEK(560)+PEEK(561.1*256+06:POKE
I-03,082-012:fOR J=08 TO 02~POKE J+I,Q
6:NEHT J
525 POSITION 03,00:1 U06;"disk direct
ory":P05ITION 05,0.1:? U06;"~ §fflW
":RETURN
530 ? CHRSC(1125):POKE 05S',00:POKE 076
4,0255: POSITION 02,04:? "ENTER"; CHR$ CO
341; "1>1 : fILEN~ME. L5 T" ; CHRS C0341 .
535 ? :1 :? :? "CONT":POSITION 02,00
540 POKE 0842,OI3:STOP
545 POKE 0842,01.2
550 RETURN
555 ? CHR$(0125):C=05:L=05:U=nO:F=Ol:H
=Q2:T=OO:C$=1f ":fA:$=" ":1<=09
560 GR~PHICS OO:POKE 070',020+n6:POKE
0710,017:POKE Q712,016+016:POKE U764,U
255:POKE 0752,Ol:RETURN
579 C=H:IF H)=02 THEN C=C-01.
575 IF S{010 THEN POSITION C+017+Ql,T+
01.: GOTO 055~+0:H
580 IF S{010*010 THEN POSITION C+017,T
+01:GOTO 055<J+031.
585 POSITION C+014+02,T+Ol
5'30 RETURN
600 H=01:? CHR$(0125) :GOSUB 053S-020:P
OSITION 04,01:? U06;"~ Illil:]iI::Jit-," : ?
605 RESTORE 01000+)(*02*020
619 RE~D H:IF M=O'" THEN GOTO 0599+01
25-05
613 If PEEKC082+(3»=030+05 THEN? :1
615 ? Mj" "; :H=loI+Ol:GOTO 039*020+05
620 POSITION 08,020+01:? "Press RETURN
for Menu"
625 B=PEEK(0764):IF 0{>012 THEN GOTO (1
591H0125
630 GOTO 0125+05
6J5 GOSUB 0555:POSITION 03,UI0:? "Stan
d by While I load the file ... ":fOR Well
T=01 TO 0752:HE1<T WAIT:GOSU6 Q535-05:R
ETURN
30100 DATA "',END OF D~TA,-l

•
CHECKSUM DATA
(See D:CHECK/C:CHECK,p.26)
19 DATA 266,444,23<J,822,52,897,'41,~~4
,257,346,4'8,88,228,418,627,7117
89 D~T~ 1,870,49,142,838,'33,411,226,1
17,781,478,87'3,708,354,251,702'3
152 DATA 275,177,231.,328,292,791.,30,18
'.766,36,824,360,7'7,5,~,678,6243
229 D~TA 568,576,645,142,816.~16,1.54,3

3',267,1.6<J,66,553,'86,48,414,665'
399 DAT~ 72',549,884,382,724,8'2,675,6
35,553,572,234,685,78',301,307,8'02
365 DAT~ 32<J,461.,38,458,48,17',830,694
,664,32,786,121,1',50,515,5134
449 DAT~ 876,463,692,816,~74,520,64,27
,15,63<J,'<J3,268,50,,4~8,7<J7,8063

515 DAT~ 517.4'3',42',445,80',~'4,185,6
04,47,<J48,680,141,284,535,616,7733
689 DAT~ 1.36.313,6'4,718,288,267,881.3
48,428,537,461.0

•
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bulletproof glass, snatched the Declaration and
vanished without a trace!
You are a top-notch private investigator, hired by
the government to retrieve the Declaration. You
must search the city of Washington for clues, find a
way into the alien universe, locate the Declaration
and return it to the police station.
In your search, you will encounter weird
technologies and multi-dimensional terrors never
before seen. It takes skill and insight to outwit the
aliens - and plenty of patience to navigate the
streets of Washington!
Typing It In
You will notice that our source listing for The 5th
Dimension is un-encoded; that is, the code has not
been scrambled to prevent you from seeing possible
clues. We decided not to scramble our listing
because encoded programs are very hard to type, and
they make it nearly impossible to learn how the
program works.
It is VERY IMPORTANT that you type each line
of the program EXACTLY as you see it printed.
Include all of the spaces and control characters; yes,
even the REM statements! Save every few lines of
new code in case your cat pulls out the power cord.
Be especially careful with the DATA statements at
the end of the program. And don't try to RUN
anything until you have used D:CHECK or
C:CHECK to guarantee the accuracy of your work.
Playing The Game
After your copy of The 5th Dimension has
passed the CHECK routine without errors, SAVE a
perfect copy into a disk or tape. Now you can type
RUN. The title screen will appear along with the
message "Initializing." After about five seconds,
you'll see the following prompt:
Press START to being new game.
Press OPTION to restore old game.
Press the START key. Your screen should now
look like this:

Adventure in the 5th Dimension
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The screen is divided into five imaginary text areas
or "windows." The b1ack response window at the
bottom accepts commands from the user, and
displays descriptions of objects and the results of
your actions. A blinking cursor in the response
window indicates that the program is waiting for new
commands.
The location window at the top of the screen
gives you a brief description of your immediate
surroundings. Underneath it is the compass
window, which indicates all of the possible exits
from that location.
The objects window shows a list of all objects
visible at the current location. The bottom of the
blue screen area is the inventory window, which
lists whatever items you may be carrying.
Like most text adventures, The 5th Dimension
understands two-word sentences in the form VERB(space)-NOUN. Try typing the sentence TAKE
PAPER on the starting screen. The "Morning paper"
will vanish from the objects window and reappear in
your inventory window.
You can interact with objects on the screen just
like you can in real life. Watch the response window
as you type the sentences EXAMINE PAPER and
READ PAPER. When you're done, the sentence
DROP PAPER will return it to the object window.
Part of the fun of adventuring is finding out which
verbs and nouns the program will understand. If you
type an illegal or misspelled word, you'll see the
message "I don't understand - try again" in the
response window.
Single~CharacterCommands
The 5th Dimension also understands a limited
number of single-character commands. These are
used to control your movement, and to perform
other special functions.
MOVEMENT COMMANDS:
North S - South E - East W - West
U - Up D - Down
OTHER COMMANDS:
I - Inventory H - Help Q - Quit/Save Game
The movement commands let you go in any of the
directions indicated in the compass window. The "I"
command updates the inventory window so you can
see what you're carrying. The inventory window is
also updated whenever you TAKE, DROP or
THROW anything.
The "H" command will give you a brief hint
appropriate for that location. "Q:' is used to exit the
program, and to save games.
N -

Saving And Loading Games
The 5th Dimension allows you to save your current game status on disk or tape. To use this feature,
make sure your storage device is properly connected
and loaded with a blank tape or formatted disk. Type
the command Q(Quit) and answer Y to the "Save
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Game?" prompt. Then indicate whether you are
saving to disk or tape.
Don't be frightened when the screen goes black.
The program turns off ANTIC during the game
saving and loading functions to prevent the display
from going crazy. When the save is complete, the
screen will return in all its glory and you can
continue the game. I/O errors will cause the console
to squawk with irritation, and the "Disk or Tape?"
prompt will reappear.
To load a previously saved game, type QIRETURN
and then RETURN again to exit. RUN the program
again and press the OPTION key after the initialization is complete. When the screen appears, the
game will be restored to exactly the way it was when
you last saved it.
Don't try aborting the game with the BREAK key.
The program disables it to prevent you from
crashing the machine-language routine that blinks.
the cursor. Hit SYSTEM RESET and you will return
safely to BASIC without erasing the program.
Hints For Successful Adventuring
1. Draw a map. You'll get hopelessly lost in the
streets of Washington if you don't draw a map. The
alien universe also contains areas that can be tricky
to navigate without careful mapping.
The easiest way to map an adventure maze is use
the "Hansel and Gretel" technique. Drop an item to
mark your place and move one step in each
direction, noting where it brings you. Then retrieve
the item, drop it somewhere else and repeat the
procedure.
The method works even better if you have more
than one item to drop. Be careful - some directions
loop around in circles, while others bring you back
to the location you just left! With careful and methodical mapping, you should be able to figure out the
entire street maze in less than 15 minutes.
2. Use the HH" (Help) command. Different
locations have different hints. Some of these hints
may prove very useful.
3. Examine everything. Objects may have
important features that will not be evident unless
you examine them closely. You should also keep
track of the items you discover - most of them are
essential to your success.
4. Save your game frequently. Use the "Q"
command to save your current status after every
important discovery, and before you try anything
that might be dangerous. Otherwise you'll have to go
back to the street corner and start all over again.
5. Try anything. Don't be afraid to find out what
you can or can't do. The worst that can happen is
that you will be blown into a million pieces.
6. Don't give up hope. It is possible to retrieve
the Declaration and return it to the police station - I
promise! If you're really stuck, ask for other peoples'
suggestions. A fresh outlook might uncover a
solution you didn't think of.

7. Don't call A.N.A.L.O.G. We are absolutely,
positively and definitely not giving adventure hints
over the telephone! If you're really stuck, drop us a
desperate note and we'll print it in our next
"Letters" column along with an appropriate reply.
And remember to run D:CHECK or C:CHECK on
the program before you try to play it. One byte in the
wrong place can make Adventure in the 5th
Dimension as hard to beat as an alien force field! 0

Program Variables
CO~C710

Common variables. You can save lots of memory
by defining commonly used constants as variables. I
use the "C" prefix to indicate "common." Unfortunately, I couldn't use variables for common line
references because I wanted to make the program
compatible with the Datasoft BASIC Compiler. See
review elsewhere in this issue.

Q,W,I,X,Y,Z
General-purpose working variables.
FLAG
Used to indicate whether the inventory window
should be updated. See line 75.

M$
The master location matrix. It contains the data
which determines the objects and legal exits available
at each location. M$ is divided into 24 16-character
sections or modules, each holding the data for one
location. The first character position in each module
is a unique letter from A-Y which identifies that
loca tion. The next six positions correspond to the six
possible directions of movement. A letter in any
position indicates which location you will enter if
you go in that direction. A "?" character indicates no
exit in that direction. Positions 8-16 contain "?"
characters unless an object is present; if so, the code
letter for that object is inserted in any location to a
maximum of 8. Position 7 was a flag byte used in an
early version of the program. I was too lazy to
remove it.

CL$
The current location buffer. Every time you move
into a new location, the program copies the
appropriate location module from M$ into CL$.
Any changes in the status of a location (objects
dropped or taken, new exits opened, etc.) are made
in CL$; when you leave that location, CL$ is copied
back into M$ and a new module is copied into CL$.
This insures that M$ will always reflect the latest
status of every location.

CL, CLB
The address of CL$ and the address of position 8
in CL$.
ST$
Player status buffer. The first four positions will
contain a "?" character unless you have picked up an
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object; then the code letter for that object is stored
into one of the positions. Dropping an object
replaces the letter with a "?". Your inventory can
contain no more than 4 objects simultaneously.
Position 5 is a code letter indicating your current
location.

ST
The address of ST$.

VERB$, NOUN$
These are the lookup tables for the legal verbs and
nouns. The first four characters of each word are
stored along with a unique alphabetic identifier. A
machine-language routine rapidly compares the user
input with the data in these tables. If a match is
found, the routine returns the word's identifier
code; if not, it returns a zero.

V,N
The addresses of VERB$ and NOUN$.
C$
The lookup table for single-character commands.
It is scanned whenever you input a single character.
A match returns the position of the matching
character; no match yields a zero.

K$
The keyboard input buffer.

V$,N$
When you enter a sentence and press RETURN,
lines 56 and 57 break K$ into verb and noun
segments by determining the location of the space
character. These segments are stored in V$ and N$
for later comparison with the lookup tables.

LOOK$,DLI$,F$,D$
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20 ? IfTha't is iMp05sible.":RETURH
21 ? "There isn''t enough rOOM here,":R
ETURN
22 ? OKS:? If You hear a powerful blas't,
":RETURN
23 ? IfI't isn't here,":RETURN
24 X=USR(LOOK,CL8,N,C8):RETURN
25 Y=U5R(lOOK,5T,N,C4}:RETURN
26 GOSUB 25:IF Y THEN RETURN
27 POP :POP :7 DHS:GOTO 53
28 a=C16*(ASC(ST$(C5,C5»-65)+C1:RETUR
H :REM
2' POP :FlAG=C1:GOTO 72
30 ? UC2i"Stree't corner.":RETURN
31 ? UC2i"Lost in a Maze of streets.":
RETURN
32 ? UC2i"Wes't of police station,":RET
URN
33 ? UC2i"Sou'th of a store.If:RETURN
34 ? UC2;"lobby of police station,":?
UC2;"Sergeant eyes you suspiciously.":
RETURN
35 ? UC2i"Ba'throoM.":GOSUB 15:RETURN
36 ? UC2;"Inside store. Sign reads:":
? UC2; lf GREEN BATTERIES ONLY $1,OO!":RE
TURN
37 ? UC2 i "Dead-end a II ey. ": RETURN
38 ? UC2;"Fire escape,":RETURN
3' ? UC2i"RoOf of bUilding.":RETURH
49 ? UC2;"BedrooM.":RETURN
41 ? UC2;"Ki'tchen.":RETURN
42 ? UC2;"White lJoid.":POKE C70~,CO:PO
KE C710,C14:RETURN
43 ? UC2;"Golden IJOid,":POKE C70',C14:
POKE C7l0,24:RETURN
44 ? UC2;"Green lJoid.":POKE C70~,C14:P
OKf C710,2i2:RETURN
45 ? UC2;"Infinite 1J0id.":GOSUB 14:RET
URN
46 ? UC2;"los't in a criMson lJoid,lf:POK
E C789,C14:POKE C710,64:RETURN
47 ? UC2;"Dense forest.":GOSUB 1S:RETU
RN
48 ? UC2;"Ri\ler bank,":RETURN
4~ POP :ClOSE UC2:GR~PHICS CO
~ 50 GOSUB 14: POSITION C12, CI0:? "Congra
tUlations!If:?"~
Vou have saved the
Declara'tion!.J-i--i-.J":END

Wt J

o ~ ~ ~f :~or..Jl~:~PHI~~ ~~~~~~~~ y ~:~:?~~ai~;;

blast ..
Used to store the program's four machine52 ? II.J
OBLITERATES":? .. ~
language subroutines. LOOK$ is a general-purpose
~
this entire area!":GOTO 223
character locator. DLI$ contains a display list ("\..... 1 ---7' 53 POP :? II}}}}} What next .. i : G05UB 18:
TR~P 53:INPUT K$:TR~P 49890:L=lEN(K$):
interrupt handler that blinks the cursor and changes t,o.)°f
IF L=CO THEN l'
54 IF L=Cl THEN V$=K$:GOTO 63
the color of the response window at the bottom of
55 O=U5R(lOOK,ADR(K$),ADR(" "),l):If (\
the screen. F$ is a high-speed screen clearing routine.
(C4 THEN H
56 VS=K$(C1,O-C~):IF O=C4 THEN V$(C4,C
0$ is the noun/verb decoder.

OK$,DH$
Used to store commonly used text phrases. See
line 214.
10 ClR :GOTO 2~0
11 GR~PHICS CO:ST$=M$(49~,495):Z=ASC(S
T$(C5,C5»:OPEN UC2,C8,CO,"S:":GOSUB ~
5:POKE 703,C4
12 POSITION CO,l~:? UC2;1f_~~
_

...

~1~3~O~-~U~S~R~(~A~D~R~(~D~l~I~S~)-,~A~D~R~(~D~l~I~S)~32):POKE
54286,1~2:POKE
C16,112:POKE 53774,112:
GOTO 66
14 POKE C710,CO:POKE C70~,C14:RETURN
15 POKE C70~,C14:POKE C710,148:RETURN
:REM
16 FOR I=CO TO C12 STEP C4:Xl=USR(ADR(
F$) , n : NEXT I
17 X1=USRCADR(F$),C15):RETURN
18 SOUND C9,25,CI0,C15:FOR I=C1 TO C4:
HEXT I:SOUND CO,CO,CO,CO:RETURN
1~ ? "I don't understand.
Try again."
:GOTO 53

4)="!"
57 N$=K$(O+Cl,l):IF lEH(N$){C4 THEN ~,
58 Z=USR(ADR(D$),~DR(UERB$)-C5,U):IF Z
=CO THEN l'
5~ IF Z=76 THEN KS=K$(Q+C1,l)
60 O=U5R(ADR(D$),ADR(NOUN$)-C5,N):IF Q
=CO AND Z<>76 THEN l '
61 NS=CHR$(O):IF N$=":I(" THEM? "Refer
to i't by color.":GOTO 53
62 Z=Z-64:0N Z GOSUB '3,107,120,12"l~
6,144,147,153,15~,163,177,183,185,168,

203:GOTO 53
63 O=USR(LOOK,ADR(C$),V,C~):IFa=co TH
EN 1~
64 IF O)C6 THEN O=O-C6:0M Q GOTO 77,82
,88
65 o=a+C1:Z=ASC(Cl$CO,O)}:IF Z=63 THEN
? "YOU can''t go that way,":GOTO 53
66 GOSUB 16:GOSUB 28:M$(O,Q+CI5)=CL$:S
T$(C5,CS)=CHRSCZ):GOSUB 28:CLS=M$(Q,Q+
Ci5)
67 ? OK$:POSITION e2,CO:'? UC2;"Your 10
cation:";:POSITION C2,C1
68 Z=Z-64:0N Z G05UB 30,31,31,32,31,31

,31,33,34,35,36,37,38,3~,40,41,42,43,4

4,45,46,46,46,47,48
6~ REM * SHOW LEGAL EXITS
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70 POSITION C2:,C4:? UC:2;"You can go: "
; :FOR I=C1. oro C6:IF CL$U+C1,I+CUO"1
" THEN ? nC2; C$ CI, I) ;" ";
71 NEXT I
72 X1=USRC~DRCFS),C6):Xl=USR(ADRCFS),C
un : POSITION C2, C6 : 1 UC2; "Vou see: ";:
>l=C6
73 fOR I=Cl TO C8:a=~SCCCl$CI+C8,I+C8)
)-64:IF O{}-CI-1HEN RESJORE 245+a:READ
K$:POSITION 11,M:? UC2;KS:X=X+Cl
74 NEXT I:IF X=C6 THEN POSITION 11,X:1
UC2;"Nothing interesting"
75 IF FLAG=C1 THEN FlAG=CO:GOTO 78
76 GO TO 53
.··-77 REM
I
78 ? OK$:GOSUB 17:POSITION C2,C15:? UC
2;"VOIJ have: ";
7~ K=C15:FOR I=Cl TO C4:0=ASCCST$(I,I)
)-64:IF O{>-Cl THEN RESTORE 245+0:READ
K$:POSITION C12,X:? UC2;K$:X=X+Cl
89 NEXT I:IF X=C15 THEN POSITION 12,X:
? UC2;"Nothing"
81 GOTO 53
--82 REM
0
83 ? "Type i'j to save, ,:ljlll:I:1 to quitGj"
; : INPUT KS: IF KS 0 "V" THEN CLOSE UC2: Ii
R~PHICS CO:END
84 CLOSE tlCl:POKE 55',34:1 "Position 5
ave: illi sk or [japeGj";: INPUT N$: IF N$ <>"
D" AND NS <> "T" THEN S3
85 TRAP 84:K$="D1:5AUE.DAT":IF N$="T"
THEN K$="C:"
86 POKE 55',CO:POKE 54:272,CO:OPEN nCl,
C8,CO,K$:TRAP 49009:M$(491,495)=ST$:GO
SUB 28:M$(Q,a+C15)=CL$
87 FOR 1=325 TO Cl STEP -81:1 UC1;MS(1
,1+80):NEXT 1:1 UCl;NOUN$:ClOSE tlC1:PO
KE 559,34:POKE 54286,1'2:GOTO 53
88 REM
H
8' IF USRCLOOK,AOR("ABCDEGHUVW"),Cl,C1
0) THEN? "A Map is essential.":GOTO 5

115 IF NS="D" AND Cl$(Cl,Cl)="K" THEN
? "Cashier sa!,ls, "$1.00, please. "':RET
URN
116 IF N$="M" THEN 118
117 CL$ (X+C8, X+CS) ="?": ST$ (Z, l ) =N$: GOT

o

17

11' GOTO 5.1.
·--:.129 REM
VERB C
121 GOSUB 26:X=USRCLOOK,Cl8,ADRC"?"),C
8) :IF X=CO THEN 21
122 If N$="L I I AND Cl$ (Cl, cn ="Y" THEN
CL$(C9,C9)="?":N$="?":? "SOldier walks
away With it."
.1.23 IF U5R (LOOK, ADR ("NPQSn,W") J H, 7) TH
EN 20
124 IF N$="M" AND CLS(C1,Cl)="T" THEN
1 lilt's up against the force .field." .
125 If N$="U" AND Cl$CCl,Cl)="III THEN

*

4<J

*

I>

)'

*

3

'f

*

*

N

'38 ? "Has a batter,!, attachMen1:.":RETUR

N

~

'3fJ ? "looks dangerous.":RETURN
109 1 "looks like this: AAA":RETURN
181 ? "They shiMMer eerily.":RETURN
192 ? "Looks thirst!,l.":RETURN
103 ? "StOCk is dated 1775!":RETURN
104 N$="V":GOSUB 24:IF K=CO THEN GOTO

*

\OJ '36

105 ? "It's protected by a powerful":?
"fo .... ce field.":RETURN
106 1 "Looks like a shining door.":RET
URN
~07 REM * VERB B
108 GOSUB 25:IF 'i THEN? "You alread!,l
have 1:hat.":RETURN
.1.8'3 l::USRCLOOK,5T,AI>RC"?"),C4) :IF Z=CO
THEN? "You can't carry any More.":RE
TURN
.
110 GOSUB :24:If X=CO THEN 23
111 IF U5R CLOOK, ADR C"NPQSTVW"), N, 7l TH
EN :20
lJJ 112 IF N$="U" AND USR CLOOK, ela, ADR C"V"
!\'t..,y) ,CB> THEN? "Force field won't let !,IO
v ..... U.":RETURN
"t 113' IF N$="K" AND USR CLOOK, Cl8, ADR ("P"
THEN? "Beast would rather !,IOU d
/- >,CB)
idn't.":RETURN
114 IF N$="R" AND U5RClOOK,CL8,ADRC"(I"
),CB) THEN? "SOldier won't coope....ate.
":RETURN

.

126 IF N$="D" AND CLS(Cl,CU="K" THEM
? .. Cashie .... returns it to shelf."
127 If USR(LOOK,CL8,ADR("M"),C8) THEM
51 .
128 ST$CV,V)="?":Cl$(X+C8,X+C8)=H$:GOT
.() 29
12,} REM
VERB ()
139 GOSUB 25:IF Y=C9 THEN 1 OH$:RETURN
:REM
131 If U5R(lOOK,ADRC"NPQV"),H,C4) THEN
AI POP : GOTO 1'3
0/ 132 IF N$="I" OR N$="K" THEN ? "NeedS
l, a power source.":RETURN
.
~ 133 If N$="H" OR N$="J" THEN? "It'S a
lread!,l activated.":RETURN
134 If "$="S" OR N$="T" THEN ? "Indica
te a direction.":RETURN
135 ? "Be More specific.":RETURN
6 REM
VERB E
137 GOSUB 24:IF N$="S" AND :K THEN 146
138 IF N$="T" THEN? "It's al .... eady ope
n.":RETURN
13,} GOSUB 26:IF N$="A" OR NS="U" THEN
UI ? OK$: RETURN
140 If HS="f" tlND V THEN 142
0141 GOTO 20
142 NS="?":GOSUB 24:IF X=CO THEN 21
143 ST$('Y,Y)="G":NOUN$C30,30)="G":CL$(
X+C8,X+C8)="E":GOSUB <)7:? "It fell out
- on the floor.": GOTO 29
44 REM
VERB F
145 IF N$O"S" THEN 29
146 ? "Lock is very secure.":RETURN
147 GOSUB 24:IF X=CO THEN 23
148 Y=lJSRCLOOK,ST,AORC"C"),C4):IF N$="
S" AND V THEN 151
.j14,} IF N$="S" AND V=CO THEN? "You hav
i' e nothing to break it with.":RETURN
.... 159 GOTO 20
':) 151 CL$ CC5, C5) ="0": Cl$ UC+C8, X+C8) ="T" :
I
..l M$C234,234>="C :ST$(V,Y>="?":? "The st
~ one broke the window!"
152 NOUN$(89,80)=IT":POP :GOTO 70
S 53 REM
VERB H
154 GOSUB 25:IF Y THEN? "You al .... eady
have that.":RETURN
155 GOSUB 24:IF X=CO THEN? DH$:RETURN
:REM
156 Y=USR(LOOK,ST,ADRC"B"),C4):IF Y=CO
THEN? "You don't have any Money.":RE
TURN
157 IF H$ <> "0" THEN 20
158 ST$(Y,Y)="D":CLS(K+C8,X+CS>="?":?
"CaShier takes your $1 bill.":GOTO 2,}
15j REM
VERB I
u 160 GOSUB 24:GOSUB 25:IF X=CO ~ND Y=CO
~
THEN 23
161 IF N$="H" AND USR CLOOK, ST, ADR ("0")
,C4)=CO THEN 51
[
:162 GOTO <)6
63 REM
VERB J
164 GOSUB 26:IF USRCLOOK,ADRC"HNPQ5TVU
">,N,C8) THEN 20
} 165 X=USRCLOOK,CL8,AI>RC"?"),C8):IF X=C
~ 9 THEN 21
166 IF N$="C" THEN 168
...... 167 ST$CV,V)="?":CL$(x+ca,X+C8>=N$:? "

*

*

'30 IF USRCLOOK,ADRC"JNORSY"),Cl,C6) TH
EN 1 "ExaMine eve .... ything.":GOTO 53
'31 IF CL$CC1,CU="T" THEN? "No earth I
'!,II power can help !,IIou.":GOTO 53
'32 ? "How's your pitching a .... M lately?"
:GOTO 53
:1 REM
VERB A
94 O=O-64:GOSUB 24:IF X=CO THEN GOSUB
25:IF Y=CO THEN :23
'5 ON Q GOTO '6,96,96,96,96,97,96,96,9
8,'6,'8,'6,'9,100,101,9',102,103,'6,'6
,104,j6,196
j6 ? "SeeMs ordinary.":RETURN
97 ? "There's a batte .... !,1 inside!":RETUR

2'

118 IF USRClOOK,ST,tlDRC"O"),C4) THEN 1

*

~
~
~
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DIfSPHEICUBEkTEtiBLHASSHSYMBNGLOUOBEASP
Didn't go far.":GOTO 2~
SOLDQBAYORHINDSDEClUFIELUDUCTWBATTM"
168 ? "Indicate a direction CN/S/E/W1"
;:GOSUB 18:INPUT K$:IF LENCK$)()C1 THE
216 VERBS="EXtlMtlLOOKtlTtlkEBGET!BDROPCLE
AUCGIUECUSE!DOPENEUNlOFBREAG5HtlSGBUY!H
N POP :GOTO l '
16~ n=USR(LOOK,~DR(C$),~DR(K$),C4)
:IF
TOUCITHROJKILLKStlY!lHEARHATTANREADO"
a=ce THEN POP :GOTO l '
217 C$=""5EWUDIOH":LOOK=ADRCLOOK$):Cl=
ADRCCl$):Cl8=Cl+C8:V=ADRCU$):N=tlDR(NS)
170 IF ClS CO+Cl, (Hen ="?" THEN 176
:ST=ADRCST$)
171 IF Cl$CO+Cl,Q+Cl)=CL$CCl,Cl' THEN
218 M$ (CI) ="?": H$ (406) ="?": H$ Ce2) =HS: f
167
OR I=Cl TO 385 STEP C16:REtlD Cl$:M$CI,
172 l=CI6*C~SC(CLS(O+C1,O+C1»-65)+C~:
I=USR (LOOK, ADR CM$ Cl) 1, ADR (II?") , C8) : X=U
I+LENCClS»=Cl$:NEXT-I
219 H$ UOl, (05) ="????A" : CLS=M$ (Cl, C16)
5R CLOOK, ADR CMS Cll) ,~DR C"H") , C8)
173 IF K ANI> CLS.cCl,CU="0" AND 0=C4 T
.., 'L:fOR I=CI TO 76:READ O:D$(I)=CHRSCO):N
EXT I
HEN HS (313,320) ="???????U": 5 TS CY, Y) ="1.J.-'" i.-220 fOR I=Cl TO 43:READ O:lOOk$CI)=CHR
":G010 22
~
$CO) :NEHT I
174 If X THEN H$ (Z, Z+7) ="1?1???11": ST$
221 fOR I=C1 TO 64:READ Q:DLI$CI)=CHR$
CY,Y)="?":GOTO 22
CQ):NEXT I
175 IF I THEN H$CZ+I-C1,Z+I-CU=IC":ST
$CY,Y)="?":? "Gone!":GOTO 2'
222 fOR I=Cl TO 42:READ O:F$CI)=CHRSCO
176 ? "You can'"'Tlnrow it that wa!:.'.":R
):NEXT I
223 POSITION C4,C16:? "Pr-ess Ml.:ID.1
ETURN
. 77 REM * UERB K
o begin new gaMe.":? "'" Press~
to restore old gaMe.~"
178 (JOSUB 24:IF H=CB THEN 23
224 If PEEKC5327')=C6 THEN 11
..,,17' IF N$="P" OR NS="O" THEN 181
"189 GOTO 29
225 IF PEEkC5327'J=3 THEN 227
226 GOTO 224
~ 181 If USR CLOOK, ST, ADR C"R") , C4) =CO THE
227 CLOSE UCl:POKE 55',34:POSITION C8,
"N ? "Not without a weapon.":RETURN
20:? "Load fro,", GHSk or ijape!:J" i : INPUT
182 ? "8a!:.'onet scared it away!":Cl$CX+
8,X+C8)="?":GOTO 2'
N$: If N$ () "D" AND N$ () "T" THEN 227
228 POKE 55~,C9:POkE 54272,CO:TRtlP 227
183 REM * VERB L
L ~Jj 184 ? K$: RETURN
:K$="OI:SAVE.I>AT":If N$="T" THEN K$="C
85 REM * UERB M
__!,186 (JOSUB 26: If N$<>"0" THEN 29
22' OPEN nC1,C4,CO,K$:TR~P 40000
.~ru~
8'1? "YOU' re a I read!:.' wear i ng theM. II : R
230 fOR 1=325 TO Cl STEP -81:INPUT Uel
ETURit
, M$ : H$ CI, 1+80) =H$: NEXT I: M$ C406, 406) ="
___188 REM * VERB N
":INPUT UCl,NOUN$:CL05E UCI
18' (JOSUB 26:X=USRCLOOK,ST,ADRC"I"',C4
231 STS=M$(401,405J:GOSUB 28:CL$=HSCQ,
) : Z=USR CLOOK, S T , ADR C"K") , C4)
0+CI5':POKE 55',34:GOTO 11
1'9 IF K=Ce AND z=ce THEN ? "You have
232 DATtl 0,0,1,2,4,5,6,7,8,',10,12,14,
nothing to attach it to.":RETURN
15,16,789,710
\
1'1 IF N$="D" THEN 1~4
--+233 D~TA AEB?G???A,BABCG,CDCEB,DfCID,E
1'2 If N$="£" THEN 1'6
EAfC,FFDGE???C,GHBAf,HKG?L,I?J?D
H3 GOTO 20
234 D~TA JI??????NB,K?H?????D,L??H?M,M
\ 1'4 If Z THEN ? "Cube absorbs the batt
????NL?5,N?????M?I,O??MP???F,P??0????L
ery and hUMS.":GOTO 1~'
,QURSTX??U,ROU?????H
1'5 IF K THEN? "Green batter!:.' doesn't
235 DATA S???O???PK,T??Q????UU,URQVW,U
fit.":RETURN
UUUU?1?O,WWUUV,X??Y??0?W,Y???X???OR
1'6 If X THEN ? "Spheroid ab-sorbs the
236 DATA 104,104,133,296,104,133,205,1
battery and":? "displays a SYMbol: AAA
04,133,204,104,133,203,16',0,133,213,1
":GOTO 1'8
62,21,282,240,4~,24,165,285
1'7 IF Z THEN? "Blue battery doesn't
237 D~Ttl 105,5,133,205,165,206,105,0,1
fit.":RETURN
33,286,24,160,O,177,293,20~,205,208,23
1'8 5 TS CX, X) ="H": M$ U50, 150) ="0": M$ U5
1,200,177,203,20',205,208
3,15Jl=IW":NOUN$C35,351=IH":GOTO 291
238 DATA 224,280,177,283,28~,285,206,2
1~' ST$ CZ, l) ="J": M$ (263,263) ="J": H$ (26
17,200,177,203,20',295,208,210,200,177
2,262)="?":NOUN$C49,401="J"
,205,133,212,'6,16',0,133,212,'6
200 IF CLSCCl,C1J="O" THEN CL$CC6,(6)=
23' D~TA 104,104,133,206,104,133,205,1
"?":CLSC7 7)="J"
94,133,204,104,133,203,16~,e,168,133,2
201 If Cl$CCl,C1)="J" THEN Cl$CC~,C~)=
13,177,203,133,207,104,104,168
"W":CL$CC6,C6)="a"
249 DATA 136,48,19,165,207,20',285,208
202 ST$CY,Y)="?":flAG=Cl:POP :GOTO 70:
,247,200,132,212,'6,16',0,133,212,'6
_REM
241 DATA 184,184,141,1,2,184,141,0,2,1
~03 REM * VERB 0
73,48,2,133,203,173,4',2,133,204,160,2
294 GOSUB 24:G05UB 25:If Y=CO AND "$(>
4,16',130,145,203
"Nil THEN? DH$:RETURN
242 D~TA 16',0,141,243,2,'6,0,72,138,7
295 IF "S=""" AND X THEN 180
2,16~,O,162,18,141,18,212,141,24,296,1
-." 206 IF N$="A" AND Y THEN? "HEADlINE:
42,23,208,230,208
243 DATA 165,288,41,16,74,74,74,141,1,
~'Declaration Stolen!":? "Police Anxious
212,184,170,104,64
9J ly Await Recover-y!":RETURN
244 DATA 184,184,194,179,165,88,133,20
207 If N$="U" tiND 'i THEN? "'We the pe
ople ... '":RETURN
3,165,8',133,204,216,24,202,48,15,165,
208 If N$="W" AND 'i T,HEN 106
293,185,49,133,293,165,204
245 D~TA 105,0,133,204,24,144,238,160,
~20' GOTO 20
210 REtiD fLAG,CO,Cl,C2,C4,C5,C6,C7,C8,
15',16~,O,145,293,136,298,251,~6
Cj,CI0,C12,C14,C15,C16,C70',C719
246 DATA Morning paper211 GOSUB 14: POKE 752, Cl :? "I'i·H,~..Um
247 DATA $1 bi 11
Br- i an Mor- i ar-t!' s" :?"~ .--.l"",lIJr:lill"":iE:-:.mlI
248 D~Ttl Stone
1:I.il.I:t"1':.I)t;liII:~(IJ:."
249 DATA Green battery
212 ? "~
(C) El83 ANALOG COM~ut!..n.9
250 D~Ttl Blue battery
": POSITION C12, CI6:? ".t:t.I(·lIt4t:lr.-.
251 DATA Broken portable radio
":REM
252 D~Ttl EMp1!:.' radio
213 DIH H$(406),Cl$(16),K$C24) N$(4),V
253 DATA Spheroid with AAA SYMbol
$(4),lOOk$C43),UERB$Cl00),NOUNSCI00),C
254 DATA ~lien spheroid
$C'),ST$(5),DlI$C64),F$(42),D$C76)
255 DATA HUMMing alien cube
214 DIM Ok$(5),DHSC29):OK$="Okay.":DH$
256 DATA Alien cube
="You don't have that."
257 DATA Teabag
258
D~TA Str-ange shiMMer-ing Mass
215 "OUN$="PAPEABIlLBSTO"CGREEDBLUEERA

I

j

K

0

0

o

...
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25~

260
261
262
26J
264
265
266
267
268

D~T~ ~lien s~~bOI on wall
DATA s~range gloves
DATA 5-di~ensional beas~
DATA Bri~ish soldier
DATA Bayone~
DATA Locked window
D~TA Broken wes~ window
DATA The Declara~ion
DATA Powerful force field
D~TA TransdiMensional dUc~

•
CHECKSUM DATA
(See D:CHECK/C:CHECK,p.26)

9218
LOA M88
9215
STA NRET+I
9228
LOX MI5
8225 NEXT DEX
9238
BED NOPE
8235
CLC
8248
LOA TABLE
8245
ADC 1$85
8258
STA TABLE
8255
LOA TABLE+ I
9268
AOC M88
8265
STA TABlE+1
8278
CLC
8275
LOY 1$89
9288
LOA (NO!.N) ,Y
8285
CHP (TABLE>,Y
9298
ONE NEXT
8295
IHY
9388
LOA (NO!.N)1Y
8385
CHP <TABLE>,Y
9318
ItlE NEXT
8315
IHY
8329
LOA (NO~)1Y
8325
CMP (TABLE>,Y
8338
ItlE NEXT
8335
IHY
9348
LOA (NO!.N),Y
8345
CHP (TABLE>,Y
9358
ItlE NEXT
8355
IHY
9368
LOA <TABLE> ,Y
8365
STA NRET
9378
RTS
8375 NOPE LOA 1$89
9388
STA NRET
8385
RTS

ISSUE 11

; zero msb
; noun/uerb count
; ill egaI
j

entry

+5 to pointer

;
;
;
;

init index
get 1st char
equal?
no; next noun
; in-I ine for speed
; try 2nd char

; try 3rd char
; last char!
; must be Ie9i I

get iden I
give to BASIC,
; and return
; 8=illegal entry
; giue to BASIC
; and re turn

j
j

•

•
Assetnbly Language Listing

8188 j NOUNIVERB DECODER
8185 ;
8119 ; Syntax: N=USR(Hl,TL-5,NL)
8115 ; NL=addr of this routine
8128 ; Tl=addr of lookup table
9125 j NL=addr of current noun/uerb
01'38 i
9135 ; Program equates
8148 j
8145 NOUN=SC8 j noun addr pointer
8158 TABlE=SCD ; table addr pointer
8155 NRET=fD4 ; BASIC return addr
8168 ;

8165
9178
8175
8188

8185
8198
8195
8288
8285

PLA
PLA
STA
PLA
STA
PLA
STA
PLA
STA

TABLE+I
TABLE
NOUN+l
NOUN

; II arguments
j msb of table addr
; Isb
; IIsb of noun addr
j Isb

9189 ; CHARCTER SEARCH ROUTINE
8185 ;
8118 ; Syntax: X=USR(HL,SVT,V,R)
8115 ; NL=addr of this routine
8128 j SVT=addr of $ to be searched
8125 ; V=addr of search character
8138 ; R=* bytes to search
9135 ;
8149 ; Program equates
8145 •
8159 CAoR=SCB ; char addr pointer
9155 TABLE=SCO ; uerb table pointer
8168 CHAR=iCF j character bUffer
8165 BRET=S04 ; BASIC return addr
8179 j
8175
PlA
; • arguments
9188
PLA
; IIsb of table addr
8185
STA TABLE+I
8198
PLA
j lsb
8195
STA TABLE
8298
PLA
j IIsb of uerb addr
8295
STA CADR+I
9219
PLA
; lsb
8215
STA CADR
9229
LOA 1$99
8225
TAY
8239
STA BRET+l
; zero flsb
8235
LOA (CADR),Y j ge t the char
9248
STA CHAR
; saue for later
8245
PlA
j msb of range (ignore)
8258
PLA
; lsb
8255
TAY
; use as the index
8269 NEXT DEY
8265
Etll NOPE
; must be illegal
9278
LOA CHAR
; get char

ISSUE 11

8275
8288
8285
8298
8295
8388 NOPE
8395
8318

(}P

(TABLE>,Y ; match?
; no; try another
; yesl.give position
; to ~SIC
BRB
; and return
; 8=char not found
1S88
; give to ~IC
BRET
; and return

1M NEXT

IHY

STY

RTS
LOA
STA
RTS

•
8188 ; DLI/BLINK ROUTINE
8185 ;
8118 ; Syntax: USR<oLI,oLI+X)
el15 ; DLI=addr of this routine
8128 j X=offset to oLI handler
8125 j
8138 ; Program equates

811i ~OLPF1=lD817

8145 OOLPf2=lD818
8158 WSYNc=so48A
8155 SOlSTL=$8238
8168 VDSLST=l8288
8165 CHACTL=so481
8178 CHACT=l82F3
8175 BUFFER=SCB

8188 BLINCT=lD8

8185
8198
8195
8288
8285
8218
8215
8228
8225
9238
8235
8248
9245
9259
8255
8269
8265
8279
8275
8288
8285
8298
8295
8388
9395
8319
9315
8328
8325
9338
9335
8348
8345
9358
8355
9368
8365
9378
8375
8388
8385

;

i First set up the oLI
j

PLA

PLA
STA VDSLST+l

PLA

STA
LOA
STA
LOA
STA
LOY
LOA
STA
LOA
STA

RTS

VOSLST
SoLSTL
BUFFER
SDLSTL+l
BUFFER+l
#$1 B
1$82
(BUFFER),Y
#$88
CHACT

BRK

;

«argumen ts

i flsb of OLI addr

; Isb
i find start of
; display list

; flode line 28
; OL instruction

; turn off
; inverse video
;

llark end

of in i t

i
i This is the actual DlI handler
i
~

; save accumulator

~

; save X
; black bkgrnd
; wh i te chars

INC BLINCT

; 81

1XA

LOA
LOX
STA
STA

1l$88
#$eA
lolSYNC
CDlPF2
STX COLPFI

LOA BLINCT
~ #$18
LSR A
LSR A
LSR A
STA C~CTL
PLA

TAX

PLA

RTf
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ink cursor

8115 ; Syntax: X=USR(ML,ST)
8128 ; HL=addr of this routine
8125 ; ST=starting line nUbber
8138 ;
8135 ; PROGRAH EGUATES
8148 •
8145 BuFFER=$CB ; scr address buffer
8158 SAVMSC=S58 ; screen top pointer
8155 ;
9168
ptA
; I arglJ1lents
8165
PLA
; flsb Of I inel; ignore
8178
ptA
• Ish .
,
8175
TAX
; save In x-register
8188
LOA SAlA1SC
; get screen
8185
STA BUFFER
; address
9198
LOA SAlA1SC+l
8195
STA BUFFER+l
9288
ClO
i clear decimal mode
8285
CLC
9218 AO048 DEX
i find ~indOw addr
8215
OMI CLEAR
8228
LOA BUFFER
i add 48
8225
AoC 1S28
8238
STA BUFFER
8235
LOA BUFFER+l
9248
AOC "88
8245
STA BUFFER+l
8258
CLC
8255
BCC AoD48
9268 CLEAR LOY 1S9F
i clear 4 lines
8265
LOA 1S88
• space char
8278 SPACE STA (BUFFER),Y ,
8275
DEY
8288
BNE SPACE
8285
RTS

•
..

NEW FOR AfARI

-. diskwiz

COMPLETE & AFFORDABLE
DISK EDITING REPAIR & DUPLICATION
SYSTEM FOR ATARI OR PERCOM DRIVES

• single load • fa t mach. lang. • repair, explore, dup
dos/non-dos sectors • simultaneous hex/ascii display and
editing· print out all modes to any printer· dumps special
& inverse chars to EPSON graftax & NEC 8023 • fast mapping and byte searches • file link trace· speed check and adjust· block move· auto link pointer, file code change.
vtoc bit map changes or check· cross sector disassembler.
fast/slow copy • 1 or 2 drives • hex-dec-asc conv.• complete manual· create "bad" sectors· fix deleted or open
files· fix dup filenames· safely use non-formaltab/e disks.
easy, fast, complete. see review Analog 11 • more!

All this for only $25 postpaid
Don't waste your money on simple copiers or more
expensive programs that don't deliver as much.

; restore A and X

48 hr. shipping for cashiers checks & money orders. Allow
up to 3 weeks for personal checks, - C.O.D. add $2.00. J sl
class add $1.00. Club & dealer enquiry encouraged.

; back to BASIC

•
8189 ; SCREEN ERASE SUBROUTINE
8195 ; CLEARS IN 4-LINE BLOCKS
8118 ;

Ask for it al your local dealer.

ALLEN

- MACROWARE

(213) 376-4105

1906 Carnegie Lane" E"
Redondo Beach, CA 90278

Alari, EPSOll, NEe & Percom, are trademarks of Atari, Inc.. Epson America, Nip·
pon Electric Company, Percom Data respectively.
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CiRAPHICS 7+ HANDLER
16K Cassette/24K Disk

by Tom Hudson
Hidden deep inside the ATARI 4001800 computer systems are several capabilities that ATARI
apparently chose to keep a deep, dark secret. Playermissile graphics, an incredibly powerful graphics
tool, are barely hinted at in most ATARI documentation. Optimized Systems Software's BASIC A+
was a step in the right direction as far as P1M
graphics are concerned, allowing easy manipulation
in BASIC.
Unknown to many ATARI users, the 4001800
computers actually have 14 graphics modes (17 if
you count GTIA), not just the nine BASIC modes 08. These additional modes are available in the hardware, but the Operating System (OS) doesn't
support them directly. Shown below is a table of
the ANTIC (hardware) modes and their corresponding BASIC modes.

tlNTIC BtlSIC DESCRIPTION
MODE MODE
0:2

0

a;}

04

05
06
07
08

OJ

10
11

12
13
14
15

1
:2

3"
4
'5

6

7

8

40 j( :24,
40 H 19,
40 X 24,
40 X 12,
20 X 24,

2 COLOR, TEXT

:2 COLOR, TEXT

4 COLOR, TEXT
4 COLOR, TEXT
15 COLOR,

TEXT

2 COLOR,
4 COLOR,
4 COLOR,
2 COLOR,

GRtlPHIC
GRAPHIC
GRtlPHIC
GIHiPHIC

5 COLOR, TEXT
X 24, 4 COLOR, GRtlPHIC
X 48, 2 COLOR, GRtlPHIC
X 48, 4 COLOR, GRtlPHIC
H "96, 2 COLOR, GRAPHIC

20 H 1.2,

40
80
80
160
160 Xl~2,
160 X j6,
160 iU"92,
320 Xl"9:2,

ANTIC mode 3 is a nifty text mode similar to
GRAPHICS 0 which will allow true descenders on
lower-case letters. ANTIC 4 and 5 are very powerful text modes allowing 5 colors WITHIN EACH
CHARACTER I Mode 4 was used for ATARI's
adaptation of PAC-MAN, for the maze and-oonus
nuggets. ANTIC 12, which we call GRAPHICS 6+,
is identical to BASIC GRAPHICS 6, but each
plotted block (or pixel) is only one scan line tall,
giving a higher resolution display of 160 by 192.
The mode this article is concerned with is ANTIC
14, or GRAPHICS 7+. It is identical to GRAPHICS
7, but has a resolution of 160 by 192. Using this

mode will allow the generation of high-resolution
displays in four colors. The best example of this
mode is Datasoft's graphics package,
"Micropainter." This article will present a machinelanguage subroutine which will allow you to use
GRAPHICS 7+ from BASIC. It also has some nice
enhancements which make plotting and drawing
much faster.
The "Plot" Thickens
Listing 1 is the BASIC code necessary to use
GRAPHICS 7+. As written, it will run a continuous
demonstration, plotting rectangles in 3 colors at
random points on the screen. Type this listing into
your computer and SAVE it before running it.
After SAVEing the program, RUN it. If the listing
was entered correctly, you will see rectangles plotted
continuously on your screen. The program has some
error-checking that will catch some errors in the
DATA. A "CALC DATA ERROR" indicates an
error in the plot calculator data in lines 460-500. A
"MAIN DATA ERROR" indicates an error in the
main routine data in lines 540-680.
Listings 2 and 3 are the machine-language source
listings of the handler, for those interested in the
assembler side of the routine.
Once you have an operating copy of the
GRAPHICS 7+ handler, you are ready to use it in
your own programs.

Inside The Program
As noted earlier, the program presented here will
plot random rectangles on your screen. The code
tha t performs this function is in lines 230 -420. Lines
50-220 and 440-680 MUST be left as is (of course,
you can delete the REMarks if you wish).
Line 50 - READs the DATA in lines 460-500 and
places it in the user memory. This DATA, the
machine-language form of listing #2, actually
performs the calculations needed to PLOT in
GRAPHICS 7+.
Lines 110-115 - READs the DATA in lines 540680 and places it in the string variable G7P$. This
DATA is the machine-language form of listing #3,
and handles GRAPHICS 7+ initialization,
PLOTting and DRAWing. Note that a simple
checksum routine is used to check for DATA errors.
Line 170 - This line sets entry points into the

BUSINESS PACKAGES FOR $195.00 EACH
For the first time, Financial Software Plus introduces businesss packages
for the Atari 400 or 800 computer that simulates business packages found
on much larger and expensive computer systems. All our packages are
written by an accountant-programmer and program designer so that you
can be assured that our packages will meet your individual requirements.

INVENTORY
•
•

•

•

•

PAYROLL

Capacity of 500 part numbers, 250
customers, 250 vendors per disk.
Maintains customer files, vendor files, and
sales history by month and year-to-year
date.
Generates purchase orders, invoices, quotations, regular mailing labels, and shipping
labels.
Reports Include: Quantity in stock, quantity
on order, backorder, reorder, and sales
activity.
Ability to limit reports by part numbers and
vendor or both.

•
•

Capacity of 100 Employees per disk.
User changeable tax codes-five different tax
tables may be set up.

•

Miscellaneous earnings and deductions
categories are user specified and
changeable at any time.

•

Prints checks, W2's, month-end, quarterly,
annual and tax reports.

•

Fixed or variable deduction capability

COMMON FEATURES
•
•
•
•

Will run on a one or two disk drive system at any time.
All data disks are created automatically-unlimited storage capacity.
All reports can be printed to the screen or printer-printer is optional.
Can act as a stand alone package or a fully integrated system with our general
ledger package.

Stop on down to your nearest dealer and ask for a demonstration.
Atari is a registered trademark of Atari Incorporated.
General Ledger, Accounts Payable, and Accounts Receivable Packages Available Soon.

FINANCIAL SOFTWARE PLUS
121 WEST CEDAR
KALAMAZOO, MICH. 49007
(616) 345-8546
DISTRIBUTOR AND DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME
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machine-language program located in G7P$. INIT is
the address of the initialization routine, PL is the
address of the PLOT routine, and DR is the address
of the DRAWTO routine.
Line 220 - This line initializes the GRAPHICS 7+
screen. First, the user must set up a GRAPHICS 8
screen, either a full-screen or split-screen mode. In
this case, we want a full-screen GRAPHICS 7+
screen so we use GRAPHICS 8+16. Using only
GRAPHICS 8 will allow the use of a text window at
the bottom of the screen. We use a GRAPHICS 8
call because it reserves the same amount of memory
that GRAPHICS 7+ needs. Next, we do a USR call
to the INIT routine to actually set up the
GRAPHICS 7+ screen. It's that simple!
Line 230 - This line sets COLOR 0 to red.
Line 280 - This line randomizes the X and Y
coordinates of the rectangle's upper-left corner. It
also sets a random COLOR of 1, 2, or 3. We don't
allow the color value to be zero, as this would be the
same color as the background, and wouldn't show
up.
Line 330 - This line PLOTs the first point of a
rectangle. It does the same thing as the BASIC
statement:
PLOT lO+X,lO+Y
One interesting function incorporated into the
GRAPHICS 7+ handler is the ability to plot
multiple points with one PLOT statement. For
example, examine the following BASIC statements:
PLOT
PLOT
PLOT
PLOT

X,V
X+2,V+2
X,V+2
X+2,V

These four commands could be done in
GRAPHICS 7+ with ONE command, as shown
below:
A=USR(PL,X,Y,X+ 2,Y+ 2 ,X,Y+ 2,X+ 2 ,Y)
Using one command for such multiple PLOTs can
speed up program execution and makes life a little
easier when keying in programs. Just remember to
always give the routine an EVEN number of
arguments (X and Y coordinates ).If the GRAPHICS
7+ handler receives an odd number of arguments, it
will not plot, but will simply return to BASIC. If the
= 0-159,
X or Y values exceed the screen limits
Y = 0-191), the PLOT will be ignored.
To summarize, whenever a PLOT is desired in
GRAPHICS 7+, use the command:
A=USR(PL,X,Y)
where X and Yare the coordinates of the pixel to be
PLOTed.
Line 380 - This line DRAWs the four sides of the
rectangle. As with the GRAPHICS 7+ PLOT
handler, the DRAW handler will accept multiple
DRAWTOs! As you can see, we can draw a rectangle
in GRAPHICS 7+ with only TWO commands,

eX

where normally FIVE BASIC commands would be
necessary. This line is the same as the four BASIC
commands:
DAAWTO
DAAWTO
DAAWTO
DRAWTO

U+X, V
X,V
X,18+V
18+X,18+Y

This multiple-argument DRAWTO capability can
be very powerful, allowing many lines to be drawn
with one statement.
Whenever a DRAWTO is desired with
GRAPHICS 7+, use the command:
A=USR(DR,X,Y)
where X and Yare the corrdinates of the pixel a line is
to be drawn to. This line will originate from the last
point plotted by the GRAPHICS 7+ routine.
Line 420 - This line simply transfers control back
to line 280, where the plotting of another rectangle
begins.
Using Graphics 7+
In Your Own Programs
You can easily create programs that use
GRAPHICS 7+. Simply remove lines 230-420 and
place your program code after line 220. You may
change the "GRAPHICS 8+ 16" command in line
220 if a split-screen graphics mode is desired.
I think you will find that GRAPHICS 7+ is a
happy medium between the somewhat "chunky"
GRAPHICS 7 and the one-color hi-res GRAPHICS
8. Its added resolution in the Y-axis brings it close to
mode 8, and the four-color capability gives
spectacular displays.
Interestingly enough, the new ATARI 1200XL
computer supports ANTIC modes 4, 5, 12 (or 6+)
and 14 (or 7+)! Therefore, this program is
unnecessary for those future 1200XL owners. Of
course, any program written with this GRAPHICS
7+ handler will work on a 1200XL, without
modification.
Whichever ATARI computer you own, the
GRAPHICS 7+ handler will let those hidden
graphics capabilities shine through. 0

1 REM xxxx**xx*x*xx******M***X*X*xx**
2 REM*
3 REM
GR~PHIC5 7+ H~NDlfR
4 REM
5 REM
BY TOM HUDSON
6 REM
7 REM
A.N.~.l.O.G. COMPUTING Ull
8 REM
3 REM ****x**xx*XXX*xx**XX**xxx*xxxxx

*
**
**
*

**
**
**
*

19 REM
20
30
40
SO

REM *XX PLACE PLOT CALCULATOR *XX
REM *XX ON PAGE 6
***
REM
FOR K=O TO 116:READ H:POKE 1536+X,"
:CK=CI<+N:NEXT X:IF CK015155 THEN? lie
ALC IHITA ERROR I": END
60 REM
70 REM
PLACE GRAPHICS 7+ *XX
80 REM *** M~CHINE-lANGUAGE
*XX
30 REM
IN STRING G7P$
*XX
100 REM

***
***
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110 DIM G7P$(371):FOR X=l TO 371:READ
N:G7P$(X,KJ=CHR$CN}:CK=CK+N:NEHT K
115 IF CK <> 6380~ THEN ? "MAIN DATA ERR
OR!":END
120 REM
l~e REM
SET INITIALIZATION,
148 REM *** PLOT AND DRAWTO
***
150 REM
VARIABLES
169 REM
170INIT=ADRCG7P$):Pl=INIT+77:I>R=IHIT+
IH
130 REM
1'0 REM
SET UP GRAPHICS 7+ ***
299 REM
GR~PHICS MODE
***
210 REM
220 GRAPHICS 8+16:A=USRCINIT)
230 5ETCOLOR 9,3,2
240 REM
250 REM *** GET RANDOM X,V, AND
269 REM *~ COLOR VALUES
270 REM
280 H=RNDCO)*140:V=UND(0)*180:COlOR IN

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

T(RNDC9}*~+I)

'l.<Hl REM
~oo

319

310

***

REM
PLOT THE FIRST POINT ***
REM *** IN THE RECTANGLE
REM
A=U5RCPL,10+X,10+Yl
REM
REM *** DRAW THE 4 SIDES Of ***
REM *** THE RECTANGLE
***

***

339
34C
350
369
370 REM
380 A=U5RCDR,10+X,V,K,V,X,10+V,10+X,10
+'0

3'0
400
419
420
430
440
459
460

REM
REM

***

REM

GOTO 280
REM

REM

REM
DATA

***

00 ANOTHER RECTANGLE

***

PLOT CALCULATOR DATA

***
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,161,0,141,245,6
640 D~TA 141,244,6,173,246,6,205,247,6
,144,15,141,250,6,133,209,74,141,245,6
,169,0,240,14,249
650 DATA 147,173,247 J 6,141,250,6,133,2
0',74.141,244,6,173,250,6,240,237,173,
245,6,24,109,247,6
660 DATA 141,245,6,1'7,209,144,1',173,
245,6,56,22',209,141,245,6,173,241,6,2

4,10~,24~.6,141,241

670 DATA 6,173,244,6,24,10',246,6,141,

244,6,1'7,20~,144,19,173,244,6,56,229,

209,141,244,6,173
680 D~TA 240,6,24,10~,248,6,141,248,6,
32,0,6,206,250,6,208,182,169,9,240,15'

•

CHECKSUM DATA
(See D:CHECKIC:CHECK,p.26)

1 DATA 746,168,556,172,240,176,687,180

,162,251,614,549,257,382,261,6001
70 DA1~ 720,893,600.74,882,737,80,443.
114,659,92,497,38,379,229,6471
210 DATA 79,871,448,88,180,'60,97p2~7,
103,168,379,84,938,90,92,5465
360 DATA 378,",68,105,563,83,721,89,6
84,95,854,415,819,'65,752,73'0
510 DATA 85,181,31,548,871,853,27',713
,142J6,358,431,477,618,~12,6565
»~TA 735,711,81,1527

660

•
Assembly Language Listing

173,241,6,10,133,20~,16~,0,42
,1~3,204,6,203,38,204,6,203,165,203,IJ

3,207,38,204,165,204
470 DATA 133,298,6,293,38,294,6,203,38
,204,165,203,24,101,207,133,203,165,20
4,191,208,133,294,165,88

GRAPHICS 7+ HANDLER

J204,133,294,173,240,6,41,3,170,173,14
0,6,74,74,24,101,203
490 DATA 133,203,165,204,105,0,133,204
,164,200,18',113,6,51.105,6,133,206,18

WR ITTEN BY: Tct1 HUDSctJ
A.N.A.L.O.G. COMPUTING MIl

500 DATA 5,206,145,203,'6,0,85,170,255
,63,297,243 J 252,192,48,12,3
510 REM
520 REM *** GR. 7+ M~CHINE CODE ***
539 REM!
540 DAT~ 104,173,48,2,24,105,3,133,203

OPERATING SYSTEM EQUATES

4S0

D~TA

24,101,203,133,20~,165,8,,101

=

~,109,6,160,O,49,10J

,17J,4~,2,105,0,133,204,160,9,177,293,

201,79,208,21,169
559 D~TA 78,145,293,165,203,24,165,2,1
33,203,165,204,195,0,133,204,169,0,240
,15,291 15 298 6 169
560 DATA la,14S,203,208,5,201,65,208,1
J96,165,293,24,105,1,133,293,165,204,1
05,0,133,204,169,0
570 DATA 249,197,216 J 104,240,13,133,20
5,41,1,240,8.166,205,104,104,202,208,2
51 '6 104.194,201.160,176
580 DAT~ 22,141,240,6,104,104,201.192,
176,6,141,241,6,32,6,6,198,205,198,205
,203,22',96,104,104
590 DATA 169,0,249,243,216,104,240,217
,133,205,41.1,240,6,166,205,16',0,240,
200,104,194,201,160,176
600 D~r~ 14,141,242,6,104,104,201,1~2,

176,7,141,243,6,144,~,104,104,198,295,
1'8,205,208,228,~6,205

610 DATA 241,6,144,14,56,237,241,6,141
,247,6,169,1,141,249,6,208,15,173,241,
6,56,237,243,6
620 D~T~ 141,247,6,169,155,141,24',6,1
73,242,6,295,249,6,144,14,56,237,240,6
,141,246.6,169,1
630 DAT~ 141,248,6,208,15,173,249,6,56
,237,242,6,141,246,6,16',255,141,248,6

SAlA1SC = $58
COLOR = .. C8

jSCREEN ADDRESS
jCOLOR REGISTER

MY WORKING VARIA8LES

LO
= tCB
HI
= teC
HOLD = tCE
LOHLD = $CF
HIHLD = tD9
PLOT WORK DATA
PLOTX
PLOTY

=
=

t6F9
$6FI

ORG ..8688

iPAGE 6

GR. 7+ PLOTTER ROUTINE
PLOTCL LDA PLOTY

jMULT. YBY 49:
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ASL A
STA LO
LOA #0
ROL A
STA HI
ASL LO
ROL HI
ASL LO

------------------------

OPERATING SYSTEM EQUATES

------------------------

j*2
j*4

DLISTL = $230
DLISTH = $231
COLOR = $C8

Ave

SlA

HI
HI
HIHLD
LO
HI
LO
HI
LO
LaHLO
LO
HI
HIHLD
HI
SAlMSC
LO
LO
SAlMSC+1
HI
HI
PLOTX
#3

LOA
AOC
STA
LOA
eLC
Aoe
STA
LOA
AOC
STA
LOA
~JD
TAX
LOA PLOTX
LSR A
LSR A
eLC
AOC LO
STA LO
LOA HI
AOC 119
STA HI
LOY COLOR
LOA EWtSK2 X
~o COLORS:Y
5TA HOLD
LOA BtlASK1,X
LOY #9
AND (LO) ,Y
ORA HOLD
STA (LO),Y
RTS

,DISPLAY LIST UJiJ
;DISPLAY LIST HIGH
jBASIC COLOR

--------------------

S~ [~HLD

ROL
LDA
STA
ASL
ROL
ASL
ROL
LOA
eLC

ISSUE 11

MY WORKING VARIABLES
--------------------

j*8
pt16

;*32

LO
HI
ARGNLt1
LOHLD
HIHLD
ENDPT

=
=
=
=
=
=

$CB
iCC
$CD
$CF
$00
$01

-----------------------

PLOT ADDRESS CALCULATOR

-----------------------

'HB=*48
;ADD THE DISPLAY
;ADORESS TO GET
'THE ACTUAL
lAOORESS OF THE
;BYTE TfJAT WILL
;BE ALTERED FOR
,THE PLOT.
;~Sf{ PLOTX FOR
jPLOT INDEX,
jPLACE IN X.
JGET PLOTX ffjD
jOIVIDE
'BY 4
IADD to
.PLOT ADDRESS
;FDR FINAL PLOT
jADDRESS.

PLOTCL = $0689
--------------

PLOTX
PLOTY
DRAW}(
DRAWY

ACCX
ACCY
DELTAX
DELTAY
INCX
INCY
CDIMR

PLOT WORK DATA
-------------= $6F9
= $6Fl
= $6F2
= $6F3
= $6F4
= $6FS
= $6F6
$6F7
= $6F8
=
= $oF9
= $6FA

jPLOT XLOC.
;PLOT YLOC.
jDRAWTO XLOC.
jDRfWO YLOC.
;X ACCLt1ULATOR
jY ACCLt1ULATOR
jV~D WORK AREA
jORAWTO WORK AREA
jDRAW XINCREMENT
jORAW YINCREMENl
jD~O COlt-ITER

--------------------

JGET COLOR
'ffjD MASK OFF
;PIXEl POSITl (J-f
·f.t\VE IT
;~SK OF~ PIXEL
jOF THE AODRESS
JTO BE ALTERED
'SET THE PLOT
;Bns ffjD STORE!
JFINIS!

----------------

PLOT MASK TABLES
---------------COLORS DB $99,$S5,$AA.$FF
Il'fASKl DB $3F;$CF,$F3;$FC
EWtSK2 DB $C9,$30,$8C,$03
END

•
GRAPHICS 7+ HANDLER
WRITTEN BY: HJ1 HUDSllJ
A.N.A.L.O.G. COMPUTING 1111

RELOCATABLE ROUTINES
-------------------ORG $6999
jANYt.JHERE

--------------------------DISPLAY LIST INITIALIZATI(J-f

---------------------------

SETUP

PLA
LOA DLISTL
CLC
AOC #3
STA LO
LOA DLISTH
AOC 118
STA HI
LOY 110
SCANDL LOA (LO),Y
CHP 1I$4F
BNE NCt1LD
LOA 1I$4E
STA (LO),Y
LOA LO
CLC
ADC 112
STA LO
LOA HI
AOC #0
STA HI
LOA #0
BEG NXTOLB
NCt1LD CMP "SF
IlNE NOREGL
LOA 1I$8E
STA (LO),Y

jIDISCARD)
'FIND THE
;AODRESS OF
jTHE BASIC
;OISPLAY LIST
;~ PLACE
jIN APAGE S
jWORKING AREA
JNO YOFFSET
jSCAN THE DISPLAY LIST:
jCImGE
j$4F (GR. 3)
JTO
j$4£ (GR. 7+)
jSINCE THIS WAS
jA 'LOAD MEMORY'
jINSTRUCTl(J-f (3 BYTES)
jWE WILL SKIP
jTHE NEXT 2 BYTES
JTO GET THE NEXT
jOISPLAY LIST
jINSTRUCTI(}J
jADDRESS.
jCHANGE $0F (GR. 8)
JTO
j$0E (GR. 7+)
jffjD 60 TO

A.N.A.L.O.G. COMPUTING
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BNE
NOREGL CMP
BNE
RTS
NXTDLB LOA
CLC
ADC
STA
LDA
ADC
STA
LOA
BEG
i
i

NXTDLB

"41

NXTDLB
LO

III

LO
HI

*9

HI
118
SCttlDL
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PLA
CHP
BCS
STA
JSR
DECARG DEC
DEC
BNE
RTS
NOPLOT PLA
PLA
LOA
BEG

;NEXT D.L. INSTRUCTION.
iEND OF DISP. LIST?
iNO: GET NEXT BYTE
jYES EXIT'
j INCREMOO THE
iHEHDRY POINTER
JTO GET THE
jNEXT BYTE
jOF THE
iOISPLAY LIST
iANO
jFORCE B~CH
iffACK TO LOOP~

#192
DECARG
PLOTY
PLOTCL
ARfi4lJ1
AR~l.t1

GOOOPL

M9
DECARG

JGET PLOT Y
jft.lSCREEN?
iNO'
jYES SAVE
jPLOt IT ~ I ~
jHEY WE AAVE
;2 LESS ARGS!
jANOTHER PLOT
;FINIS~

iPULL V-COORD
jOFF STACK

;FDRCE

B~CH

iTO NEXT PLOT

GRAPHICS 7+ DRAW HANDLER

GRAPHICS 7+ PLOT HANDLER

;

PLOT

CLO
PLA
BEQ
STA
AND
BEG
LDX
PUUEH PLA
PLA

PULLED

DRAW

jCLEAR DECI~L MODE
jPULL # OF ARGlJ1ENTS
jOOPS-NONE I !

AR~UN

#1
GOODPL
ARtJ.ll.t1

iN~D EVEN#

jOk.
iNOT EVEN,
iClEAR STACK

OEX

ll-JE PULLEM
PULLED RTS

JEX11 TO BASIC

GOOOPL PLA
PLA
CHP #168
BCS NOPLOT
STA PLOTX
PLA

j<DISCARO)
jGET PLOT X
jONSCREEN?
JNO!
iYES, SAVE
j <DISCARD)

PULLED

AR~ltI

III

GOOOOR
AR\JlLt1
119
PULLEM

GOODDR PLA
PLA
CNP #168
BCS NODRAW
STA DRPUX
PLA
PLA
CHI' M192
BCS DECPLA

YOUR KEY

iCLEAR DECI~L MODE
iPULL # OF ARGUMENTS .
JNONE! !
iNEED EVEN #
'OK'
:~mT EVEN
;FORCE B~CH
JTO ABORT.
; <DISCARD)
'GET D~O X
; (J~SCREEN')
iNO~

;YES t SAVE IT
i(ObCARD)
;GET ORAWTO Y
•(}ISCREEN?
;NO'

TO ATARI® 800

ENJOYMENT

DODBir3mOD
FULL-VIEW 80
Get
professional
80 column word
processing, CP/M,
data management, remote
terminal configurations, plus many
more applications thanks to the
BIT 3 FULL-VIEW 80. Clear crisp
characters on your CRT monitor
with full descenders are standard.
And all your current Atari 40 column and graph ics programs work:
switch between normal Atari 40
column/graphics mode and 80 column mode either under program or
keyboard control. Just plug into
slot 3, cable up and fun. Maintain
48K RAM capacity by installing the
BIT 3 32K MEMORY PLUS RAM
card in RAM slot 2.
So me word processors that
work in 80 columns on the FULLVI EW 80 are Letter Perfect from
UK and Atext-1 by Elcomp Publishing. Other popular software that

CLD
PLA
BEQ
STA
AND
BEG
LOX
LOA
BEQ

80 COLUMN CARD

See a reviewofthe FULL-VIEW
80 in A.N.A.L.O.G. Computing,
Issue 9, page 31. Other reviews available upon request.
runs with the FULL-VIEW 80 is
Atari's Assembler Editor, Basic Cartridge, Macro Assembler, and
PASCAL; Optimized System's Basic
A+, OS/A+and EASMD; Microsoft's
BASIC; Teletari by Don't Ask Computer and T.H.E. Smart Terminal
by Binary Computer Software. More
applications are being added every
day including CP/M by Software
Pu bl ishers.

CONTACT
BIT 3
OR YOUR
DEALER FOR
PURCHASE.

Full-View 80 . . . . . . ..

$299.00

32K Memory Plus. . . . .. $80.00

OTHER FINE PRODUCTS FROM BIT3
For Apple computers: Full-View 80,
2 Serial Channel Card. For IBM PC computers: Multibus Expansion;
General
products: RS232 Gender Changer/Pin Reconfigurator.

ODDBiT 3~DDODDD
COMPUTER CORPORATION

8120 Penn Avenue South
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55431
612-881-6955

VISA-M/C
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STA
BCC
NODmJ PLA
PLA
DECPLA DEC
DEC
BNE
RTS

DRM
DRWCAL
ARlM.tt

AR~lJ1

GOODDR

•YES fAlJE IT
LINE I
'DISCARD Y
;COORDINATES
j2 LESS
;ARGUHENTS
;NOT D~E YEP
jFINI SHED I

;DRM

-----------------------------------------

CALCULATE DRAW VECTOR
DRWCAL CMP PLOTY
BCC YMINUS
SEC
sec PLOTY
STA DELTAY
LOA 1I1
STA INCY
BNE XVEe
mINUS LOA PLlJTY
SEC
SBC DRAlIl'
STA DELTAY
LOA #255
STA INCY
XVEC
LOA DRAllX
CHP PLOTX
BCC XMINUS
SEC
sac PLOTX
STA DElTA><
LOA 1I1
STA INCX
BNE VECSET
XHINUS LOA PLOTX
SEC
sec DIWJX
STA DELTA><
LOA fl255
STA INCX
VECSET LOA fl8
STA ACCY
STA ACCX
LOA DELTAX
CHP DELTAY
Bce ~
STA COOOR
STA ENDPT
LSR A
STA ACCY
LOA #8
BEG DIWAGO

•SUBTRACT
!PLOTX FRlJ'l DWUX
;AND SAVE DIFFERENCE.
jX INCREMENT
j IS 1 (RIGHT)
jBRANCH!
jSUBTRACT
jDRAloIX FRlJ1
'PLOTX
lAND SAVE DIFFERENCE.
•X INCREMENT
;IS -1 (LEFT)
'ZERO OUT:
ACCUHULATOR
jX ACClJ1ULATOR
JIS DELTAX)
jOELTAY?
'NO!
;SAVE DELTA><
j IN COooR, ENDPT.
'DIVIDE BY·2 AND
;STDRE IN Y ACCUH.
jFORCE ~CH
iTO DRAWGO.

JDPLA

BEG DECPLA

jLEAPFROG JlJ1P

mtlX

LOA
STA
STA
LSR
STA

jDELTAY LARGER,
jSTORE IT IN
jCOOOR, ENDPT.
'DIVIDE BY 2 AND
;STORE IN x ACCUH.

DELTAY
COOOR
ENOPT
A
ACCX

JIS DRAWY)PLOTY?
'NO~

;SUBTRACT
•PLOTY FRlJ1 0fW,/Y
;AND SAVE DIFFERENCE.
jY INCREMENT
j= 1 (DllIn
'B~CH~

;SUBTRACT
'DRM"
!FRlJ1 PLOTY
;AND SAVE DIFFERENCE.
jY INCREMENT
j= -1 (UP)
JIS DRAW)(
j) PLOTX?
jNO~

h

-----------------------------NlXJ WE START THE ACTUAL DRMO
FLNCTI~!

------------------------------

DRAWGO LOA COLtlTR
BEGIN

BEG
LOA
CLC
ADC
STA
CMP
BCC
LOA

JDPLA
Aeey

DELTAY
Aeey
ENDPT
BEGIN2
ACCY

j IF COLNTR=9 ...
JNO DRAW!
'ADO DELTAY
iTO Y ACCUHULATOR
JAT ENDPOINT YEP
iNO, GO DO X.
jSUBTRACT ENDPT

ISSUE 11

SEC
SBC
STA
LOA
CLC
ADC
STA
BEGIN2 LOA
CLC
ADC
STA
CMP

jFROH Y ACCUMULATOR

ENDPT
ACCY
PLOTY

'AND INCREMENT
;THE Y POSITI~!

INCY
PLOTY
ACCX

JADD DELTA>< TO
jX ACCUHULATOR

DELTAX
ACCX
ENDPT
Bce PLDTIT
LOA ACCX
SEC
SBC ENDPT
STA ACCX
LOA PLOTX
CLC
ADC INCX
STA PLOTX
PLOTlT JSR PLOTCL
DEC COooR
BNE BEGIN
LOA Ie
BEQ JDPLA

JAT ENDPOINT YET?
jN~.l- GO PLOT.
jSUI:lI RACT ENOPT
jFROH X ACCUMULATOR
'AND INCREMENT
;PLOT x
jPLOT THE POINT!
jMORE TO DIWA?
'YES!
;NO HORE
jFORCE ~CH.

END

•

•
micro
dice tt
you roll the dice & develop
the strategy to beat the
high score or wipe out your
opponents!

II ATA

m

REASURES

presents

Micro Dice winning game of you vs. chance.
Fast action game for 1-4 players.
Micro Blitz mix strategy and lady luck to
blitz your opponents. 2-4 players.
Micro Hex your quick decisions and luck
determine the winner.
16k casso - 19.95 ea.
Micro Trilogy - 49.95
Send check or money order to:

Data Treasures
323 S. Walnut St.
Bryan, OH 43506
Dealer and Distributor inquiries welcome.

ADD A FLOPPY DISK TO YOUR ATARI*
FOR LESS THAN $450
Now Atar;* users can upgrade to 5" or 8" floppy
disks at an affordable price with MICRO MAINFRAME.
Micro Mainframe, the premier manufacturer of low
cost add on peripherals for the TRS-80 computer,
is proud to announce our lineup of products for the
Atari* computer. Micro Mainframe is not a new-

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

comer to the computer marketplace, as we have
been supplying quality disk drives for the TRS-80*
for three years. We now bring our expertise to the
Atari* market and pledge to provide the highest
quality peripherals at the lowest price.
Our floppy disk drive is designed to sell for under
$450, and check out the features:

Low initial cost includes one disk drive and controller
Single and Double Density operation STANDARD
Additional drives available for under $200
Controller features a proprietary digital phase lock loop data separator for unparalleled reliability
Operates 8" disk drives with our MaxiDos A operating system (AVAILABLE MID-1983)
Intermix 5" and 8" disk drives with MaxiDos A
Includes a parallel printer port to allow the use of low cost printers
Expandable to include hard disk operation (requires expansion chassis and host adapter)
Includes a SWITCHING POWER SUPPLY that is capable of running two disk drives
Can be used in conjunction with other Micro Mainframe peripherals

The expensive Atari* 810 disk drive includes a
costly disk controller and power supply for each
drive. This is wasteful as one controller can easily
control up to four disk drives. With a MICRO
MAINFRAME drive, you pay only once for the disk
controller. To add a second disk drive, you merely
purchase a disk drive and case. The power supply
in your first drive will power an additional disk
drive. Other manufacturers use cheap linear
power supplies which generate considerable heat
that can shorten the life of your electronic equipment.

ADD A DISK DRIVE TO YOUR
ATARI* FOR LESS THAN $90
If you already own a TRS-80 Model-III*, you can
use your Model-lIl* as an intelligent disk controller
with the addition of our CONNECTION ATM. This
peripheral connects between the 50 pin expansion
bus on the Model-lIl* computer and the Atari* 400
or 800 computer. After loading the supplied software package, your Model-lIl* computer thinks
that it is an Atari* disk drive and you can read and
write Atari* diskettes on your Model-III* for less
than $90.

Dealer Inquiries are Solicited
o

"'

(I;

rr
f-

MICRO MAINFRAME
11325 Sunrise Gold Circle
Building E
Rancho Cordova, CA 95670
(916) 635-3997

FIRST BORN IN 1978!

An clu:iling New Oalu Bas< MllilinKlolnd PersonallnfurmalionSyslem (oryourAlllri400I8OO··
Person.l Compulcr. Never hefon: have aillhese fealures hecn Jesilncd inlo a sfnlle Mailinlltnd
Inforffililion Syslem. so easy 10 use ltnd ro powt'rful.

COMPARE THESE FEATURES:
•

1)1111/; Fields: Name. Addros. CilY. Sill le_ Zip COlle.

Arca Code_ Phone Numher. BinhoJay tmltJIYI.
ltnd Enlry Type.

Now Available For Atari Computers
For Apple Computers
ForCPM Based Computers

Uses

$ 99.50
150.00
225.00

CCA Data Management System
Features And Capabilities

• Business
Accounts Receivable
Accounts Payable
lnventories
Billing
Lists and Rosters
• Home Phone Lists
Budgets, Hobbies

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Up 10 1O:!1 m:ords ~r Diskelh:!

•

Lo:ss Ihltn I SlXonoJ Search Timo: over q~", ufyour Dltla. and:!-4 sa:onds over lhe.'
other ~".•••

•

Up 10 62 SEPARATE ilnd UNIQUE filcs flc.'rmilleoJ po:r DiskO:lIO:.

•

Single or Double Disk Drive Capability.

•

Long record lengths
Up to 24 fields per record
Hot Copy Guarded
Alpha numeric items
Numeric only items
Add, update, scan, etc. files
la-Level sort ascending, descending,
allows alphabetizing data lile.
• Contact your local dealer lor
details or write us lor our catalog

I:e S'OFT"WARE

•

Buill in SORT. cllpableofSoningANY DUIIi File hy ANY Field wilh up 1010 Suhfields..
l'ommanoJ-Drivo:n wilh simple English·like I:ommands: I'IND. MODIFY.
PRINT. ADD_ SORT. elc.
Posilion InoJepo:mJcnl &. Posilion Dcrcndo:nl Fields.

•

Files comrlttible with Alltri OOS II.··

•

Recorded on High'Qualily Vemalim Diskenes.

•

Every Diskene Pn:-tcstcd for Bad Sectors and rccordinK intelrily.

•

Versions for. Epson MX·lW. Prowriler. Centronks
Prinl Single-width' Mailing Labels or Dim:lory Listing.
100% Machine. Language.
16 K Minimum Memory.
6O-Page User Manual.

•

qo Day Buyer Protection GUilranlee.
Call or wrile for FREE addilion.1 infonnalion.

·MAGIC MAIL is II Trademark of A·BIT·BEITER Softwllfe
"ATAR! is a Regislc:red Trademark of Alan Inc:.

~~~~~~".

238 Exchange St.• Chicopee. Mouochusefts 01013
(413) 592·4761
Mastercard &. VISA Accepted
• Deafe, And Distributol'" Inquiries Inviled
• Closed Mondays - Open Doily 'Til 5:30 - Fridays 'Til 8

~~"

Laurel Md 20707
'::(3"'"0"'\"')"-9S""3"'.7:..c2"'S'"'6-"-'------

~

,0$-

·f\'"

lJNkr InqMil'iD Invited

Vls!<

,~,

_.ll!',4
Sff,t'V'

,All!>"""

GETTING SERIOUS ABOUT
PROGRAMMING YET?!?

SLO-SEC
(SLOw speed SECtor write kit)

CREATE YOUR OWN PROTECTED DISKS WITH YOUR ATAR! DISK DRIVE
1t

WITH THE WORLD'S MOST COMPLETE
POCKET PROGRAMMING AID.

1t

*

SLO-SEC enables your AlARl 810 disk drive to write
unreadab"e (bad) sectors used in bad-sector disk
protect i on rout i nes.
Easy disk drive modification requires only two
solder connections.
SLO-SEC will not interfere with normal di sk dri ve
operation.

16 comprehensive pages
• error codes
• basic commands with
abbreviations
• peek and poke locations
• internal codes
• machine language aides
• much. much more!! only

POCKET

Get Yours Now $9.95
(dealer ad space available)

©
o

{,;\(r:::y,fii!

~

ORDER NOW-CASH, CHARGE OR C.O.D.

ADVANCED COMPUTING ENTERPRISES
5516 ROSEHILL A-1
SHAWNEE MSN. KS 66216
(913) 262-2875 • (913) 631-4180-

1'.1

-=-

ATARIIS A REGISTERED TRADEMARK OF ATARIINC

Complete SLO-SEC kit:
Hardware and Step-by-Step Instructions:
Note:

$9.95

SLO-SEC is designed for second generation drives
(manufactured after December, 1981)

For fast service use certified check. money order or charge card.
Please allow 2 to 3 weeks for personal checks to clear.
Pl ease send

SLO-SEC kits at

$ 9.95 each.

~~~e-:t---------------City

_

State _ _ Zip

~~rERCARD : - - - - - - - - Signature

_
Exp. date
Exp. date

_

ror.t PU

'\J\NAAE

1704 Princess St.
Wil mi ngton. NC 28405
ATARI is a registered trademark of ATARI. Inc.

_
_
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The NewAtariWriter Word Processor
by Richard Kushner
This article is being written using the new
AtariWriter word processor. This immediately
tells you that it can't be too hard to use, since I've
only had it in my hot little hands for a few hours and
have only skimmed the manual. The ease of my
learning to use this software is partly due to its
simplicity and partly due to its obvious debt to the
Text Wizard word processor. (Everyone has
probably heard the rumor (fact?) that the
AtariWriter was written by the author of Text
Wizard.) In any event, we are not here to speculate
but to demonstrate!
The AtariWriter is a 16K ROM cartridge that
will work with either disk or tape. With 48K of
memory, you have about 20K of memory free for
your text file. This amounts to about 14 double
spaced pages. Longer documents are handled by
chaining files together. This means that you put a
code at the end of "part one" of a long file that calls
the next piece into memory to be printed and
continue this process until the entire file is printed.
The menu that confronts the user initially (and the
only menu) consists of eight commands. You merely
type the first letter of the command and you are then
prompted what to do next. The function of each
command is:
-CREATE File: Use this to start from scratch to
create a text file. If there is already a file in memory,
you are prompted whether or not you want it erased.
-DELETE File: You use this to erase a file on
disk. There is failsafe prompt before it will actually
delete the file. Tape users should just write over a file
to delete it.
-EDIT File: This will bring you back to the text in
memory so that you can insert, delete, add or
perform whatever your editing need happens to be.
-FORMAT Disk: This is handy if you find
yourself ready to save, to disk, but don't have any
formatted disks. This will not write DOS files on the
disk. (Note that DOS files must be on your data disk
when you turn on your computer to use
AtariWriter.)
-INDEX of Disk Files: Like it says, this will give
you an on-screen listing of all the files on your date
disk without destroying any file currently in
memory. You can also, at your option, print out this
listing (a very nice feature!).

-LOAD File: This will move a text file from disk
or tape into memory where it can then be edited or
printed.
-PRINT File: This is used to print your finished
document on your printer. Read on for more
information on this command.
-SAVE File: The obvious opposite to LOAD. If
your filename for saving is the same as one already on
the disk, you will be asked if you wish to erase the file
currently on disk.
Once you go into the CREATE file mode, you will
see an array of items surrounding the blank text
window. Along the bottom are a series of arrows that
indicate where th TAB positions are set. Default
values are every five columns and they can be altered
by the user. However, the altered TAB positions are
not saved when the file is saved, so any later editing
that needs other than standard TAB settings will
have to have them changed again. This seems to be
only a minor nuisance and falls into the "you can't
have everything in 16K" category. Also on the
bottom of the screen are the name of the file
currently in memory (if it was retrieved from disk)
and two numbers that tell you the current line and
col umn location of the cursor (of dubious value). By
the way, the cursor is a flashing underline rather than
the usual ATARI flashing block and is much better
for word processor work.
The very first line at the top of the screen shows
the default settings for file formatting. These are all
easily alterable by the user. The default values are:
Bottom margin: 12 half-lines (1 inch)
Paragraph spacing: 4 half-lines
Print style: 10 characters per inch
Paragraph indentation: 5 spaces from left margin
] ustified right margin: Off
Left Margin: 10 spaces from left edge of page
Right margin: 70 spaces from left edge of page
Line spacing: 2 half-lines (single spacing)
Top margin: 12 half-lines (1 inch)
Page length: 132 half-lines (11 inches)
Like Text Wizard, the AtariWriter works in halflines, but differs in using "real" spaces to measure
across the page (much more convenient than Text
Wizard). Any modifications that are made in these
formatting values are saved when the file is saved.
To create a text file, you merely type on the blank
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screen "page". You do not use the return key unless
you want to start a new paragraph. If a word at the
end of a line will not fit on that line, the word
processor moves it to the next line. All typing is done
on a screen that has 36 characters per line. This was
presumably intended to take care of television sets
that overscan and, therefore, will not show the full
40 characters/line that are available. To start a
paragraph with indentation you can just type CTRLP as the first character and you will see a "P' symbol,
which is easily recognizable as a paragraph sign.
Upon printing, this will be interpreted as a command
to indent five spaces.
Having typed your document on the screen you
can then edit it to remove mistakes and alter its
content. It is the editing capabilities that really make
a word processor plus computer more than just an
expensive typewriter. Gone is whiteout. Gone is
retyping an entire document because of missing one
word in the middle. With the screen editing
capabilities of AtariWriter you can easily correct
those "typos" before they get on paper. You can use
the usual CTRL+arrow keys to move around the
text file one character at a time or you can use other
commands to move around in bigger steps.
SELECT+ T moves you instantly to the start of the
file (T for top) and SELECT+B moves you to the
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end of the file (B for bottom). OPTION+up or
OPTION+down arrow moves you up or down one
screen at a time. CTRL+ A moves to the beginning of
the line that the cursor is on and CTRL+Z moves to
the end of that line (A and Z being the first and last
letters of the alphabet as well as being conveniently
close to the CTRL key). All of these commands
allow you to quickly get to where the editing needs to
be done. You then can type in any additions and the
program will move text out of the way to make
room. You can also delete the character to the left of
the cursor, the character above the cursor, to the end
of the line or to the file. You can also delete blocks of
text that you delineate with CTRL-X characters. If
you accidentally delete text you wanted to keep, you
can also take back you last command (with some
limitation on the amount of deleted text that can be
restored). This is possible because there is a buffer
that temporarily holds any deleted text.
Additional powerful features are the ability to
duplicate or move blocks of text. This can be useful
to improve the meaning of a text file by shifting
around its parts without having to retype or when a
document has several similarly worded parts and,
again, retyping can be minimized. Typing changes
can also be minimized by using the Search and
Replace functions. For example, you may have
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consistently misspelled a word. You can easily
correct this by using these functions to locate and
then replace the offending word. You have the
option whether to change the word at each
occurrence or whether to change all of them at once.
Combining all of these commands and features will
get you to the point of having a document ready to
see the light of the printed page.
But wait a minute! Wouldn't it be nice to see on
your TV what the final printed document will look
like? Even though the screen only shows 36
characters per line and a printed page can have up to
132 characters per line, the AtariWriter has a
"Print Preview" option (called by OPTION+P) that
formats your document, page by page, as it will print
on paper. You then view this "printed" page on your
screen through a 36 character wide by 21 line high
"window" which you can scroll around to see the
entire page. This is very reminiscent of the old
ATARI Word Processor that did all of its text
creation and editing in this mode. With the
AtariWriter, however, you can only look at the
final form of the document. To do more editing
you must go back into the normal 36 character per
line edit mode. Nonetheless, the ability to preview
the final printed version is a very nice feature to have.
We are now ready to transfer that document in

~

1.~~
~h ~AfI~T/8000
.0

S

WARE

A£S

WeJve

Got
Software
Free Catalog Available

memory onto the printed page. The first time you do
this in any AtariWriter session you will be asked to
choose a printer from among the ATARI 1025, the
ATARI 825, the ATARI 820 and the ATARI 822.
What, you say, you don't have any of those printers!
You then choose the ATARI822 option to get your
printout. This word processor was originally written
to support only the ATARI printers (failing to
recognize that the Epson was the most popular and
that others were also in use by ATARI owners). This
is being remedied by the availability of a disk of
printer drivers from the ATARI Program Exchange
that will allow you to put a file on your data disk that
will be loaded into the computer when it boots DOS.
In this way you will be able to use underlining,
superscripts, subscripts and print fonts that your
printer may support without having to go th70ugh
the task of inserting a complicated series of control
codes and numbers. The AtariWriter does permit
inserting other printer codes using CTRL+O
followed by the decimal value of the printer code
(for example, 27 for the ESCape code). This is a nice
capability to have, since it is not possible to include
all possible features of all possible printers in the
word processor itself. It is, however, quite
cumbersome to use and requires that you have ready
access to the control code values. Thus, it is nice to

GENERAL
LEDGER SYSTEM

forATARI*
800
CHART OF ACCOUNTS
TRIAL BALANCE
INCOME STATEMENT
BALANCE SHEET

$149 95
Microsoft Base

A TA RI is a registered trademark
of ATARI, INC.

$219.95·
includes Microsoft Compiler
VISA - MASTER CHARGE -

CHECK - WONEY ORDER

Po. BOX 21828
DENVER, COLORADO 80221
"Your Discount Software Store"
Orderline: (303) 431-6598
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CANCER.

NOT KNOWING

THE
RISKS IS YOUR
GREATEST RISK.
A lot of people think cancer
is unbeatable.
That simply isn't true. In fact,
over two million people have had
cancer and survived to lead
happy, normal lives.
And not only can cancer be
beaten, it can also be prevented.
There are definite precautions that have been proven to
decrease your risk of getting certain cancers.
Ask your local American
Cancer Society to send you a free
booklet about cancer risks.
Leam the facts about cancer.
And make not knowing the
risks, one less risk.

I

<j AMERICAN CANCER SOCETY
':' How you live may save your life.
This space conlributed as apublic service.

have the most useful controi codes built into the
AtariWriter. The optional printer driver disk will
give you this capability.
You will notice that I have pretty much avoided
comparing the AtariWriter with other word
processors available for the ATARI computer. I have
done this because I believe that this product
addresses itself best to those who are new at finding
applications for their computer and want to get
involved in some "simple" word processing (i.e., a
note to Aunt Em, a letter to their Congressman, a
brief article for their local ATARI group newsletter).
The AtariWriter has good documentation, is
reasonably easy to learn and to use, doesn't seem to
leave you hung up anywhere and has sufficient
commands and flexibility to meet the needs of those
who are most likely to use it. You really can't ask for
much more from a word processor that sells for less
than $100. Yet, as your uses for word processing
grow (and they will), you will still be able to use
AtariWriter by employing some of its more
advanced features. After a series of strikeouts,
ATARI has a hit on their hands.o
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UTILITIES
for

ATARl400/SOO/12OO.

vi3t

Vervan
utility programs
require no software
modifications and are
a must for all serious ATARI BASIC
programmers.
CASOUP 1.0 & 2.0 To copy most
BOOT tapes and cassette data files.
1.0 is a file copier. 2.0 is a sector
copier. Cassette only $24.95
CASOIS To transfer most BOOT
tapes and cassette data files to disk.
Disk only $24.95
FULMAP BASIC Utility Package.
VMAP-variable cross-reference,
CMAP-constant cross-reference
(includes indirect address
references), LMAP·line number
cross-reference, FMAP-all of the
above. Will list "unlistable"
programs. Also works with
Editor/Assembler cartridge to allow
editing of string packed machine
language subroutines. All outputs
may be dumped to printer. Cassette
or Disk $39.95
D1SASM To disassemble machine
language programs. Works with or
without Editor/Assembler
~.

cartridge. May be used to up or
down load single boot files. All
output can be dumped to printer.
Cassette or Disk $24.95
OISOUP For disk seclor
information copying. May specify
singlesector, range of sectors, or all.
Copies may be made without read
varify. Disk $24.95
I)G products are available at
computer stores, B. Dalton
Booksellers and independent
dealers around the world. If I]G
products are not available from your
local dealer, order direct. Include
$4.00 for shipping and handling per
item. Foreign residents add $11.00
plus purchase price per item. U.S.
funds only please.

IJG, Inc. 1953 W. 11th Street
Upland, California 91786
Phone: 714/946-5805
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THE ULTIMATE IN COpy PROTECTION FOR ATARI SOFTWARE
NOW YOU CAN PROTECT YOUR SOFTWARE FROM UNSCRUPULOUS

PIRATES

ATARf SOFTWARE
PROTECTION TECHNIGUES
thoroughly explains the copy techniques used by advanced software pirates. YOU can avoid the common protection pitfalls with
instruction in the state of the art of software protection schemes.
This HOW-TO BOOK & PROGRAM includes.

HIDING DISK DIRECTORIES
$18.95* WRITING BAD SECTORS
for oook and disk
MISASSIGNING SECTORS
software

(CUSTOM FORMATTING)

$12.95* HARDWARE DATA-KEYS
lor book only
EPROM & ROM CARTRIDGES

DISK

PACK~DDD ~~~~~~K~~~~l,~s

ULTIMENU - The ullimate ill userfriendly disk menus. Put on a disk and this self

booling program displays all files and automatically runs lhe one
you selec!.11 even runs mosl BINARY LOAD FILES from basic.
BACK, A· OISK - ~~'~ 'S~c";6~ 'X~I'F~~' anything with SECTOR-COPIER &

OlSKTIME -Its a disk limer thai graphically shows disks RPM·s.
SCREEN OUMPER - This allows you 10 Iransfer any graphic display 10 a disk.
then reproduce It anytime in seconds.

COLOR FIX- Helps adjusl your TV 10 show Ihe right colors and hues lor your
computer.
O

This utility disk package for your Atari is better
than those costing 3 times the price.
ONLY
Send CHECK

Of

S"'4
95*
I.

MONEY ORDER 10·
ALPHA SYSTEMB
4435 MAPLEPARK RO
STOW, OHIO, 44224

Or charge to your MASTERCARD or VISA by callrng.
(218) 374 -748S
"Include $2.00 fOf shipping & handling IOhio residenls add 61'.>% lax.

Learn to pragram theATARI '"

in 6502 Machine Language & BASIC.
Three new ATARI books for the
serious programmer and beginner, are
now dislributed by IJG. for use with
Ihe ATARI400 and 800 microcomputer
systems.
ATARI BASIC, Lea
g Using.
This is an action book. You program
with it more than you read it. You use
it. you discover with it, you create II.
Learn ATARI BASIC easily through !be
.hort progr:sms./lrovldad. A great
source of WlI/llllfOblems lor teacher
a student 73 pages. ISBN
3-92-1682-B6-X $5.95.
Games For T
ARI. Provides
ideas on how to craate your own
computer games. Contains primarily
BASIC examples but. for very
advanced programmers, a machine
language example is included af the
end of the book. 115 pages. ISBN
3-911682-B4·3 $7.95.
Now 10 Program Your ATARlln 6502
M••hlne Language. To feach Ihe

I,

novice computer user machine
language. Ihe use of an as embler,
and hOw to call SUbroutines from the
BASIC interpreter. 106 pages. ISBN
3-92 1682·97-5 $9.95.
IJG products ere available at
computer stores, B, Dalton
Booksellers and lndependBllt dealers
around the worltt.
If IJG products are not available
from your local dealer. order direot.
Include $4.00 for shipping and
handling per item. Foreign residents
add $11.00 plus purchase price per
item. U.S. funds only please.
IJG, Inc. 1953 W. 11th Street
Upland, California 91786
Phone: 714/946·5805
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EPSET
6K PRINTER UTILITY (DISK/CASS.)
by Dick Tedeschi
Those of you with new Epson printers, if you are
like me, have been frustrated by all those wonderful
CONTROL CODES available to do anything from
change the number of characters per line, change line
spacing, select full widthldouble-width/half-width,
etc.
There are an impressive number of these "print
options" available, especially when you "mix and
match" them to create unusual combinations for a
specific application.
This program allows you to choose from among
the more commonly used commands by way of a
menu which issues the codes to the printer as well as
updating the menu as the option is chosen.
I have found this valuable in setting up VISICALC
(R) sheets for printing and have used it with a
multitude of programs in addition to printing out
program listings (e.g., fit a 1 1/2 page listing on one
page).
I leave the PAPER OUT switch (#1-3) ON (Left)
which turns the paper out sensor OFF (does that
make sense?). Then if I want to print a single sheet I
can do so without buzzers ringing and the printer
halting at the halfway point. If I am using pin-fed
forms I can select (P) on the menu and the sensor is
enabled which enables me to walk away and not
worry about the print roller getting messed up.
The great part of all this is that the EPSET program
can be run and then the 400/800 andlor the disk
drive can be turned off and any program (except a
few like LETTER PERFECT which internally reset
& control the printer) can be loaded without
affecting the print status previously selected.
(H)elp and (R)eset options are included. Reset
will simply return the printer to power up state while
Help gi ves a brief (one screen) description of the
program.
More options which can be added include italics (I
use inverse ch<lr. ) and 480/960 dot graphics select.D

10
15
20
25
30
35
40
45
50
55
60
65
70

REM EPSET.BtlS
REM
REM Epson MH-80 III FIT Printe~
REM Control Code Set""upPrograM
REM for use With UISICtllC, Etc.
REM
REM DICK TEDESCHI Jan.16, l~63
REM 1014 Main Street
REM Norwell) Htl 02061
REM
REM Tr~: tl C 5 0 (reall~ SMall)
REM Tr~: A S «l CAO-doublewidth)
REM
1~0 CLOSE U~:CLOSE U7
115 TR~P 115:ST~TUS U7,PE:IF PE=138 TH
EN GRAPHICS 2:POSITION 3:,6:? :tf6;"TURN

ON printer":END

120 OPEN Ul,4,O,"K:"
130 OPEN ttl,8,O,"P:"
135 ? U7;CHR$(27);CHR$C64)
140 GR~PHICS 0
150 REM 155 POKE 710,254:POKE 712,138:
POKE 70',202
155 POKE 710,130:POKE 712,130:POKE 70'
,10
160 CLR
170 DIM ~$(40),8$C40),C$C40),D$C40),E$
(40)
130 DIM F$(40),L$C40),P$C40),O$(40),S$
(40),U$C401,W$C40)
1'0 ~$="CA) subscript FONT (toggles 85
:C:Sl"
200 8$="(8) N/72 INCH LINE"
210 C$="CC) COMPRESSED"
220 D$=" CD) DOU8LE STRIKE"
230 E$=" CE) EMPHASIZED ;T1:r.['I"".-~""'''''''''i.-'7(:'I''''.-'J''';

IIHJ"

240 F$=" CF) SKIP OVER PERF"
250 L$=" CLl CHARACTERS PER LINE"
255 P$="(P) PAPER-OUT ENABLE (SW.1-3 Ll"

0$=" un [ill(Ij"
S$="CS) SUBSCRIPT"
U$=" (m UNIDIRECTIONAL PRINT"
W$="CW) DOUBLE WIDTH"
TRAP 2'7:GOTO 300
2'7 RUN
300 POSITION 3,0:? ")()()()()()()()()()()()()()()O()()(

260
270
230
2'0
2'5

)()()()()()I()(II

310 POSITION 3,1:? ,'* EPSON PRINTER OP
TIONS *"
315 POSITION 3,2:? ")()()()()()()()()()()()()()()()()()(
)()()()()()()(II

320 ? "

A$-W$: print option strings
K
: input Character variable
CH
: number of characters per line
DL
: number of dots per line (1-85)
FL
: number of lines per 11" form
PF
: number of lines to skip before perf

(R) RESET"

330 ? A$:? 8$:? C$:? I)$:? E$:? F$
3:40 ? L$:? p$:? as:? S$:? US:? W$
430 POSITION 7,22:? II T e ' 0' when f

inished

***Program Variables***

CH) HELP

:1

II

440
POSITION 10,13:? "YOUR CHOICECS):
II.

,

450 GET Itl K
455
IF CHRSCK)="H" THEN GOSU8 800:? II~
II
457 IF CHR$CK)="R" THEN RUN
460 IF CHR$CK)="A" THEN? U7;CHR$(27);
CHR$(65);CHR$(51;CHR$C151;CHR$(27);CHR
$ C8:n ; CHR$ (1)
465 IF CHR$(K)="A" THEN 8$C4,5)=I*S":C
$C4,4)=I*":S$C4,4)="*":DL=5
470 IF CHR$(K)="B" THEN POSITION 2,1':
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? "}!tll.I<"'4:10iE";: INPUT DL:? tt7; CHRS (2]
);CHRS(65);CHR$CI)U:5S(4,5)="*N"
481] IF CHR$ CK) ="C" THEN ? ttl; CHR$ US) :
C$C4,4)="*"
4'J0 If CHR$ (K) ="0" THEN ? tt7; CHR$ (27) ;
C"R$(71) :0$(4,4)="*"
500 IF CHR$ (K) ="E" AND C$ (4,4) 0 "*" tiN
D SSC4!4)O"*" THEN? tt7.;CHR$(27);CHR$
(6<n : E~ (4,4) ="*"
519 If CHR$(K)="F" THEN POSITION 2 29:
? ">I~:I.'U:I#I01";: INPUT PF:? tt7; CHRS (27
) ; CHR (78)' CHR$ (PF) : f$ (4, 4) ="*"
520 I f CHRS (K) ="L" THEN POSITION 2 21:
? 1I)[iW'lj"'4:1iC";: INPUT CH:? tt7; CHRS (27
) ; CHR (8D' CHR$ (CH) : l$ (4,4) ="*"
525 IF CHR! (K) ="P" THEN ? ttl; CHR$ (27) ;
CHR$CS7):PS(4 , 4)="*"
5JI] IF CHRS(K)="O" THEN? tt7:IlS(4,4)::"
*":G010 580
540 IF CHR$ (K) ="S" THEN ?tt7; CHRS (27) ;
CHRS ca:n ; CHRS (1) : 5$ (4,4) ="*"
550 IF CHRS (K) =!IU" THEN ? tt7; CHRS (17) ;
CHRS (85) ; CHRS (1) : U$ (4,4) ="*"
560 If CliRS UO ="101" THEN ? tt7; CHRS (27) ;
CHRS (87) ; CHRS (1) : 101$ C4., 4) ="*"
570 GO TO JOO
589 ? "~"
5'J0 POSITION 7,S:?
EPSON PRINT MOD
E
600
POSITION 7,6:? "
_II

**" .

"**

610 ?
620 IF C$(4,4) 0"*" THEN? " 1:1 i(ij III[·':l F
OM1"
6~0 IF tiS (4,4) ="*" THEN ? A$ (4)
641] IF BS (4, 4) ="*" THEN ? 5S (4);''
(";
Dl;"/72)"
659 IF C$(4,4>="*" THEN ? C$ (4)
660 If oS U, 4) ="*" THEN ? D$(4)
670 IF E$(4,4>::"*" THEN ? E$(4,lS)
<";
680 IF fS(4,4)="*" THEN ? f$(4);"
PF'" LINES)"
6'JO If lS (4 , 4) ="*" THEN ? L$ (4) ;"
(";
CH;"/LINE>"
6'J5 If p$ (4 .4) =11*11 THEN ? P$(4,10);":>"
700 IF S$(4~4)="*" THEN? 5$ (4)
710 IF U$(4,4)=II*" THEN? US(4)
720 If W$C4,4)=I*" THEN? ""S (4)
721 IF OL=O THEN Dl=12
722 FL=INT(66*CI2/DL»)
725 ? :?"
ThiS Mode gives ";fl;" Ii
nesl 11 in."
7~O IF as (4 4) ="ilf" THEN ? :? " WiI!l~

~:[I]~.~:~":*'Jj~'.:Jjl:'I!1:f.1:

ns

It

I f Q (4,4) ="ilf" THEN ? " at(lJijI:• • lljJ71

.'JijI.d:I~;NI.·':LfTJ;'lj~"

137 IF Q(4 4) -"*" THEN? " _m_;;t;JIif:l
.!W'.jl;;t;r'lIC~.~:.i;."lI;t'J,]§I'

740
75B
800
81B

CLOSE ttl:ClOSf tt7
END

? ,,~
EPSET INSTRUCTIONS"
This is a prograM to sen
? :? "
d .all"
820 ? "those CONTROL CODE cOMbinations

to"

8!O ? "the Epson M:K-89 printer for suc
h

tl

840 ? "things as cot1\pressed print or '
SUb-"
850 ? "script font' ("try this I use it

to"

860 ? "get 150+ lines on an 11 inch sh

eet"
870 ? "of paper!!!) or l>ouble-Wid1:h or
any"
880 ? "other things you May need (Mix

and"

8'J0 ? "Ma1:ch).(Subscript font = A C S
Q ) ..

? :? "All you need do is:"
? "1. TURN ON PRINTER & INTERFACE
MOD."
no ? "2. RUN nus PROGRAM (RESETS PRI
NTER)"
n:o ? .. ~. ENTER THE LEITER Of THE OPTI
ON(5)"
~40 ? ..
YOU DESIRE Ctl '*' WILL APPEA
~OO

no

R"
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?"
NEXT TO THE OPTION AS IT IS
SENT)"
"'J60 ? "4. WHEN DONE TYPE '0' (tiS IN au
IT)."
~70 ? "S
YOU CAN NOW TURN OFF THE COM
PUTER"
~80 ? "
tlND/OR THE DISK DRIVE. THE E
PSON"
"'J~O ? I f
WILL REMEt1BER!!!!!"
1000 POSITION 1IJ,23:? "HIT ~ TO BE
GIN";
1010 IF PEEKC5~27'J)(>6 THEN 1010
18Z0 RETURN
~50

•

CHECKSUM DATA
(See D:CHECK/C:CHECK,p.26)

10 OtiTA

573,866,231,177,613,870,4'J4.4~
7,lZ~,874,367,58~,863,7Jl,168,7982
120 DAl~ 264,2'J8,909,896,847,807,64,32
6,706.756,263,'J.~,2~4,810,524,871J
250 D~T~ 106,J8117~.186,67"'J,551,8'J9,12

8,973,!07,'85,66,641,819,578,712'
440 DATA 414,571,52,820,233,67,458,71"'J

~717,6"'Jl,153,92,811,83~,68~,7J91
~50 D~T~ 706,723,716,394,S29,517 , 8'J8,6

Il,623,'JOO,637,644,'3',436,6JO,'J92I
695 DAT~ 131,688,69',710,26,'42,204,28

O,"'J22,147,752,5I.880,641,255,7I~O
8~0 DATA 61'J,6~5,~04,686.304,434,518,5

28,8I6,l21,65"'J.164.4'5.595,82~,8327
DAT~ 578,445 , 277 , 61]1,781 , 2682

"'J80

•
***

***

10 REM
SNOWFLAKE GENERATOR
20 REM
30 REM BY TOM HUDSON
49 REM
50 REM SET UP GRnPHICS MODE, COLORS
60 REM
70 GRAPHICS 8+16:5ETCOlOR 2,O,0:COlOR
1

80 REM
"'JO REM SET UP DEGREES, X ~ND Y TABLES
HHl REM
110 DEG :OIM O(10).X(lO),V(10)
120 REM
130 REM RANDOMIZE SHtiPE
140 REM
150 FOR 1=1 TO 10:D{I)=O:XtI)=RNO(O)*S
0:YCI)=RNOCO'*I*4:NEHT I:POKE 77,0
160 REM
170 REM ECHO AND ROTATE SHAPE
189 REM
1'J0 PLOT 160,96:FOR 1=1 TO 10:0RnWTO 1
69+(KCI)*COS(0(I})+YCI)*SIN(D(I))),'6+
(-K(I'*SIN(D(I»+VCI)*COS(D(I»}
209 0(I)::OCI)+6B:NEKT I:IF OC1><360 TH
EN 1"'J0
210 FOR 1=1 TO 10:~(I)=0:NEXT I
229 PLOT 160,"'J6:fOR 1=1 TO 10:DRAWTO 1
60+(XCI)*C05(OCI»-¥(I)*SIN(O(I»)."'J6+
C-H(I)*SINCDCIJ)-VCIJ*COS(DCI»)
2~9 D(I)=O(I'+60:NEXT I:If D(1)(360 TH
Eit 229
240 REM
250 REM lE~VE IT ON 5CREEN ~ WHILE
260 REM
270 fOR DElAY=1 TO 5000:HEXT D£lnV:RUH

•

CHECKSUM DATA
(See D:CHECK/C:CHECK,p.26)

10 D~TA 66~,253,7~8,257,711,261,137,26
5.25174,612,80,2~2,86,82S,5J89
169 D~TA 12,~40,98,542,156,15i,527,152
.88.624,94,1'3,~6S7

A.N.A.L.O.G. COMPUTING
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ISSUE 11

HERE ARE
SOME EXAMPLES
OF WHAT EPSET CAN DO.
Thl. i . SUBSCRIPTED

font

'''.lS

i t .. l ic

~s

SLiBSCRIPTETJ

t8~,CfSIQ)

THIS IS DOUBLE STRIKE~EMPHASIZED
WITH 9/72 INCH LINE S~ACING

THIS IS COMPRESSED, DOUBLE STRIKE, UNIDIRECTIONAL, DOUBLE
WIDTH WITH NORMAL (12/72 INCH) LINE SPACING

THIS IS A DEMO O~ SUBSCRIPT ~ONT
TO SHOW THE E~FECT OF ~/72 INCH LINE SPACING
YOU CAN SET A LOT OF LINES (OVER l~O) TO A PA6E THIS WAY

THIS I S D,E,W
(DOUBLE STRIKE,
EMPHASIZED,DOUBLE WIDTH>
THIS IS COMPRESSED DOUBLE STRIKE
WITH ONLY 8/72 INCH SPACING (NOT ENOUGH SHOULD BE 9/72)
BUT IT DOES WORK AND GIVES qq LINES TO AN 11 INCH FORM•..•.

HOW ABOUT COMPRESSED,SUBSCRIPT,DOUBLE WIDTH?

IS

DOUBLE

STRIKE~
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